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Investigate Alleged Fruit Combine
Public Warehousing 
For Fruit Industry is 
Under Consideration
HEAVY STOCKS 
OF DOMESTIC 
APPLES SHOWN
N ew  Gyro President
Shippers’ Committee and Fruit 
Board in All-Day Session Con­
sidering Latest Estimates of 
Remainder of Crop
A .
I l l
ti ’
B.C.F.G.A. and Fruit Board Approves of Warehousing ,, , . . . . .
o  xxT r« • j  Members of the shippers federation
Scheme— Warehouse Company W ould Supervise and price-tixing committee met the b .c .
>
W I
W ould Receive 
Handles Money
Detailed Statements
Shippers Believed Friendly
C o m p a n y  Boaid members in an all-day
^  ^ conference on Wednesday and thor­
oughly reviewed , the •stocks on hand as 
submitted by the shippers up to No­
vember 5 and compiled by the fruit 
board.
These stocks revealed that up to No­
vember 5 the shippers had on hand in
WIT H  the stamp of approval of the executive of the B.C.F.G.A. the Okanagan a total of 2,295,541 boxes and the fruit board in their pocket, W . R. Beaty and John D.
Kearns of the Johnston National Storage Ltd. of Vancouver are now i,717,935 boxes for the domestic mar- 
contacting various shipper officials throughout the Valley in an en- kets.
dcavor to persuade the shipper to join in a voluntary plan known The total stocks are divided as fol-
R
FERRY WORK NOT 
TO START UNTIL 
EARLY NEW YEAR
The Courier Obtains Unofficial 
Information That Assembling 
Here Not to Start as Early as 
W as Expected
MacGregor en Route 
To Institute 
Into Fruit
jn
Unofficial word has been received 
Kclownn tliat the Western Bridge 
Co., which company was awarded the 
contract to assemble and build the 
new thirty-car ferry for service across 
Okanagan Lake from Kelowna ferry 
has sublet the contract to Roy Stewart 
Ltd., Vancouver general contractors.
It is also understood that the work 
of assembling the new ferry will not 
commence in Kelowna until January 
1. instead of the first week of Dccem-
Official of Combines Branch of Department of Labor to 
Conduct Investigation Here and on Prairies— Result 
of Isaacs Charges Made Last August— Ottawa Rever­
ses Former Position— Vancouver Lawyer Named 
Counsel
MacGregor Left Ottawa ^X^ec(nesclay
her as was intimated by the Western *¥*HE curtain went up on another act of the alleged combine situa- 
Bridge^Co. some time ago and report- I  tion on Wednesday when word was received from Ottawa that
Evidently the Western Bridge Co. ' had left the east to come to the Okanagan to resume
still controls a major interest in the complete the inquiry into the fruit combine as alleged in charges 
project as the board of trade was in- made by Godfrey Isaacs last August. H. I. Bird of the Vancouver
S  ”co” n°se“ ' ‘ '
Who was installed as president of the would visit here shortly. ^  j  a t j  •
Gyro club of Kelowna by Lieut.-Gov- 4?°^ Stewart visited Kelowna and vJn Wednesday A. K. Loyd, president,of the B.C.F.G.A., received 
Biggest holdings o f ’ McIntosh are in ernor Roy Sharp of Tacoma in Kelow- other parts of the Okanagan early in a wire from MacGregor which said: “Leaving for British Columbia
- - --------  October and it was then understood today to resume and complete inquiry.”
he was an official of the Western • j  r  ̂ *
Bridge Co. He is now believed to issued from the department of labor, Ottawa,
have* the contract. It is still certain M*". MacGregor had left for the west to conduct an inquiry
that the work of assembling the craft into the alleged combine. The statement said that no conclusion had
^ R o g r
vided for Keloivna men besides the ccided that the request of a body of fruit growers for an inquiry 
skilled workmen who will be brought sufficient justification for taking this step. The inquiry will he
conducted both in B.C. and on the prairies.
as “field” or “public warehousing” which, they claim, will be of lows: Extra fancy wrapped, 480,808;
fancy wrapped, 467,277; cee or orchard 
run wrapped, 353,479; fancy f  and f, 
63,455; cee f  and f, or f  and j, 175,864;
inestimable benefit to the entire fruit industry of this Valley.
The plan, briefly, is that the-Johns­
ton Storage company should assume p o iiM  K ILT IE  BAND IN  PENTIPTUN loose on packed box basis, 697,765; stor 
aU responsibility for the growers’ ‘  K IL I IE  BAND IN  PENTICTON destination, 56,893.
fruit which would be under the com- Announcement has been made that _____ ______
pany’s jurisdiction from the time it the Penticton branch of the Canadian the fancy wrapped class, there being last week,
reaches the packing house until the Legion is ^  sponsor a pipe band in 206,018 boxes. Extra fancy wrapped
J. J. LADD
grower’s cheque is in his hands. Ship- Penticton. The sum of $500 has been Delicious number 127,377 boxes, 
pers would be paid a definite and fix- voted by Penticton branch as a stftrt Stocks op hand are the heaviest ever 
ed charge for packing, selling, storage toward the development of kiltie musi- experienced at this time o f year, it was 
and other services. The warehousing cians in the community. Arrangements stated but no decision as to action to 
company would handle all money and for the set-up are in the hands of Char- be taken was reached at the meeting, 
make a detailed statement to each les W. Stewart and R. P. Murray, who A  further probe into the possibilities of 
grower. The grower’s statements w ill report back to the members at a some markets w ill be undertaken be- 
would be identical in makeup, regard- future meeting. ‘ fore any steps are taken,
less of the shipper used.
Trade Treaty W itli 
United States To 
Be Signed Today in from the coast.
Resolution
and Thursday
B.C.F.G.A.
On Wednesday  the 
plan was threshed out by the execu­
tive of the B.C.F.G.A. and the fruit 
board with the result .that both of 
these bodies passed resolutions en- 
.doirsing the scheme. The B.C.P.G.A. 
resolution read as follows:
“Whereas it has been the constant 
aim o f  all growers’ organizations for 
many years to remedy the abuses 
Turn to Page 6, Story 1
B. C. Fruit Board Plans to Spend 
$20,000 in Advertising Campaign 
In W estern Provinces and Britain
HIGHLAND-BELL
Newspapers, Billboards, W indow Streamers and Radio to 
be Used on Prairies and in B.C.— Tie in with Dominion 
Government Campaign in Old Country
Wftfll ri PIIRf*HASF A  RRAJSIGEMENTS are almost completed now for the big advert 
f  f A/UUJl/ t  r i .  tising campaign which opens this month throughout the four
R I7  A V17R Q II V17R provinces in order to push the big crop of Okanagan applesUliXR V Liil; kjlii V Juil> across to the consumers. It is estimated that about $20,000 will be
spent in advertising by the fruit board, which also includes a $6,000
-.J___ _____________ _____  • a-v   ̂ ^  ’Extraordinary General Meeting an advertising campaign in the Old Country,
of Shareholders Approves Pur- Depends on iPuture Sales
chase of Share Control The amount to be spent on the cam-
—— ~  paign w ill be determined on the siic-
Approval of the shareholders of the cess of salesmanship throughout the
the only province participating. Out­
side of the word ‘Canada’’, the only 
other place of origin mentioned w ill be 
British Columbia, which the fruit
suits. Liverpool and Glasgow are the 
two cities chosen for the expenditure.
Apple weeks are to be established in 
all the main centres throughout west-
__ __  ___ _________ • ___
Highland-Bell Ltd. to purchase share next two months, declared G. A. Bar- h®ard behews w ill bring beneficial re 
control and if  possible, complete pur- rat, board member, when discussing
of the Beaver Silver Mines Ltd., this phase of the board work to a
which property abuts the Highland- Courier representative.
on Wallace Mountain, was given ’̂our mediumq w ill he used an-nsq , ---------- -----
^  an extraordinary general meeting in the western provinces including Vic- before Christmas, it is ex-
Che b o^d  o f trade rooms in Kelowna toria Vancouver Calgarv Ednmnton P®*̂ *®**' ® large volume o f the crop
T u esd ^  m oving. w S S
t t j  H igh la„d -B k , gave the eharehold- a „*
■ers a resume of the proposition and Some of the cost o f the advertiqin? board, and one of its Vancouver
reasons why the purchase would be w ill be undertaken by the brokers^ representatives, Howard Brock, was in 
beneficial to the Highland-Bell, mostly who are co-operating in the drive ’ several days last week
fitan the standpoint o f more economic In these centres newspaper, radio 
(^lorating. ^  . and billboard advertising w ill be ex-
FoUowing the passmg o f the neces- tensive and in all centres a b ig assort-
sary appi^val Mr. Staples ̂ answered a ment of window streamers and cards 
number o f queries concerning the pro- are being prepared for wholesale dis- 
g r^ s  of the Highland-Bell. A t the pre- tribution to the retail stores, 
senl^ tune in the lowest level of the These window displays are colorful 
mme operations are being carried on to the extreme and display a big red 
onCne largest and best piece of ore apple prominently. The big streamers
ever uncovered, he stated, but that does have a yellow background with the 
n ^  necessarily mean that the deeper apple in red and the lettering in green 
the workings go the. more valuable the and red. “Apples for Pep and Pleas-
. Lire,” reads one streamer.
He stated that there is at least twelve Various other slogans are to be used 
to fifteen months ore in sight now, but including this: 
further development, work cannot be “Alkalize the Pleasant Way.
carried on until that runs out, as it Eat an Apple Every Day.”
would be economically unsound to do Other slogans include “Cheaper by 
so, due to the faulty construction of the Box” . “For Health and Pleasure 
the mine. There is a reserve of $75,000 Eat Apples,” etc. 
to the credit of the Highland-Bell, and _ . _ .
seven cents dividends have been paid, Country Campaign
amounting to fourteen per cent this In the Old Country, the Dominion
government is spending $40,000 to ad- 
There has never been as much ore vertise Canadian apples. T h e  fruit 
showing on Wallace Mountain before board has set aside an additional $6,000 
as in the Highland-Bell claim today,” to tie in with the government cam- 
declared Mr. Staples. ; paign, and British Columbia w ill be
FIVE PER CENT RELEASE
Another five per cent release has 
been authorized by the B.C. Fruit 
Board of domestic stocks in Cartel No, 
3, sundry varieties.
Prime Minister W. L. Mackenzie 
King is in Washington today pre­
paring to sign the new Canada- 
United States trade treaty which 
has been hanging fire for about 
three months as officials of Canada, 
Great Britain and the United States 
have tried to come to an agree­
ment "regarding their respective 
articles.
Announcement is expected later 
today regarding the full terms of 
the agreement, but it is believed 
that many of the changes in tariff 
have been guessed nearly cprrectly 
now.
There seems little doubt but that 
the preference enjoyed by Canad­
ian fruit growers on the Old Coun­
try market will be cut by about 
fifty per cent. What effect there 
will be on the prevailing dump 
duties and ad valorem duties, exist­
ing ajgainst importations of United 
States fruit into Canada has not 
been ascertained yet.
This change in the tariff against 
American produce will hit the 
southern Okanagan fruit growers 
harder than the north, as most of 
the soft fruits are produced from 
Kelowna south, but if duties against 
soft fmits are lowered then vege­
tables will also receive less protec­
tion, it is expected, and this will 
hit the northern areas hard.
Some benefits are to be received 
by lowering of prices on agricul­
tural implements, it is conjectured, 
and other manufactured goods may 
be obtained at cheaper rates after 
the new agreement comes into 
effect. ,
But the Okanagan fruit grower 
is under a cloud today and to what 
extent that cloud will be lightened 
or darkened udll depend upon the 
pronouncements following the af­
fixing of Rt. Hon. Mackenzie King’s 
signature to the treaty later today.
^^orld Peace and Prosperity Depend 
Upon Efforts of Each Individual 
Justice Manson Tells Rotary
In making the decision, the govern­
ment has revised its former attitude 
when, for several weeks prior to Mr. 
MacGregor’s yisit here last month, de­
partment officials maintained that suf­
ficient tevidence had not been presented 
to warrant an investigation. The re­
versal of stand follows the publication 
on Sept. 29th last of an editorial in The 
Courier which pointed out that the 
Government was adopting an attitude 
F r n m  ^ "̂^®ctly opposed to the policy laid 
J. x u ii i  down by Hon. J. C. Elliott, then minis­
ter of labor, who stated the policy of
Present Conditions Result of Individual’s Drift
Fundamentals of Life — Praise Weekly Papers ______ . .......
Church, Dailies and Governments Have Failed__ In- government was to institute ^n
dividual Must Assume Ills  Responsibility.
P ~   ̂  ̂ w ill naturally be disappoint-R E S E N T  world conditions are the result of the indifference of the fu Lewis Duncan, who conducted
? I- • 4 , . . . .  niC the iNla.qh insroetiwa*;..,.. __ 4 1____individual and conditions wili oniy be corrected when'the Vn- appoS ed  I™  Ms®°a°e_ T  s • ......  — --- ------ --------  ..44V.44 ,444V, 441- Lcu. 4u uiis cBsc. However Mr
dividual realizes his responsibility and thinks more deeply of the MacGregor has had a great deal of ex- 
value of fundamental things, Mr. justice Manson of Vancouver told in these matters and during
a meeting of the Kelowna Rotary club at the Roval Anne on T u e i-  ^®^® when he conducted a
day night at which the Vernon Job mentbers 600" “
“The old world is not really such a  ------ -— -̂-------- ----------------------'----  be came in contact. He is said to be a
bad place,” Mr. Manson said, “but at one great much and public opinion is Scotsman with a keen analytical
the present everything^ is topsy-turvy the greatest force in the world Public ® man who can see a long ways
and the nations are sick. A  few  years opinion can right the wrong in the Who cannot be easily hood-
ago we thought we had made tremen- world. But it is a matter for the in- winked. The general consensus of op-M __.A?___ . . t v  1 a « . _ _ VXXC XXX -.X! XL. ___: __.i_ « a . .
Federal Election Date Uncertain 
Now That Their Royal Highnesses 
W ill be Visiting Canada Next Year
dous advances in civilization and boast- dividual. Read much; think in terms those who know hini is that
again in of progress; cease to be casual* take oh investigation in his hands w ill be 
192U thmgs went wrong. We develop- your new responsibility. Do this if and impartial,
ed mass production but our distribu- not for your own sakes, then for the ^* K. Loyd, president of the BC.F
uon system was hopelessly inadequate, sake of our children. Consider what Which has consistently pressed
Ti^ay we have desperate want in the we are giving them; what are we leav- for a full investigation since the Is-
miast ot plenty. ing them. We can’t stand idly by if oacs charges were made last August,
“We destroyed the initiative and we are to be true to them. told The Courier that his organization
morale of a whole generation and this “Living as individuals in a new at- was naturally pleased that the fullest
was a far greater tragedy by far than mosphere of responsibility we can ac- investigation was to be undertaken,
the war. This was done by our inef- complish great things. Think hard with “Suph action,” Mr. Loyd stated, “Was 
fectiveness in coping with the unem- all your bxains. Charity and love and necessary as only a full investigation
ployment problem. We have also seen patience must prevail arid not until could clear the air in the Valley. Such
the foundation stone of society wreck- they do w ill peace and coritentment in action has been fu lly endorsed also by
ed and homes today are being torn as- the ultimate come to this old world. those shippers charged last August,
sunder with increasing frequency. Is “We have been careless about fun- 
the increasing; divorce rate a good damental things. Let us be serious 
thing? We have become careless, cal- about our traditions and cleave to the 
lous, indifferent to it  but can Canada things worth while in life.”
stand it? ' Twenty-six members of the Vernon
“Thank God the weekly press has Rotary club were guests of the Ke- 
still retained its sanity and is still a lowna club to hear Mi*. Justice Man- 
personal press. It is upon a higher fpn, W. S. Harris, yice-president of the 
plane than the daily press of our large Vernon club, expressed his club’s ap-
cities which has become mercenary preciation of the invitation. Mr. j .  We;st Judge J. D. Swanson reserved judg- 
and failed to give us the leadership of Vernon in an outstanding address ment in County
Turn to Page 7, Story 2.
RESER VES JUDGMENT 
IN COUNTY COURT
which we have every right to expect outlined Rotary’s efforts to promote
peace and better understanding in the Tuesday
court, Kelowna, on 
afternoon in a civil action
Hon. Grote Stirling, M .P. for Yale, Addresses General 
Meeting of Kelowna and District Conservative Asso­
ciation on Accomplishments of Party- 
Delegates Elected
from a medium with the great influ , ----  ---- --------  -----------------k u
ence the newspapers have. world. W; Bredin of Kelowna in the brought by Am ir Kaur against Lakha
“Our goveraments have- failed us, inimitable Bredin manner discussed Singh over rental of land, and a coun- 
tpo. Not one has succeeded in solving world conditions. Mr. Fergus Mutrie ter-claim made by the defendant over 
the unemployment problem which is of Vernon accompanied by W. Seaton reoairq of flnminor w \r 
still the major question in this coun- on the piano-, rendered several greatly repre-
Officer'? a n d  ^̂ ® tlnited States and Britain. The appreciated vocal selections. W. An- Am ir Kaur and T, F, McWil-
■ latter without armament manufactur- derson, with F. Marriage as pianist, lead lianis was counsel for Lakha Singh,
ing would be in a precarious position, the community singing. R. P. Mac- both of these principals being Hindus. 
“The church has failed. There is no Lean extended the club’s thanks to Another Hindu
Merchants Feature Olcanagan
Proaucts in Second Contest
A t  P R F ‘5Ti'M'T i-Vio j ,. i __  j  i > doubt about that. It has failed to give Justice Manson and other persons con- between Natha Sinsh anrf T ak-ho1 ±-KES>LNT the future is dusk, more dusk that ever before the leadership it did in former days, tributing to the program. Lakha Smgh^
so soon before a fprthcoming election, as to just when that The old spirit is gorie and today the — -------------------- — -
case is . proiceedirig
_ -------^ âkhaS
with the same counsel appearing.
election will be held,” commented Hon. Grote Stirling M P  for church is a puny and unheard voice 
Yale, in addressing the annual general meeting of the Keiowna and
disttict conse£vative association held in the board of trade room in “Internationally things are equally
as wrong. Recently we trembled for 
------—-------- ^ ' days upon thp brink o f a precipice and
Kelowna on Tuesday evening. 
Anything May Happen
we thought we were to be plunged into
f 4°^ election of candi- a useless war which would have been
A n y  Task Can be M ade Interetiing
Tells Local Retailers
rr J -c • 4 , • “There is first of all the Royal visit,”
Winnie Jackson W on First Prize Tuesday considering the replies but continued the speaker, “and Macken-
in B C ProdnrtQ finally made the above awards. The zie King has intimated that the next
in V.,. rroaucts l,ontest—  winners, if they have not received a sessiori of Parliament w ill not be hur- ov-w*. cc
. Same Cash Awards This Week cheque by . mail, should contact E. W. ried, and if  it not concluded at the democratic system of gov- for but a brief moment’
______  Barton, secretary o f the board of time of Their Majesties’ arrival the creuient, modified to meet the times.
„ , . 4, D/-i r, J 4 . . . tra.de. House w ill be adjourned. When vou necessary that the party system
Wiin «.C . Products week behind This week the questions concern the get the House adjourning anything *^® servant and not* the master. We 
mem and the quiz contest over, the Okanagan. The list is published in may happen.” • do ourselves harm when we allow the
Kelowna retail merchants have decid- this issue of The Courier. The ques- A t the outset, Hon. Mr. Stirling com- to become the master.”
ed to carry the contest on one more, tions this week are much simpler mented on the recent election of Hon cannot subscribe to the idea that
week but this tune to have the ques- than last week and it w ill be much Dr. R. J. Manion to the House of Com-̂  there is not much difference between
“'Tr.rf these meetings, far worse than that which we remem-
ho do not ^ lu e  the bered last week. Events since would 
, c mmented, but ri is seem to indicate that we have escaped
Does all this
not make you ask if  we are civilized?
In Europe we see injustice, oppression 
and persecution. Nations are in an ap­
palling state.
Roy Hunter of Vancouver Urges cheese, tea, cocoa, vanilla, apples, pep- 
Retailers to Educate Selves potatoes, pilchards, he recalled
Abmii- Raob-crromn/l story of each and Urged
G oods handled by the grocery clerk, coffee, 
1 n ey  b e ll that every clerk should know the
background of the goods he sells, not
tions about the Okanagan. _____ ____ ______
"Winnie Jackson, 220 Berriard avenue, Nevertheless, the- same
. -Any task can be made interesting, only for his own interest, but to make
4. . ■ not well m 1938, if  you choose to make it so, Roy Hun- him a better servant of the public.
These things are all in part or in ter, advertising expert of "Vancouver, Every citizen is actually two ner-
i^® 4̂̂ ** told the local retaU merchants at a sonalitL , Mr. Hunter
easier to obtain the correct answers, mons as Conservative leader, "as^well two main parties. There is more peop^e^ha^e permifte^^to be nossible personality which is his the
  three cash as the victory in the South Welling- ®’®®®'^ty in the undertakings under to?e_possible. Wednesday last. Retail merchants
Pr*^®_5®*‘, tfis most correct answers. $7.50. $5.00 and $2.50. So let’s get our majority of 3,000 was shown. 
Mrs. Muniel B. Gellatly of 168 Elliott thinking caps on and go after those sidered this a 
avenue won Uie $5.00 second pize and prizes. We do not know any easier rial section in the 
Sen Law, P.O. Box 60 of Kelowna or pleasanter way of earning money.
won the $2.50 third prize. These three _________^ ^ ______
had the three best sets of answers to The retail inerchants bureau is again
uth welling- The^ are the reflection of our own have fascinating jobs, if only they which
S ? "" llT c o n ! I have been able to discover in th f S  Jf f lJ h W q ^ a h t?  The^^^ momeu.., uigmg mm m ao a iix
L S I ' ,  s r s ?  imd^each better,; be a little, better,eitieeh. It
walked away with the $7.50 cash awards Lvill be given again this week, ton by-election where a
can greater part of the time and that 
comes to him in his exalted 
rn nts, r in  hi  ̂ to d   little .
is
ing changes iri trade treaty wrih^the tariffs and some have been high fiie^°*^oday^ tĥ e ̂ -world”  is^L^^^^ Which, if known by definite purpose
”  -  - -  ^ only because they are necessary. They. S  more towardsMmproyinfUnited States
The Brandon result was not unex-
V44.4J. uct oc 144CJ- ti4c 44 i;ca5ai JLney.44,„4 inrUviHii-iV n-r rm+inn nn-n 'liiro 1 ' ' 4 ' '  ---  ---  —̂“  -4 -4 44 .4 4 4 4 .4 4 4 4 , lu mus- lizip g thC Community
4.. 4-. .  -_____________   — ____________  ca *4444 4**.4̂4V- huve bocn adjusted to the require- „nto ?tself rikine ̂  nation can live pleasant and more umportant, make along some.line. There ' ^
the_ questions regarding B.C. products planning to place Christmas trees on pected to the speaker, as he had hard- ments of the sale of the article.” “The world erie<! out for deer.nr the .organization, all seriou.sness with othiers o f the
.................— — —  ̂ ----------- --------  ’ - ............- ^ ® Acted Just In Time ' th iS n s  o r t h e 'W o f  e^^^ J ? o  a same" thought, arid"-
Going back to 1930 Mr Stirlimr You a?k w h it vori can ^ffo~ f  peison with a task that coiild be me- meetings that all process in;:the en-Ljoing nacK to lyjo, Mr. Stirling You ask what you can do. I tell you, chanical drugery or highly interesting, tire world has sprung. -Anything that
1 you can do a little. Many littles make Citing a wide variety of the products Turn to page 6. story 3
tta t were published last week. The Bernard avenue for the holiday season, ly  hoped the T ories ’wouW 
judges appointed-by the retail mer- This d^ision was reached at the gen- seat.
chants worked a considerable part of eral irieeting of the bureau "VYodnesday. He stressed the democratic system of Turn to Page 6, Story 4
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ICNltibllHlicd 1001
A iii'W'i)M1 K’t iIi*vo(»mI ti» Ihc iiilt'H'MlH of tlir Kclowilit Oinlrict 
of tlir OliaiiiiKiiii \’iill<-y ill lliitinli ( ‘0111111111:1, |>iililiiilir<l every 
Tliiiiiiitay iiiiiiiitiu! Iiy (lie Kelowiui f ’oiiiier I,til. 1 lie Kelownn 
Courier l» |1 iiieinliei of (lie ( ■aiiaili.'iii................................................. Weeliiy Ncwniinjieis Ansocia-
rioii"iui<rorilie IliiliNli Coliiuiiiiii WeeUly Newniiapeia Adiioeiatioii.
Siili«i'ri|ilioii Hate: Jll.TiO in ( . a i i a d a f  If.OO in other
coiillti iei: ; Hiiiple copir!!, live eelitH.
G. C. Iloae, Prcaldent 
11. A. Fraaor, Secretary
R. P. MacLean, Editor and Manager
The Kclowim Courier lina by (nr tlic grentcBt clrculntlon of 
nny nowBiiaper eircuintini; in the Cenlrnl Oltananan Volley.
ratio to tlijr- leiif’ tli of time it remains in ItK'ul cir- 
eulation.
Tlie well-meaniiif' Iioiua'wife rea.sons with iiernelf 
lliat Kelowna merelnmts will not miss tln> few eenla 
{ueomiranyinj; tin,* mail-order or the small purchase 
in another city. She is at fault only in that she does 
not reason far enough. Those few cents would remain 
!(t home and that small purchase would be made In a 
local store if she but multiplied them by the number 
of housewives in this community.
Anythinf,; that can be purchased away from K e­
lowna can be purchased here, and with equal c'conomy. 
Every purchase made In Kelowna, helps to build 
Kelowna and indirectly benelits the purchaser.
T E R R H ' t O P i C S
\
O '
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER, 17th. 11)31)
Public Warehousing
During the past several weeks the B.C.F.G.A., the 
Fruit Board and shippers have been itivestigating 
Held or j)ublic warehousing and considering the pos­
sibility of it being applied to the local fruit industry. 
During the past ten days, representatives of tlie 
Johnston National Storage Limited, of Vancouver, 
have dlscus.sed the scheme with representatives of the 
various intci’cstcd bodies and, having obtained the 
approval of the B.C.F.G.A. executive and the Fruit 
Board, arc now contacting the shippers to obtain their 
reaction to the scheme.
The principle underlying the public warehousing 
plan is that the services of a financially responsible 
and thoroughly experienced and independent ware­
house company arc used to assume possession of, and 
be responsible for, the fruit of the grower in its pro­
gress from the time it is received at the packing house 
until it is sold and thq proceeds dist'Hbutcd directly 
to the grower, less any deductions for necessary 
charges such jjs packing, freight, storage, sales and 
similar items. A  detailed statement w ill be issued by 
the warehousing company directly to each grower 
when the cash distribution is made.
There w ill be no interference with any existing 
business but the warehousing company will audit and 
check all movements and transactions of the grower’s 
fruit through processing and shipment as well as 
collecting the monies and paying the proceeds. A ll 
claims will be handled by the storage company and 
the cartel w ill be operated by the storage company. 
The one desk plan would continue to operate.
Public warehousing has beeri operated in Canada 
for the past eight years with, it is claimed, unfailing 
success and beneficial results to the industry involved. 
The plan is said to be equally applicable to coopera- 
tives and independents.
One very definite result would apparently' be ob­
tained if such a scheme were inaugurated here. Each 
grower would know definitely just what happened to 
his fruit. He would know the percentage of culls 
and of the various grades; he Would know exactly 
what the selling price was and the charges made for 
the various services; he would be able to cornpare 
his statement with that of his neighbor as every 
statement, regardless of the shipper used, would pre­
sent the same information in the same manner.
The grower would seem to have much to gain and 
little to lose . under the suggested plan. Shippers 
would seem to have little to lose and much to gain 
as under the plan they would be removed from all 
suspicion of not playing fair with the grower. It would 
seem that all rebates would be eliminated as the 
warehousing company would release the fruit on the 
order and. at the price set by the board and would in 
addition receive payment and disburse the money. 
Thus the only possible place a shipper would be able 
to make rebates would be out of his packing charges 
and this he would hardly do for he would be receiv­
ing a stipulated amount for this service and any re- 
. bate would come right out of his own pocket. More­
over, the necessity of rebates might be removed as 
the jobbers would be aware that there was only one 
price and no possibility o f chiselling.
Such ai plan, if put into operation here, would cost 
money. The warehousing company estimates about 
one cent a box but the net cost, it is believed, would 
' not be that great as the warehousing company would 
assume much of the present mechanical work of the 
Fruit Board and the cost of that organization would 
be reduced by that considerable extent.
One of the major benefits to the fruit industry 
which public warehousing has to offer, is one which 
cannot be estimated in dollars and cents. But if it 
can correct the condition, it w ill have done an in­
estimable service to this valley. A t the present time 
the valley is pregnant with an atmosphere of sus­
picion. Growers feel that the shippers have jipped 
them for years and are waxing fat upon money which 
should rightly have gone to the grower. "Whether or 
not the suspicions—belief—of the growers has any’ 
foundation in fact is, for the present discussion, im­
material. The suspicion is there and is inevitable 
under any deal where large quantities of produce are 
sold on consignment. The public warehousing scheme 
interjects a third and neutral party between the 
shipper and the grower; the third party unconcerned 
with either but concerned with only giving an 
accurate accounting o f what becomes of the fruit and 
the price it brings. Such a third party would act as 
a buffer between the two parties concerned. It would 
remove,the shipper from the suspicion of the grower.
I f  public warehousing can achieve this one thing, it 
would be well worth the extra levy the fruit industry 
would have to bear.
Two Minutes* Silence
Those who think at all deeply on the significance 
of tlie commemoration of Remembrance Day can 
never fail to be impressed by the power of the Two 
Minutes’ Silence. I f the Silenco is observed in the 
spirit in which it is intended, then it is creative, 
energetic and may well bring new preceptions and 
new strength to the soul. Remembrance Day com­
memorates a disappearance of wrangling and strife, 
the surcease of the bitter temper of conflict. The value 
of the brief time of silence is not only a tribute to 
those who fell in the carnage of war, but an oppor­
tunity to make vows to solve the secret of fellowship.
The first Silence was apparently observed in Cape 
Town, South Africa, when in May, 1918, the entire city 
ceased all activities long enough to pray .that the 
t German offensive might be halted. Then, on, Novem­
ber 7th, 1919, a “King’s Wish’’ was issued by King 
George V which said, in part: “To afford an oppor­
tunity for the universal expression of this feeling, it 
is my desire and hope that at the hour when the 
Armistice came into force, the eleventh hour of the 
eleventh day of the eleventh month, there may be, for 
the brief space of two minutes, a complete suspension 
of all our normal activities.’’
It is obvious that, if the spirit of the occasion is 
to achieve its greatest fulfilment, the Silence must be 
observed at exactly the eleventh hour. F ive minutes 
before the hour or five minutes after the hour and it 
might just as well be observed on the first or the 
thirtieth of the month. It is the two minutes exactly 
following the eleventh hour that are most charged 
with feeling. The entire significance of the occasion 
is lost at any other' time.
On Friday last, Remembrance Day, Kelowna’s of­
ficial Silence was not held on the hour. The parade 
—as parades have a habit of being—was late in reach­
ing the Cenotaph. The inevitable result was that the 
whole order of service was delayed and, although the 
Silence was first on the program, the appropriate hour 
had passed before it could be observed.
Experience has shown other cities that it is im­
possible to exactly time a parade. No matter how 
carefully organized, it is inevitably late in getting 
started. Recognizing this, a number of cities have 
adopted a simple but highly effective means of en­
suring that the ‘^ile;nce’’ is observed at the precise . 
hour. The paraft starts at ten-thirty sharp, come 
what may and no matter who may be missing. The 
service at the Cenotaph is planned to start at ten- 
forty-five and runs along until one man, who has been 
especially named for this task, informs the clergy in 
charge that it is thirty seconds before eleven. Then, 
immediately, the service is halted, be it in the middle 
of a prayer, a hymn or a discourse. The silence is 
observed at the appointed and appropriate time and 
the sudden breaking into the service is startlingly 
effective. -
ONE THING THE Remembrance Day service in 
tlie city park proved, if nothing else, Kelowna men 
are just as reluctant as those of any other town to 
sing in publie. On Friday, the most pitiful of uH 
efforts at singing tliat I ever heard was made by the 
men gathered around the Cenotaph. The women song, 
yes . . . .  but they were too few to make nny appreci­
able volume of sound in the great outdoors. It needed 
half a hundred lusty voices to make tlie old familiar 
hymns echo across the lake and re-echo from hill to 
hill up Bear Creelc. But there they stood, two or three 
hundred men, silent, mute, embarassed . . . .
I ' • 1 ' '
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I WONDER W HY IT  IS that practically every
... .
Vandalism
During recent weeks a spirit of vandalism on the 
part of some parties has resulted in the. breaking of 
a large number of windows in the Aquatic club. Over 
fifty small stones found upon the dance floor of the 
club indicate the extent of the bombardment the 
windows of the building have suffered.
Just why any person, boy or man, would choose 
the windows of the Aquatic as a target for his marks­
manship is difficult to understand. The kindest con­
clusion, perhaps, is to assume that thoughtless young­
sters have engaged in an orgy of “I  dare you.’’ Such 
a conclusion, however, immediately assumes that 
Young Kelowna has little sense of gratitude, respon­
sibility or appreciation. I f  the Aquatic means any­
th ing at all to this city, it means much to these young­
sters. Its doors are thrown open wide to them during 
the whole period during which the club is open. Its 
facilities are without charge. Club finances are juggled 
that youngsters may be assured of expert swimming 
the youngsters may be assured of expert swimming 
instruction. In short, one of the main objectives of 
the club is to be of service to the very young people 
who have, presumably, deliberately and with malice 
aforethough, practised their marksmanship on the 
clubhouse windows. ,
It would seem that this would be an appropriate 
time for parents to put their youngsters through a 
stiff cross-examination. The responsibility after all 
rests upon the parents. A  few  “home truths’’ may fall 
upon fertile ground and save embarrassment in the 
future. The directors of the Aquatic are determined 
that this wanton vvindow-breaking must cease and 
court preceding w ill be started at the first opportvmity.
an address exactly as it occurred or was given. If 
any elaboration or explanation is necessary the news­
paper does that in its editorial column. The func­
tions of the news columns and those of the editorial 
page are entirely distinctive but, nevertheless, they 
are frequently confused in the minds of the public. 
The news columns report the event as it occurred; 
the paper’s own remarks are confined to the editorial 
page.
Those people who complain because the news­
paper has reported some action or statement of theirs 
that has caused friction or difficulty should remem­
ber Professor McKenzie’s word6. They should recall 
that i f  they had not done or had not said that which 
caused the difficulty, there would have been no 
trouble. The newspaper simply reported the news. 
In other words, the fault is theirs, not the newspaper’s’. 
—Reprinted from Sept. 1st issue of The Courier.
male dislikes to sing in public. Put him in a small 
room with half a hundred fellow club members or in 
a tiled bathroom with the door shut tightly and ho 
will stretch his vocal cords to the limit. But put that 
same individual in church or at a meeting and he can 
find a hundred excuses why he should stand and gosc 
at the feather on some woman’s hat or the antics o f 
a stray dog. I f  he be really driven into a corner and 
ho feels he has to make some pretence at singing, he 
moves his lips but it very careful to secaJhat not the 
slightest sound escapes. It may be thafme is afraid 
of the beauty of his own voice. It may be he feels 
that if he attempts to sing his fellows, at the first 
sound of his voice will all stare and think he has sud­
denly gone loco and rush him away to a mental hos­
pital. One fact would seem to indicate that in this 
matter of singing, at least, the male is afraid of being 
laughed at. Put him with a group of “the boys’’ and 
let the “cup of goodfellowship” pass round once or 
twice and he loses that self-consciousness which 
chains his voice in church or public meetings. Once 
that is gone, just hear his larnyx operate . . . .
A  Welcome Fanfare
Fault Is Theirs
Three Pills
Trade Builds Cities
That community profits most that keeps the lar­
gest percentage of its trade at home. By the same 
token, the citizen who buys away from home is help­
ing some other community, instead of his own, to 
grow. Business is the life-blood of any community. 
A  city or town can grow no faster than its business 
grows. And the retail trade is a vital part of this 
business.
Many patrons of mail-order and out-of-town 
stores do not realize the extent they injure their own 
community and themselves by diverting their trade
They do not realizefrom homp-town merchants, 
that they lose far more than the few  cents they may
think they save in the immediate transactions. In­
dustries bring money to a community, but the com­
munity benefits only when that money is spent at 
home. It receives no benefit from that monex i f  it 
passes directly from the pay envelope to the mail- 
onler house; the degree it does benefit is in direct
Kelowna retailers were given considerable food 
for thought on Wednesday night when they were ad­
dressed by Mr. Roy Hunter, advertising counsel of 
■Vancouver. Mr. Hunter administered several potent 
pills although, it is true that he sugar-coated them 
liberally with an infectious smile and frequent jokes. 
Whether or not the pills w ill be retained long enough 
to accomplish their appointed task, depends entirely 
upon the individual retailer.
The fir^t pill was something of a gentle hint for 
the retailers to abandon their customary habit of stay­
ing aloof from many community activities. Every 
person, according to Mr. Hunter, has two personalities. 
The dominant one is that ordinary self which com­
mands our every day activities but occasionally the 
second personality comes to the fore and in a 
moment of strength'and vision, we join sonie organ­
ization which is working towards the material and 
spiritual, economic and social betterment of the com­
munity. In such organizations, the - average person 
rises above himself and becomes a different person, 
a better citizen; he is exalted. As time passes and he 
becomes more enthusiastic he finds that it is much 
easier for him to take an active part in community 
movement and. in the company of his fellow citizens, 
he finds himself actually enjoying extra work he has 
undertaken. It is from such small beginnings as these 
community meetings that all progress throughout the 
world has come. .
The second pill Mr. Hunter administered in the 
hope that it might bring the producer and the con­
sumer into closer contact. The retailer  ̂is closer to 
both the producer and the consumer than any other 
rnedium. He is the centre of a triangle bounded by 
producer, manufacturer and consumer. He should' 
know the problems of each and, acting as a liason of­
ficer, should interpret one to the other. Especially 
should he endeavor to understand the farmers’ point 
of view for in the final analysis the farmer, is the con­
sumer and until his business has been placed upon a 
firm foundation economic security and prosperity 
cannot be achieved.
The third pill was administered in the hope that 
î  might move some retailers to cease being mere 
clerks and becoming salesmen. Mr. Hunter urged that 
each retailer thoroughly know the products he sells 
and the story behind them so that he may talk about 
them intelligently to his customers. I f  he puts him­
self in su6h a position he w ill find that sales are 
made much easier and, instead of being drudgery, re­
tail selling becomes a fascinating game.
Three pills of wisdom were administered. Mr. 
Hunter came to Kelowna from Vancouver for the sole 
purpose of addressing the local retailers. , Those that 
attended were enthusiastic about his address. I f  any 
one of the three pills function adequately in each 
individual, Mr. Hunter has made a valuable contri- 
buton to the life  of this city.
“Newspapers do not usually distort the news. 
What they do is report the news of a distorted world, 
and should not be held responsible for friction— t̂hey 
are only doing their job.’’
Such was the statement of Professor Vernon\ Mc­
Kenzie, dean of the school of journalism at the Uni­
versity of Washington, in a public address last week. 
These words strike right at the heart of a common 
misunderstanding in the minds of a section of the 
public. The average newspaper reports an event or
Horn-blowing can be pleasant, depending, of 
course, on who does it and why. In fact, we are glad 
that the manufacturers of many well-known products 
have blown their horns. I f  they hadn’t blown their 
advertising horns, we might have missed something 
■we now use or enjoy.
So we all feel that merchants or manufacturers 
who have some service or products which w ill  bene­
fit us in any way should blow their horns about it. 
In other words, let us know what they have.
And this applies to governments as well as to 
merchants and manufacturers. Our own federal gov­
ernment, for instance, could give us quite a fanfare 
of horn-blowing that would be pleasing to the average 
citizen. It is surprising how relatively few  Canadians 
know of the many services the government performs 
for us.
Perhaps we may expect to hear more of Ottawa’s 
pleasant horn-blowing in the future. This paper is 
now running a series of advertisements for the Post 
Office Savings Bank and these may be harbingers of 
other advertisements which w ill tell us what we 
should know about the government’s many services.
"We can safely prophesy a marked increase in the 
patronage of these services by the average citizen 
when well-planned advertising does the government’s 
horn-blowing.
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ON FRID AY THERE were some grand old hymns 
on the program . . . . “O Canada’’, “O God Our Help 
In Ages Past’’, “Abide "With Me’’ . . . .  few  would admit 
they do not know the words of those three and fewer 
yet would admit they did not know the tune to hum. 
But then there was the Lord’s Prayer . . . .  About 
three men, excluding the clergy, joined in that. It 
was the women’s voices which saved the day from an 
utter fiasco. The three clergymen did what they could, 
the Dragoons O.C. made fitful efforts but there the 
rest of the men stood, silent and embarrassed and as 
emotionally as cold as the very granite crag around 
which they Were gathered. Barely a man in the ranhs 
of the Dragoons, the 'Veterans, the Sea Scouts or the 
unattached, moved his lips . . . .  Possibly they were 
thinking that the throb of the Holdup as it passed, 
was the distant rumble of guns or the hum of a dis­
tant armament factory working at full capacity . . . .  
Possibly they were contemplating the brilliant sun­
shine reflected from the snowclad hills far up Bear 
creek and wondered if this break in the heavily over­
cast sky was but an omen that the clouds of uncer­
tainty over the world have broken and a better, 
brighter, happier day is dawning . . . .  P.S. No, I  did 
not sing either. You see, I  fe lt that i f  I  did open nay 
mouth e'veryone would turn to see who was making 
that noise and I  do not like to be stared at . . .  .
Kelowna In Bygone Days
(From the files of the Kelowna Courier)
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ON FR ID AY  N IGHT THE Kelowna, Penticton 
and Vernon boards of trade meet in solmen conclave 
at the Royal Anne to discuss several problems o f 
general interest to the whole Valley. Possibly the 
most important item on the agenda w ill take the 
shortest time to transact. I t  is the inviting of Their 
Majesties, the King and Queen, to the Okanagan 
during their Canadian tour next summer. On October 
13th, immediately after the Royal Visit was announc­
ed. The Courier urged editorially that the three Valley 
cities unite in a request of this nature. A t that time 
. . . . . five weeks ago . . . .  The Courier said “ the 
itinerary w îll probably be made up before many 
weeks have passed and for this reason the V a ll^  
cities should lose no time in pooling their efforts to 
have the Royal party visit the Okanagan” . It is five 
■weeks since that suggest ton was made. In the mean­
time the committees in charge of arranging the tour 
are now at work. Doubtless they have been swamp­
ed with similar requests and at this late date some 
unusual angle should be given the local request i f  it 
is to receive attention. On the other hand it is just 
possible that the Okanagan is already included in the 
itinerary. It would seem that, as it is one of the 
show places of the entire country, and as it is so 
closely linked in population and sentiment and trade, 
that it would naturally be included in any Royal 
itinerary. On the other hand do the members of the 
arangement committee appreciate those facts? That 
is a moot poin t.........
TH IRTY YEARS AGO 
Thursday, November 12, 1908 
Dr. Paul dePfyffer von Altishofen L.L.D., of Luc­
erne, Switzerland, has purchased the old Mission 
house and fifteen acres of land surrounding it from 
the South Okanagan Land Co., and w ill settle on his 
purchase next spring with his family, eight in number.
A  new flagstaff at the public school (now gener­
ally known for lack of a more euphonious title as 
“ the old wooden school” ) was inaugurated on October 
30 with a ceremony in which Senator Bostock, Hon. 
■William Templeton and Duncan Ross, Liberal can­
didate and former member for Yale-Cariboo, took 
part. The flag was hoisted to the masthead by Hon. 
Bostock, who gave a short eloquent speech voicing 
the devotion of all British nationalities to their flag 
and bidding the young to cherish it as a badge of the 
glorious Empire.
TW ENTY YEARS AGO 
Thursday, November 14, 1918
“For the first time in its history, Kelowna went 
mad last Monday, mad with a delirium of joy, and it 
was both meet and right that it should be so, for was 
not the ngws of the signing of the armistice by 
Germany, an armistice so stringent and yet so em­
bracing that it guaranteed peace, an event worth cele­
brating by the utmost energy of limb and of wind, of 
voice and of action. Certainly the pent-up feeling 
of four years made up for lost time on Monday, when' 
the cheering crowds threw business and the daily 
work to the winds and remembered only that the war 
was practically a thing of the past. The first news 
came to town over the telephone at 7.30 o’clock Mon­
day morning. Little notice was taken of it, however, 
until the C.P.R. Telegraphs opened at 8.30 o’clock, and 
a despatch with full details came over the wire to 
The Coufier. Mayor Sutherland and J. W. Jones, 
MJu.A., immediately hurried to The Courier office to 
read the glad tidings. Seeing the pent-up feelings of 
the people around the building, Mr. Jones and Mayor 
Sutherland climbed to the top of the building and 
with the aid of a Union Jack led roar a fter roar of 
cheers, while the shrieking of the fire siren and the 
deeper roar of whistles announced to the city and 
district that the great event had taken place. From 
then onward, turmoil and flags seemed to be the 
combined order of the day. Impromptu processions 
were organized, old oil cans were at a premium, and 
anything that would make a very big noise became an 
article to be coveted. A t 2.30 o’clock, from the roof of 
The Courier building, Mr. Jones made a few  introduc­
tory remarks. The crowd sanig the Doxology, after 
which a prayer of thankfulness was offered by Arch­
deacon T. Greene. This was followed by a speech 
from J. W. Jones, in which he refered to the ey in g  
four years o f war just passed. He then read from 
The Courier the abridged terms of the Armistice, 
clause after clause bringing forth shouts and cheers of
approval. Mayor D. W. Sutherland refered to the 
. boys who had gone, of whom many would now be 
coming back. They had done their work faithfully 
and well and what could the people at home do? 
They could do nothing better than buy Victory Bonds, 
for it would be a long time before the troops would 
come home and they needed supporting just as much 
now as before. Rev. E. D. Braden also spoke a few  
words, expressing his wonder at what this day would 
be worth to Kelowna. E. M. Carruthers represented 
Belgium, biit owing to the cheering and shouting in 
the street below speech failed him but he energetically 
waved the colors of brave little Belgium.- Mr. Hughes 
represented the United States and the cheers for the 
Stars and Stripes were loud and long, as were those 
given when M. Fasciaux waved the Tricolor of 
France. Mr. Casorso, Sr., represented Italy and Mr. 
Iwashita waved the Japanese ensign, all to the ac­
companiment of the wildest cheering. After singing 
the Nantional Anthem for the second time, the gaily 
decorated automobiles and vehicles lined up for a par­
ade around the city. This procession was headed by 
Pte. Reith bearing the Union Jack, behind which 
came the returned soldiers, the city’s two fire trucks, 
the Boy Scouts, over sixty automobiles and a number 
of other decorated vehicles. A t night things quieted 
down considerably, though during the evening two 
effiges of the Kiaiser were burned on Bernard Avenue. 
The first one, which earlier in the day had been 
suspended on wires in the middle of the road, was 
burned outside the city hall, while the other, bearing 
a card inscribed “Me und Gott” and a capacious iron 
cross, was mounted to a stake,' saturated in coal oil, 
stuffed with crackers, surrounded, with piles of wood, 
was burned in true historic fashion, cheers rending 
the air at each successive collapse o f th e, dummy. 
Certainly the day w ill be long remembered and just 
as certainly it w ill be many a long day before Kel­
owna sees such a heartfelt burst of tumultuous thank­
fulness and joy.”
The total subscriptions in the Victory Loan cam­
paign here ,are $105,000, more than half the quota.
• A ll meetings are stopped, churches, schools and 
places of amusement are closed because of the Spanish 
influenza. Serious cases have developed in Chinatown 
and six deaths have been reported. Dr. Knox has 
arrived from New York where he made a special 
study of the disease and its germs and has taken 
charge of checking the epidemic as medical health 
officer.
Charity May Wilson, second daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. John Wilson became the bride of Bernard Owen 
Hooper of Owen Sound on Thursday morning, No­
vember 7, at 7 o’clock.
■ • • •
Fair Price committees are being established in all 
communities in Canada to discover if  the prices they 
pay for foodstuffs is reasonable and fa£r.
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OTHER QUESTIONS WHICH will be discussed in 
the matter of the “Queen” for San Francisco fair and 
the hard surfacing of the Valley highway. On this 
latter question there is an angle. Would it not be 
fine i f  the King and Queen were to be motored from 
Vernon to Penticton? Would such an important oc­
casion cause the provincial government to speed pp  
its paving program on this highway? Or would it 
shrug the shoulders and say “ Let Their Majesties eat 
«te  dust and enjoy the bumps.” . . . : It is an inter­
esting point for speculation. . . . .
r p m
THE WORLD MOVES ON and now it w ill soon 
be that neither the milkman nor “Pa” w ill be able to 
get the cream by getting hold of the milk bottle first. 
It can’t be done, even if the bottle stands for a year, 
according to an ̂ announcement which has been made. 
The feat is accomplished by a process of getting the 
fat, which forms the cream,'so completely jdistributed 
through the milk that it is never again able to unite. 
The process has been under development for seven 
years. The process involves crushing the fat globules 
so they distribute completely through the milk aiid 
are never able to get together again. Housewives at 
first objected to being unable to get their cream from 
the top of the bottle but they and other objectors are 
coming around to preferring the new product. There 
have been objections from milk companies which had 
built reputations on the depth of cream in the top of 
the bottle. But nevertheless it would seem that science 
has forced the disuse of another old simile . . . .  “as 
thin as skimmed milk” . . . .
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POOR LITTLE  SNOW WHITE is in the courts. . 
Not only that but Prince Charming is there as well. 
And so we are disillusioned. No, Snow White is not 
seeking a divorce and she hasn’t entered a breach o f  
promise action but they are there for a reason which 
is equally potent in dispelling the charm of the pic­
ture. . . .  mercenary, that is what the two perfect 
lovers . have proved themselves to b e . . . .  Adrianan 
Caselotti who modelled and sang as Snow White and 
Harry Stockwell who was Prince Charming have f i l ^  
suit for $300,000 against Walt Disney Pictures Ltd. 
Snow White seeks $200,000 and Stockwell $100,000 on 
the grounds that phonogi*aph recordings were made 
from the sound track of the film when their contracts 
restricted the company to the use of their voices in 
the motion picture on ly---- Heigh-ho! Heigh-ho!____
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GROGAN has sent The Courier aMRS. K. M.
splendid picture of Prime Minister Neville Chamber- 
lain and his wife. The card had a tremendous sale 
on the streets of London during the recent crisis. Mrs. 
Grogan writes that she was in London on the fate­
ful Sept. 28th and w ill never forget .that day . . . .  A s  
for The Courier she states, “I  look forward to receiv- 
injg it with great , pleasure” . . . .
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"Is  this a B.C. Product ?**
For most of our doinesUc needs, the ansiwer can be "YES.”
There are few utaple food-stulTs that are not produced or i)rocc«.>;cd In 
British Columbia; few of our everday requirements tiiat cannot bo 
supplied by our own factories.
Every purchase of a J5. C. PIIODUCT helps the local i)roducer to 
increase and improve his output.
More B. C. PRODUCTS will be stocked and sold, more of our own 
people will llnd employment, if we all form tlie habit of asking—
“ IS  T H I S  A U.C, r i t O D U C T V ”
THE DEPARTMENT OF TRADE & INDUSTRY 
E. G. Rowebottom, Hon. W. J. Asselsline,
Deputy Minister. Minister,
C U N A R
mamammme
m
i»* ' Ik,
The Popular Liners 
^ ^ A S C A N I A ’ ’ ^ ^ A L A U N I A ’  ̂
^ ^ A U R A N I A ’ V “ A U S O N I A ^ '
Weekly from Canada to Plymouth, Havre 
' and London,
will carry Cabin and Third 
Class only.
CABIN CLASS. The minimum rate is Iswereti to 
$132 ,50, with substantial reductions in the higher 
than minimum rooms. An even lower rate is operative 
in Winter from Halifax to Britain, ’
Greatly enlarged deck space available through the 
elimination of Tourist Class.
T H IR D  CLASS is improved by the addition of state­
room accommodation and other facilities used by former 
Tourist Class, including public rooms and deck space.
The foregoing changes in  the above Service become _ 
effective fo r sa ilings after January 1st, 19'i9.
Apply to your local Travel Agent for reservations, or to ir« i
CUMARD WHITE SttR 517 Granville Street (Sieymoiir 3648) Vancouver
McTAVISH & WHILLIS, LTD.
R. W H IL L IS , S T E A M S H IP  AG EN T .
Phone 217 Kelowna, B.C.
ELEPHANT BRAND FERTILIZERS MAKE
PROFIT i  QUALITY
GO HAND-IN-HAND
Farmers who make quality their aim by fertilizing with 
Elephant Brand Fertilizers, not only produce better crops 
year after year, but also reap the rich reward of bigger 
yields and better profits.
Elephant Brand Fertilizers are a quality builder, but 
they also increase yields. Thus you profit in two ways. 
Fertilization is your insurance of Y IE L D  plus Q U A L IT Y  
year after-year.
Manufactured at Trail, B.C., by the
C O N SO LID A T E D  M IN IN G
A N D
S M E L T IN G  C O M P A N Y
OF C A N A D A  L IM IT E D
Distributed in British Columbia 
by Buckerlleld's Ltd., Vancouver, 
who ivill answer any inquiry.
LOCAL DEALERS:
B. C. Fruit Shippers, Kelowna 
B. C. Orchards, Kelowna 
Growers’ Supply Company, Keloivna 
Kelowna Growers’ Exchange, Kelowna 
Okanagan Fruit Shippers Limited, Kelowna 
Occidental Fruit Company Ltd., Kelowna 
Okanagan Mission Producers, Kelowna
WINFIELD 
FARMERS AGAIN 
DISCUSS POUND
VERiiON TO HAVE 
SECOND HIGHWAY
Witliin (lie next few weeks It is ex­
pected lliat a start will be .made on 
construction of a new hi/'l>wuy lliat 
T ... vi/r .. v Vemon a second direct con-1 urmers Iiibtitutc Meets — W .I, neetion witli Cijldsiream, iCalainalka
Holds Successful Tea —  Pro- I-'iimby, and other centres lyinj; 
,, . to tlie oast of tills city.
SClltatlons M ade A t present, slionld Die existing C.
-------  N.R. bridge on Coldstream road ever
Iho Winfield 1*armors Institute held be wtislied out or break down, Vernon 
n regular meeting in the community would be pruefieally cut oil from the 
hall on the evening of Nov. i) with Goldslrcain. Sucli a mishari would 
only a small attendance. The poren- have an especially serloiTS elfect dur- 
nlal question of the pound distiilct ex- lug the rush of fruit to packing houses 
tension eame up. As tlie former pe- eacli autumn, but would at any time 
litlon seemed unsatisfactory to the bo a great Inconvenience. There are 
powers that be, a new committee was only two other methods of approach 
appointed with authority to create a to this city, both of them extremely 
new east boundary and again proceed devious. . One is by “Kiclcwilly” loop
of Kalamulka lake and the 
Mr Williams gave a report on the other by the “brickyard” hill, over an 
district convention held recently and old, disused trail that at corlain times 
which he and W. J. Coe attended, re- in the year is impa.ssable. 
presenting the local Institute. A t the
H e ^ s  in  a  F l u r r y ! I
conclusion of the business Mr. Hawks, 
one of the directors, was presented 
with an engraved cigarette lighter as 
a small token of remembrance. He is
CARNIVAL WANTS KELOWNA 
TALENT
The jproduciion committee of theleaving the Winfield district. Refresh- r ,n  vP/o^^^ction co ittee of the
ments were served at the conclusion, Icc Carnival, to be held m the
, * , V.1U01UW, m Vernon on December 29th,
The Women’s Institute held their re- anxious to h c^  from the Kelowna
gular meeting on the afternoon of °n skates. The production com-
Nov, 8th In the community hall. Ar- jn^tice believe suitable ability for 
rangements were made at this meet- noth solo and group numbers can be 
ing for funds for the Christmas-tree found hore. Those who are interested 
entertainment. taking part un this monster carnival
Representatives of the (institute ga- ^hnuld write the Rotary Club in 
thered at the home of Mrs. Hawks on ^ernon.
Wednesday evening and presented her ....................... .............
with a handsome purse. Mr. and Mrs.
Hawks had expected to leave before 
this, but have been delayed owing to 
the purchasers of their property not 
having arrived yet, presumably hav­
ing been delayed by storm conditions 
en route.
* «
Ladles’ Aid
The ladies’ aid held a very success­
ful bazaar and Armistice tea in the 
community hall on the afternoon of 
Nov. 11th. The attendance was good
1ST RUTLAND ▲  
TROOP M
T“Do a good turn daily!”
Orders for the week ending Nov. 18:
ow/i !• J V  o T-, The troop w ill flarade in the com-
and $45.00 was realized. A  dainty tea munity hall on Friday at 7.45 p.m., 
was served by Mesdames Phillips, sharp, in full uniform.
Tench and Claridge. The lucky tea o___ .
ticket was held by Mrs. A. N. Clag- ^uty Patrol. Seals.
gett was received a dainty cup and rpv * * u j,saucer. The past week was a busy one for
> * * the troop, with the Remembrance Day
Mr. and Mrs. Alan accompanied by Parade in the morning of the 11th and
Mrs. C. L. Gunn motored to Creston scout meeting on Friday evening, and 
last week where they wiill visit with the patrol leaders’ conference at Sal- 
Mrs. Gunn’s daughter and family, Mr. uiou Arm on Saturday and Sunday, 
and Mrs. Wm. Veness and Evelyn. There was a relatiively good attend- 
m * * ance at the service on Remembrance
Mrs. John Sutherland left on Satur- Day, 16 scouts parading, and the Wolf 
day for Penticton on the first leg of Cubs had an even better showing, 
her journey to New Westminster Patrol Leader Dennis Reid placed
where she intends to reside in future, a wreath on the base of the Memorial
• * * on behalf of the troop.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Edmunds and A t the meeting on Friday evening 
little daughters spent the week-end at there were 22 scouts in attendance. We 
Mabel lake visiting Mr. and Mrs. are glad to have Mr. F. J. Hawkey
Ralph Metcalfe. The boys expected once more assisting with instruction
to have a little deer hunting. in knot-tying.
* • • The-program consisteid of marching,
Mr. A lex McDonagh left on Friday physical exercises, games and relay,
by traiin for Ontario and Michigan and a “New Zealand Quiz” contest, 
points where he w ill visit relatives. Two special additional features were
■ n/r« J -D ** * it- J Tt also (included. The .troop had a visit
Butt^worth and Ross fj-om Mr. M. Clay, a former member 
McDonagh came up^rom P^^^ of the Rutland school staff, now prin-
w e?/  S S a n f e d  o r ? £ r  retom f t r w S
alfo made presentation O? badjes
fult w??k v f 't in g  IrieSd? ?Sd re“ !♦itrot, of r\„Jrv,o Bond (entertainers and poultryman’s
tives at W(mfield and Oyama. p  j i j „  Duncan, (camp cook);
"  ; ■ scout Stan Munson (swimmers); scout
. M. Oswell (tenderfoot).
A t the close of the meeting, just 
prior to dismissal occasion was taken 
to present a flashlight to scout David 
Sharpe, of the Foxes, who is leaving 
shortly for Victoria. The troop is 
sorry to lose a good scout. The boys 
gave David three rousing cheers and 
a lusty “Mger” as a send-off 
* • *
The Rutland troop was represented 
The pack w ill parade at the Scout by three patrol leaders and two sec- 
Hall on Noy. 23rd at 4 p.m. in uni- onds at the P.L.’s conference ^t Sal- 
form. We expect to hold the inter- Arm, transportation being sup-
pack competition with the 1st pack phed by the S.M., while John Reid, of 
at this meeting. Reid’s Corner store kindly donated
The following boys have passed the gas for the trip, 
their tenderpad test this week: Stanley The leaders to go were: P.L. Dennis 
Ackerman, Ian Hampson, D e n n i s  R o -  Reid, P.L. Basil Bond, P.L. Geoffrey 
berts, Duncan Whillis, Joe Speirl,, Pat Smith, Second Dick Reith and Second 
Noonan, Alister Galbraith, Kenneth Rred Stevens. The two first named 
Ellergott, Stanley Miller, Brian Wed- took an active part in the discussions, 
dell. This leaves only nine boys who ^nd all the boys had a thoroughly 
have not yet passed. Hurry up, boys! good time. The conference accepted 
The competiMon marks at present the invitation of the Rutland delegates, 
are as follows: Greens 166, Whites 147, and next year it will be held at Rut- 
Blues 137, Greys 136, Reds 132. Akela. land.
. . . because there are only three more (3ays to get in on the gigantic
Pre^Christmas Sale
—  O F  —
Furniture, Hardware, Crockery, 
Electrical Appliances
W e must make room for the great new stocks coming in for Christmas. Take 
advantage of the-last few days of this Sale where your dollar stretches farther.
TABLES AND TABLES OF BARGAINS
S A L E  P O S IT IV E L Y  C O N C L U D E S  T H IS  S A T U R D A Y , N O V E M B E R  19
Kelowna H a r d w a r e  Co., Ltd.
Phone 44 Bernard Ave., Kelowna
WOLF
CUB
NOTES
I  was very pleased with the progress 
in the tenderpad work at the last 
meeting and I  was able to pass the 
five-sixers and the following boys: 
Christie McCormack, Andrew Speiil, 
Andrew McCormack, Lewis Marshall. 
Congratulations to Robin Harrison 
who was the first to pass this test, and 
did so last month.
We are sorry to hear that R. J. Ben­
nett is laid up with chicken pox and 
hope to have him back with us again 
soon.
The competition marks are as fol-
Patrol Competition Standing
Kangaroos  .......... . 559
Seals ................. ;.       491
Beavers   ......... ......  391
Foxes ....... .......... .........369
WATER NOTICE
DIVERSION AND USE
lows: Greens 103; Greys 95; Whites 94- r- TH AT Kelowna
Reds 93: Blues 91; Growers Exchange, whose address is
New Hudson Country Club 
Touring Sedan, 6 cylinders, 
101 H.P., 122-inch W.B., 
$1320, delivered in Tilbury, 
Ont., fully equipped; includ* 
ing Government taxes, not 
including local taxes, i f  any.
Hudson's Weather-Master Fresh A ir and 
Heat Control available in a ll models.
GET "BARNACLE 
BILL" ON YOUR 
R A D I O
O Boys and mis, you can get a thrill a 
minntefromthenew,excitingadventuTes 
of Barnacle Bill. Sea episodes I Deserted 
castlesi Pirates! Pioneer adventurersi 
CRISP, NEW ONE-DOLLAR BILLS 
GIVEN AWAY WEEKLY TO BOYS 
AND GIRLS. Listen in. Learn how to 
Join the Barnacle Bill Club. Pronam 
Sponsored by The Ogilvie 
Flour Mills Co., Limited,
Cooking Oats.
LISTEN I N -  
RADIO STATION
CKOV
5.30 P.M.
P.O. Box 1493, Kelowna, B.C., w ill ap- 
!! ply for a licence to take and use up 
to 40,000 gallons of water per day out 
of Mill Creek, which flows South-west 
and drains into Okanagan Lake about 
the South-west corner of the Kelowna 
City Park.
The water w ill be diverted at a 
point about one foot from the south­
east corner of Lot 1, Map 2022 and re­
turned to the same point, and w ill be 
used for cooling ammonia on conden­
sers and compressors in Cold Storage 
plant upon the land, described as Lot 
1, Map 2022.
This noMce was posted on the ground 
on the 12th day of November, 1938.
A  copy of this notice and an applica­
tion pursuant thereto and to the 
“Water Act” w ill be filed in the office 
of the Water Recorder at Vernon,-BG.
Objections to the application may 
be filed with the said Water Recorder 
or with the Comptroller of Water 
Rights, Parliament Buildings, Victoria,
B.C., within thirty days after the first 
appearance of this notice in a local 
newspaper.
KELOW NA GROWERS’ EXCHANGE, 
Walter J. McDowall, 
Secretary-Treasurer.
The date of the first publication of 
this notice is Thursday, November, miles 
17th, 1938. 16-4C little
Try This New Comfort Magic
WITH
AUTO-POISE CONTROL
TVo revolutionary inventions combine to 
give you a wholly new sureness o f  control 
plus new seats o f  amazing softn^s that leave 
you fresh and lintired even after hundreds 
o f miles o f  driving. Airfoam cushions are 
standard in Hudson Country Club and all 
Convertible models; optional at low cost in 
all other models. See the new Hudsons at our 
showroom before buying any 1939 car-
Every Hudson Price Buys a 
COMPLETE Car
Even in the lowest priced Hudson 112, delivered 
prices include a long list o f features and equip­
ment which cost extra on many cars. Bodies are 
finished in costly hand-rubbed lacquer (no syn­
thetic enamels); fenders in body color; 7 color 
options, including 4 opalescent colors. >
and up for the new 86 H. P. 
Hudson 112 De Luxe. $1109 
and up for new Hudson Sixf 
$1222 and up for new Hudson 
Country Club models.
— —   l*rice.s delivered in Tilbury, Qnt.,
fully equipped; including Governmenttaxes, not including 
local taxes, if any. For delivered prices in youir locality sec 
yoiu: Hudson dealer. Attractively low time payment terms, 
with new Hudson Time Payment Plan.
SMITH GARAGE
P H O N E  8 PENDOZI ST.
Much Mileage
making glass, thread, over 300 
of thread can be blown from a 
marble of glass weighing a quar-
In-
ter of ari ounce.
Canal Ferry
The only connecting link for auto-
- K E L O W N A
mobiles crossing the Panama Canal 
is a small, ferry carrying 22 cars.
TH B  "C O U R IER ” FOR JOB P R IN T IN G
PAGE 1̂ 0 UR THE KELOWNA COURIER THUILSDAY. NOVEMIlEri 17. 19X0
"OG DEN'S
TOPS fr\
'EH
ALL"
You'll climb to now poal<s of enjoyment when you 
roll your own with Ogden's Fine Cut. Ogden’s is 
sweeter, cooler, mellower—a cigarette tobacco that 
steps up smoking pleasure to new highs for those 
who roll'their own. Ogden’s Fine Cut with "V ogue" 
or "Chantecler" papers— that, sir, is a combination 
you can tie to for rolling cigarettes that always 
satisfy !
SAM MILLER IS RUTUND k . g . e . CENTRE W.I. 
AGAIN HEAD OF PLANS BAZAAR N a m Q  Y o u r  S a o t a h
O D I fW A  F IR  Employees Cclcbraic tlie End of 
TV l l xB .  v /Ij U O  Packing With Big Dance in
Community Hall
FOR CHRISTMAS
Some 45 Members Attend Enthus­
iastic Annual Meeting as Two  
New Directors arc Elected
Apple Shipments go to Widely 
Separated Points— Dr. A. Mar­
shall to Tranquille
The Okamusm Centro Women's In-
Tlie Ilutlancl branch of Uio Kelowna 
Growers’ Exchan/je has clo.sed down 
after a steady run of over two inonUis. 
l-.4rly apples are usually packed in 
Sam T. Miller was ag.'iin chosen by town, ns aro the later varieties that 
ununinanis vote to lead the Kelowna are stored loose, so that this season’s «litute lesuined work after a four 
club, an institution which dates back run was lonj.'er than usual, and tlireo months’ vacation on Thursday, when 
almost to the turn of the century and Ki’uders were in full swlnj' almost the regular monthly meeting was held 
is the second oldest business men’s whole time. The emiiloyees celcbrat- hi the community hall. The annex was 
club In the province, at the annual ed the end of the season with a big well tilled with members and visitors, 
meeting lield on tlie premises on Wed- dance at- the community hull on Wed- Included lin the accumulated corres- 
nesday evening, November 9. nesduy, Nov. 2nd. 'llie music was sup- pondence requiring attention was a
There as an attendance of about 'l.'i plied by Roy Endersby’s orchestra request for a yearly per capita grant
members for the annual meeting, and from Vernon, and tl\e hull was decor- fur Uie financing of the district, p io­
us in their «ted for the occasion, the “OK” brand vincial and federated organizations.those present were unanimo __ ____
opinion that it was one of the, best labels being featured in this. On the This action was taken, 
meetings ever held by the club both closing day a presentation was made The (institute again decided to spon- 
frorn tlie standpoint of the amount of to Tom Maxwell, who has been In the sor the Christmas entertainment for
business conducted and the good fel- employ of the Exchange since the the children of the community and a
lowship exhibited throughout. branch was opened, but is now leaving few  of the preliminary arrangements
II. A. Truswell is the vice-president to take up liis residence in the Cari- were made, 
once more witli Don Fillmore, G. A. boo district. 'I’lie presentation included The u.' ual pre-Christmas sale was 
McKay, Don Wliitham and E. M. Car- a leather travelling bug and a pair of arranged and the date set for Dccem-
ruthers forming the other ^lirectors, Hudson Buy blankets. ber 2nd. A feature of this sale which
C. H. “Pete” King and It. F. Parkinson . • • w ill be a novelty and quite timely will
retired from the directorate after two Miss Betty Bird, niece of Mrs. W. F. be a stall containing only dolls of all 
years’ service and Alderman McKay Schell, left on Sunday via McCulloch nationalities. ’There w ill also be stalls
and D. Whitharn were elected in their station and the K.V.R., for her home of home cooking and needlework. 'The
place. at South Slocan, after a stay of about exhibit of handicrafts which took the
Membership in the club has incrcas- three months in the district. first prize (Institute exhibit) at the
ed by five members to a total of 102, , * • » Interior Exhibiton at Armstrong in
it was reported. Mr. Truswell made The possibility of a “boor plebiscite” September, will be on display and tea 
a plea for on increased membership being held in Rutland is agitating the \vill be served.
and asked members to assist in select- district, and petitions for and against Mrs. Pixton gave a talk on the high- 
ling new applicants. ore being circulated for signature it is lights of the provincial conference
The grounds committee stated that reported. which she attended as delegate from
it was not certain if  the bowling club . ... „* * , . . .  . . Centre institute in July, after
w ill play on the Kelowna club greens local interest to which a delightful tea was served by
again next year or move to the city residents of Rutland and Ellison was Mrs. Caesar and Mrs. Bernau.
park. Both Alderman Whillis and Mr. /he United Church par- ,
Whitharn expressed the bowling club’s s °"»8 e  on Saturday evening, Novem- A t the annual meeting of the Centre
This advertisement is not pub­
lished or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Govern­
ment of British Columbia.
FINE C o c o e iv
ber 5th, when Marion McAulay, badminton club held on the 3rd inst..
PIPE-SMOKERS!-
gratification with the courtesies ex- , , . „ t a i a ™ i j  a h
tended to the bowling club during the daughter of Mrs. L. M. McAulay of offlcei-s were elected as follows: pre­
past vear Ellison, was united in marriage to sident, M. P. Williams; sec.-treasurer.
The financial statement showed an Thomas Henry Nugent of Rutland, Miss Gleed; cominittee, Mrs. Fallow, 
excellent standing with the alterations formerly of Belfast, Ireland. Only Miss Harrop and B. Cooney.
to the club financed with the excep- immedmte friends of the young couple, * C *Maile residents
tion of the final $1,000. The alterations
HUNTER LOST IN 
HILLS AND DAZED 
FROM HEAD BLOW
Ralph Overton of Hedley Has 
Distressing Experience Before 
Being Found by Searchers
Lost in the hills, dazed from a blow 
on the head, Ralph Overton of Hedley 
had a narrow escape from death over 
the November 5th week-end.
On Friday, November 4, accompanied 
by Bob Blanchard and William La-
Bounty, Mr. Overton left Hedley. It 
was agreed that the three would meet 
at an appointed spot at 6 p.m. When 
Mr. Overton failed to show up, the two 
returned to town, obtained help and 
returned to search for the missing man. 
They traced him for eighteen miles and 
then returned to Hedley, getting back 
at 4 a.m. Saturday. They returned to 
the search at nine a.m. and tracked 
him to the foot of Snow mountain 
v/here they found him.
Here is Mr. Overton’s own story:
“I hunted from eight in .the morning 
until 4 in the afternoon, when I  started 
to return to the car. A t that time, I 
must have been twenty miles out. 
While on my way, I slipped pfi a log 
and gave my head a terrible bang. I
got up and sat down for a few minutes. 
At least that is what I thought I  did. 
When I more or less ‘came to’ it was 
snowing and everything was changed. 
1 felt dazed but got up and started to 
walk in the direction in which I 
thought Hedley lay.
“I wandered about for what seemed 
was hours. Then I lay down and went 
to sleep. In the morning, which was 
Saturday, my head was much clearer 
and I discovered that I  was lost. It 
was cold and I was thinly clad so I 
kept going until I  came to the moun­
tain. It was then I heard shots, which 
I  answered, 1 started toward the sound 
of the shots and the party came up to 
me at four o’clock in the afternoon. I 
certainly was glad to see them.”
to the buildine cost $4 734 It is anti- ceremony was performed Centre some years ago, arrivedto tne Duiiamg cost it is anti „  A  C N  Pound A fter the motor on Thursday last, com-cipated that the cost of the alterations ^ouna. /viier tne , „ . „  _ ,
w ill be comnletelv naid for this vear wedding a reception was held at the from Toronto where they have ne conapieteiy paid tor tnis year. - - bride’s siister Mrs R  H visiting with relatives after a
Dan Curell was re-elected as auditor *1® ^  .soionm r>f twn vpars in +ho Rritichnf Huh Clower, in Kelowna. The happy couple years in the British
of the club. .^viil reside in Rutland They were guests of Mr. and
Hearty votes of thanks were passed ^  res ae n itu la a. Goldie at the Rainbow Ranche
to the president and his committee for -------- --------------------  over the week-end renewing old
1938, as well as to The Courier for PENTICTON WOMEN WANT friendships and acquaiintances in the
its support. TECHNICAL SCHOOL community. They went down to Ke-
Your family will always find 
friendly company on Canadian 
National tourist cars . . . the 
economical way to travel. 
Tourist class fares arc lower, 
berths arc cheaper. Yet the 
cars are fully air'conditioncd, 
the beds soft and comfortable. 
Small- kitchen and constant 
hot water available to prepare 
children’s food . . .  or, cat 
in the luxurious dining car. 
Light, city'priccd lunches 
brought to you from the 
dining car, if you wish!
--lowos oo Moodsy whetc they w ill
Po ise-That quality which makes favor of establishment Sf a technical
The Continental Limited is the 
DIRECT route via Jasper, Ed­
monton, Saskatoon. Connecting 
Train leaves Kelowna dally to r 
the East 5.05 p.m., except Sunday.
you appear utterly unmoved when un- scVo“oYin“Pentict7n‘ ŵ^̂  ̂ L s^d 'V ot^w ood ”*
expected callers find you eating in solution passed at the regular meeting RnhTn.nn’ Property of
the kitchen. Mrs. N. Robinson.of the Penticton Women’s Institute on 
Tuesday afternoon. Several other ex- Chas. Parker came on Tuesday from
“Even in hard times,” says a pep pressions of feeling in respect to the the coast for a short visit at home and 
talk publicist, “ the resourceful man need of such training, have been issued on Thursday he, with Mr. and Mrs. 
w ill find a place for himself.” Perhaps by other public leaders during the past Parker, left by motor for Spokane 
on Bergen’s other knee. few  days. where they spent *the holiday week-
■ • • • end.
Call or write any 
For information, 
C.N.R. Agent or 
E. H. Harkness, 
Traffic Represent-* 
1 ative, Vernon, B.C.
V-62-38
i f W ! ! :
Wi
Mrs. Reeve returned on Nov. 5th 
from a month’s visit with her daugh­
ter at Nelson.
Mr. A. Huston left on Tuesday eve­
ning for Winnipeg where he expects 
to stay for several months.
Mr. Somefford of Glenmore is the 
guest this week of Mr. and Mrs. Ber-
iliiiiwroilll
id ii
nau.
Mr. D. Reynolds is vacating the M. 
P. William’s cottage at the Centre this 
week and Mr. and Mrs. Braxton from 
the west side are moving in, intending 
to make their home here this winter.
Friends of Dr. A. Marshall, son o f 
Mr. and Mrs. G. D. Marshall w ill be 
glad to learn of his appointment to the 
staff of the sariiitorium at Tranquille. 
His youngest brother, Dr. J. Marshall, 
who has been resident entomologist at 
Wenatchee for several years is also 
returning to the “Dry Belt” having 
been added to the government staff at 
Vernon. He will move his family 
north early in December.
I S
starts
which
• 9up
the smoothest, 
laximum power, 
mileage . . .
The Okanagan Valley Land Co pack­
ing house finished a large run on Wed­
nesday, the manager, Mr. G. D. Mar­
shall, saying that - the destinations of 
the various cars loaded this week were 
so wide apart as to be worth nothing; 
viz., five to Liverpool, one to Egypt, 
two to Glasgow, one to the Argentine, 
one to London and one to Brazil.
O N  THE A IR  1
HIGH SCHOOL 
HIGHUGHTS
26 OF THE WORLD’S 
MOST FAMOUS 
FAIRY TALES, 
INCLUDING:-
These ities^ unified and balanced 
Standurd Gasoline Unsurpassed
9
Use Our Credit Card — Good Throughout British Columbia and Most
of the United States
i
A t the. studQits council meeting on 
Tuesday the representatives discussed 
the possibility of presenting the pic­
ture “Boy. Blue” to the class having 
the best~coii£rtesy poster. Members 
w ill think about it until the next 
meeting.
The girls’ club wishes to place a re­
presentative from its group on the 
students council. A  committee of 
council members has been appointed 
to see i f  a charge in the constitution is 
necessary in order to make this pos­
sible.
Boys^ badminton and basketball is 
sch e^ led  to start sometime this week.
Donne Black, Yvonne Baldwin and 
Roy Little, all of the photography club, 
te ll me they are on a committee to 
decide whether or not a school exhibi­
tion of photographs should be ar­
ranged.
Palmo Bianco, president o f the cur­
rent events club, tells, me that the 
next topic of discussion for his club is: 
“ Should Canada be joined with the 
United States?”
Jim Clement o f the publications club 
tells me they decided not to sell any 
more subscriptions to the “Naitaka.” 
Non-subscribers will have to pay the 
regular price for each issue.
Coincidence—During the European 
crisis of a few weeks back, one stud­
ent placed the following notice in a 
conspicuous place downstairs: “Lost— 
Civilization in Europe. Finder please 
return to-----, Junior Matric.”  H.L.C.
Ali Baba
Babes in the Woods
* Hansel and Gretel 
** Cinderella
* Aladdin’s Lamp
* Puss in Boots
* Red Riding Hood
*  Rumpelstiltskin
* Sleeping Beauty
* Snow White
*  Jack the Giant Killer
* Goldilocks
EVERY MON., TUES., 
WED. AND FRIDAY 
’TILL ’XMAS
«Once Uposi 
A Time!**
7.15 TO 7.30 P.M.
Ra d io  s t a t io n
CKOV
JIT STANDABD STATIONS. . . AUTROItlZEO DISTRIBUTORS . . . STANDARD OIL DEALERS
AJiple Production
Orchardists of Calhoun County, 111., 
produce an average of 1,(X)0,000 bush­
els of apples yearly, more apples than 
any other territory of its size in the 
Woridi.
Sponsored by W . R. Trench 
Ltd., Kelowna, B.C.
COURIER WANT ADS 
FOR QUICK RESULTS
V
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Courier Sport Review
ElOllTEEN-rOUNl) EI8II LANI>KI>
An IB-pound Kumiuops trout was 
liuokod from Okaiuiftan lake lust wcc.'k 
by J. li. Ttiompson of OkaiiuMan Mis- 
aion, of Uio the bij'jjest fisti caiu'lit iii 
the lake tills year, and certainly the 
bi/tKest hooked in the Okanajjan Mis­
sion area. J. Hale included a 13-poun- 
der In his haf{ on Sunday last. •
Sport
Gossip
By J. R. A.
Lady (enterinft bookstore) 
you ‘Virtuous Wives’?"
New Clerk: “Lady I ain't got 
one, but I hope she Is.”
Have
PRO-REC CLASSES
hut
DON'T SEND 
YOUR MONEY 
ON A LONG 
TRIP!
IT DOESN'T NEED 
A VACATION!
BUY AT 
HOME!
Chester
OWEM
Men’s Wear Specialist
L* game can be brought hack to the Saturday night at the Scout Hall victors by the overwhelming mar- picvscnt regarding the local branch, 
int where It was a few  years ago, gin of 41-20 over Kelowna Golden Pheasants, provincial hoop cham- be^ ishS^ofTneas^  ,mees‘
pions. It was a one-sided victory which showed 'that the Kootenay sary to ensure thc> service.s of an in- 
lads had a loit more practice and conditioning than the Okanagan structress for the ladies’ clu.s.s. He
further -stated that the junior class.
Bert Johnston has been chosen by 
the hoopslers us their prexy and he 
will lead them through the tnial.-) and 
tribulations which beset those who 
liarticipute in the handling of the 
great winter sport of basketbull. Bert 
has a monster tusk aliead of him. It 
has been said that tliis winter should 
prove the turniing point in basketball.
If there is determined effort pul forth 
the 
poi t
and the basketers w ill nourish once 
more. But unless there is a drive and 
force behind the club, the game w ill . 
fall into a slump from which it wiill p l^ycrs. 
take years to recover. Bert has a his­
tory of participation in athlotic activi­
ties which wiill stand liim in good 
stead. He has been active on the dir­
ectorate of the basketball club for the 
past decade and knows most of the 
answers. He is an enthusiastic chap, 
and has the happy faculty of enthus­
ing others with whom he works. With 
this spirit at the helm, the good ship 
Basketball should ride into smoother, 
calmer waters during the coming sea­
son. Note, I said it siiould, but there 
are so many factors which have to be 
overcome and so many pitfalls to 
avoid that most of those connected 
with the game are keeping their fin­
gers well crossed. Only time will tell.
« * »
There is something about this hoop 
game which is fascinating. Working 
on the executive is a 
task. There
ROSSLAND ROYALS TURN ON HEAT easj_  p l o w n a  h a s  s a f e w a y  STORES 
AND WIPE FLOOR WITH PHEASANTS 
IN OPENING CAGE GAME OF SEASON
Organization Meeting Under W . 
Wilcox Held in Community 
Hall
FIGHT AGAINST 
SHOPLIFTING
Faster, Better-Conditioned Players from Kootenays Show 
Mid-Season Fofm  to Take Game Here by 41-20 Count 
— Bankers Eke out Narrow  W in  ovver Scouts 26-24
OU T S P E E D IN G  and outplaying the home brew talent, RosslandChrysler Royals emerged from the^opening hoop contest on tor, outlined the situation as it exists in its stores and that his visit here
Tlie East Kelowna branch of the 
provincial recreational centres went 
through the preliminary steps of or­
ganization lust Thursday evening 
when, at the cull of W. Wilcox, a 
large group of local enthusiasts met at 
the local Community hull.
In a brief talk to those who wore 
present Mr. Wilcox, who this year 
will assume the duties of local instrue-
Spccial Investigator Conducts 
‘Purge' Here— Women of Good 
Means Most Often Concerned
W. G. Stevens, special investiigator 
of the Safeway Stores, who was in 
town this week, slated in an inter­
view with The Courier that the Safe­
way organization was making a deter­
mined efTort to stamij out sliop lifting
Took Lead at Start
Right from the first loss-up Rossland 
took command and never looked be­
hind. McConnell scored on the open­
ing play so fast that the Pheasants 
thought they had been shot. It was 
all the Royal’s way in the first twenty 
minutes and the lads from over the 
eastern hills had established a nice, 
comfortable lead of 22-6 by the mid­
way whistle, chiefly due to McConnell 
and Simm, two ex-Winnipeg cagers.
These visitors had a smooth-working 
attack, and they passed the ball ar­
ound with such precision that they 
could work the Kelowna team com-
GYM CLASSES AT 
KNOX MOUNTAIN 
TO START TODAY
which in previous years has received 
instruction in the early part of regu­
lar group sessions, will this year be 
excluded from the practice periods of 
the senior groups, but would be 
given regular instruction on Satur­
days.
Mr. Wilcox stressed the fact that he 
as leader had the firm intention to 
make the year’s work a serious busi­
ness, and expressed the hope that, 
with a sjmilar attitude in the minds
Pro-Rec Scheme at Renovated
Park Building Expected to At- made in the years activities 
tract Big Turn-Outs
was only a small part of a wide cam­
paign the company was waging in 
Western Canada against tliis practice. 
Cases have been brought up lin Nelson 
and Trail and other B.C. points and 
in some eases have been dealt very 
severe gaol sentences.
Indications that it was taking heavy 
losses because of shoplifting was first 
brought to the attention of the com­
pany at the coast a few months ago. 
Following an investigation on the 
prairies it was decided to undertake 
a similar campaign thi’oughout this 
province. It was disclosed that the 
situation was much worse than had 
been anticipated and it was found that 
in Safeway Stores alone shoplifters
Grand opening of the gym classes 
pletely off guard and make room for Knox Mountain park, formerly
an easy sitter. They used the same the old Exhibition building, is sched-
branch of tactics that were seen on ^led for this evening at 7.30 o’clock,
the Kelowna floor last time, but they states Jack Lynes, Okanagan super-
.. .__„  added speed which defeated them in visor for the Pro-Recs. The Pro-Rec
nrc cn mnrnr ^hc B.C. scmi-finals against the Phea- classes throughout the Okanagan have
are so many apaineuc gants last spring. attracted hie reaistrations and he is
persons to contend with and the gen- camnd half was more evenlv ® regisirauons ana ne iserni niiWin neodc scconQ nail was more cveniy looking forward to a bumper year,
eral public needs a stick of dynamite contested and the Royals only out- —
bemre it \nnll shr itself out of the scored the Pheasants by five points, 
lethar^. But back go the faithful •pjjg game had slowed down quite a 
year ‘by year to fume and fret and jq  ̂ with both squads tiring fast. There
was never any doubt as to the out­
come of the match but the Pheasants 
were not so flighty and stayed on the 
ground more.
worry away at the problems which 
are continually confronting them. 
Maybe it is that by the time another 
'season comes around most of the woes 
are forgotten and one looks forward 
to the coming season with *a renewed 
enthusiasm,N hoping against hope that
The Knox Mountain park building 
has undergone a great deal of altera­
tion and would hardly be recognized 
now as the ramshackle building which 
was an eyesore against the skyline 
prior to this fall.. The Gyro club has 
taken charge of the building on a five- 
year lease and has done a great
of the group, real progress would be were responsible for the loss of goods
valued at thousands of dollars.
The investigations showed, Mr. Ste­
vens stated, that women in fairly good 
circumstances are in the majority am­
ongst offenders; goods stolen are usu­
ally of the luxury type, such as lob­
sters, shrimps and mushrooms; child 
offenders are frequently those whose 
mothers have given them money to 
pay for the goods, but who steal them 
so they may use the money for other 
purposes.
Hecently in Nelson nine persons 
were prosecuted for shoplifting and 
five of them received very heavy sen­
tences.
Mr. Stevens also commented upon 
the fact that since his arrival in Ke- 
he had been interviewed by
INDIGNANT AT POOR 
SPORTSMANSHIP
Hunters Shoot Two Tame Ducks 
on Syd Cosens' Property
JFeu) Things are 
more Enjoyable
than choosing a 
really fine blue- 
white flawless
Diamond
mounted in an ex- 
(jui.site natural gold 
sotting, with .shoul­
der diamonds.
A
Christmas
Gift
for the one person should bo 
picked out early. See Petti­
grew’s selection now.
Lovely models at— 
$150.00 - $175.00 - $200.00 
$225.00 - $250.00 - $300.00
Pettigrew
JEWELLER and DIAMOND 
MERCHANT
16-lc
Syd Cosens was an indignant vis­
itor to The Courier office on Saturday 
afternoon to relate a story of poor 
sportsmanship on the part of some 
hunter or hunters who shot and killed 
two tame ducks at his place on Friday 
morning about 7.10 o’clock. These 
ducks were the property of Nursing lowna
Time and again the Pheasants had amount of work on it already, 
good opportunities to score but lack Every window has been refitted with 
o f training was apparent, the boys gjags, the outside of the building hassurely this year w ill see the club rid- only having been able to get in a we^k f  ̂ ŝ, me omsiae or me nuiiaing nas 
ing on the erest of the wave with win naving ueen aoie lo gei. ui a w been restuccoed and presents a neat,
mg on the crest of the wave, with win- of practice before the opening game, appearance, while the window
Jim Pantton is Keen frames are painted black in striking
Th ere  were a good many' features 
to this opening of the 1938 basketball 
season. First came the licking of the
ex-
ning teams, packed houses and cheer­
ing, enthusiastic mobs. It is being 
I whispered that this season will find 
I more novelty and entertainment fea­
tures at the basketball club games
than ever before. The basketball exe- ^^heasants. Then there was the 
cutives are beginning to realize that cellent conjest between the two Inter- 
there must be added attractions to mediate A  squads, the Scouts and 
keep up the .interest. It is all very Bankers which concluded with
w^Il for the person who is in the Bankers two points Up, 26-24. But
thick of the play or can scurry around probably, the most entertaining fea-
at the long intervals between halfs ture was the cheer section with Jim
and games to keep up a keen interest, Panton as master of ceremdnies and
but the ordinary fan does not like 
just sitting in a befuddled state wish­
ing that there would be some action 
immediately. With the proper added 
entertainment Mr. Farj will be much
general leader.
Jim has been doing a lot of work 
for the basketball club in the past two 
or three weeks and 
things he organized a
contrast. The roof has been re-tarred 
and repaired to keep out the winter 
snow and rain.' Inside, new dressing 
rooms have been fitted out and every­
thing within the Gyros limited means 
has been done to put the building in 
the ship-shape.
Last week saw the first registrations 
for the first gymnasium classes under 
the provincial recreation department 
scheme and this-Thursday registration 
w ill be carried on and first exercises 
undertaken. On Friday, at the same 
time, the junior classes w ill commence 
among other for boys 11 to 15 years of age. 
cheer section, The Pro-Rec work has been divided
Sister Smith, who is at the Shaugh- 
liessy hospital in Vancouver and Mr. 
Cosens was tending them in her ab­
sence.
On Friday Mr. Cosens was attracted 
outside by the noise of the shots, but 
he did not discover the loss until a 
short time later. He was able, how­
ever,, to distinguish some men with 
guns a short distance off. With them 
was a yellow collie dog.
What Mr. Cpsens thinks of any 
supposedly good hunter who would 
shoot two tame ducks off the ground 
and still' pose as sportsmen can hardly 
be put into words. He is indignant 
and all persons who know and appre­
ciate the ethics of hunting w ill prob­
ably agree and echo his feelings.
many of the leading merchants in re­
gards to the prevalence of shoplifting, 
and they expressed appreciation that 
work of this nature was being done, 
and, in the future, should any cases 
conie to their attention, further pro­
secutions w ill be started against those 
committing thefts from local retail 
stores.
Mr. Stevens was especially laudatory 
in his remarks about the cooperatipn 
he had received from the local police 
who, under Sergt. Macdonald, had as­
sisted him to the fullest extent.
fracture of the wrist last Wednesday 
returned from hospital on Saturday, 
and is making satisfactory progress.
more satisfied and his reaction will be consisting mainly of • high school lads this year between the junior high gym 
a pleasant one. and lassies. Jim instructed them in end the Knox Mountain park, thus re-
• the rudiments of any good cheer be- Ueving the strain on the school ac-
Jim Panton, young ex-Washington tween halves at the games last Satur- commodation. More time can now be 
star broad jumper, and British Empire day and received a big hand for his given and Mr. Lynes expects that the 
Games contender in Australia, is just efforts. attendance w ill be boosted accordingly,
bubbling over with enthusiasm. He Mayor O. L. Jones officially opened is also working on his idea of
has ideas aplenty as to how basket- the 1938 season with a neat speech commencing wrestling, boxing and 
ball should be pepped up, and most of urging the basketball fans to support 
his plans are quite feasible. He is their club as basketball is a fine, up
and coming sport. He tossed up the 
ball between the two teams as an in-
ARMISTICE DAY TEA 
HELD AT BENVOULIN
Work has been resumed on the gov­
ernment ditch along the old Benvou- 
lin road.
A  meeting of the church board of 
stewards was held at the home of IVIrs. 
Fisher on Tuesday night, when mat- 
Mrs. F. Snowsell Throws Her ters affecting the welfare of the church, 
Home Open for Tea m Aid of were fully dealt^with.
Church Funds The marriage of Ernest Mugford of 
this district to Miss Kathleen Black­
burn, was solemnized on Tuesday of 
this week in the East Kelowna church.
concentrating now on working up a 
good cheer section. This idea should 
put plenty of pep into the contests, 
with the teams tingling with, the old 
Alma Mater spirit, being spurred on 
by the raucous cries of the supporters. 
Rah! Rah!
Mrs. C. O. Goldsmith of Vernon was 
a visitor at the home of her parents
AUTUMN
BARGAIN
FARES
tickets on sale daily
NOVEMBER 18 to 21
INCLUSIVE
Thirty Day Return Limit 
from Vancouver, Victoria, New 
Westminster, Nanaimo and Inter­
ior B̂ C. points east thereof, to 
Calgary, Edmonton, Macleod, and 
points east to Winnipeg, inclus­
ive. Vancouver fafe will apply 
from all., interior B.C. points. 
Choice of travel in coaches, 
tourist or standard sleepers. 
Fares slightly higher for tourist 
or standard sleepers in addition 
to usual berth charges. Stop­
overs allowed at Banff, Calgary, 
Macleod and east in both direc­
tions.
Children five years of age and 
under twelve, half fare.
For further particulars ask your 
local ticket agent, or write to G. 
Bruce Burpee, G;P.A., C.P.R. 
Station, Vancouver, B.C.
eA N A D IA N
PACIFIC
Use Canadian Pacific Telegraphs. 
Agents for all Trans-Atlantic 
Steamship Lines
A  very successful tea was held on 
weight-lifting classes for men at the Armistice day at the Benvoulin; home 
Knox Moutain park and to later form o f Mrs. F. Snowsell, sponsored by the 
an Interior association to embrace all senior pupils of the Benvoulin Sunday 
points into one group, so that elimina- School. A  short musical program was
dication of the first play of the season, tions and championships niay be de- much appreciated, 'i’he proceeds w ill last week, returning home on Sunday. THe “Courier” For Fine Commercial Printins 
Between halves of the main contest, dared. Finally, Interior winners w ill used for refurnishing the pulpit — — — —  i — — — ,
Don* Fillmore, last season’s table ten- be sent to the coast to compete for the and Communion table, 
nds champion of the city, was defeated provincial wrestling and boxing cham- * * •
in two straight matches by Del Hawk- pionships. These w ill all be amateur Miss Audrey Chamberlain has as 
Shaw, his meanest rival. It was a bouts. her guest Miss E m ily .B row n w hoar-
One .of the bright spots of the week pleasant interlude in • the strenuous ------- -------------------- - rived last week from pguphin, Man.
was to see Coaley Campbell dashing cage battle.
around the football field on a Satur- A  hot dog, coffee and general re­
day afternoon refereeing the soccer freshment booth was operated on Sat- 
match between Penticton and Salmon urday night at the Scout hall for the 
Arm high schools. . . .  I really didn’t first time' and obtained general pat- 
think Coaley had i t  in him . . .  and ronage. -
then there is the story of the hunter n
who left his dog and three pheasants Evenly-Contestted Match
locked in his car . . . .  result: a car For twenty minutes the Bankers and 
full of feathers and no birds . . . and the Scouts battled on an even keel, 
then there was another story of a hun- Then the Scouts sneaked out in front 
ter returning from the district who by five points at the three-quarter 
thought he would help himself to a mark and it looked like a win for last 
farmer’s pumpkins. . . Unfortunately, year’s Interior intermediate B chanl- 
the farmer was nearby and a great pions who have moved up a notch, 
deal of explaining ensued . . .  Also, But those fighting little Bankers, led 
Archie Handlen’s face was a study by “Sonny” Handlen, were not to be
KELOWNA SHUTTLE 
TEAMS WIN BY TWO
As W in  at Home and Bs Lose by 
Smaller Margin at Penticton
Lucky Lager has been speci­
ally brewed and m atured  to 
give you a perfectly balanced  
beer. Healthful and delicious 
— it is w ithout sweet or. 
bitter tones.. It is heavy 
enough to pick you up, bu t  
light enough not to let 
you down.
PHONE 224 
for Free Home 
Delivery Service
COAST BREWERIES LTD.
Vancouver - New Westminster 
Victoria
This advertisement is not published 
or displayed by the Liquor Control 
Board or by the Government of 
British Columbia.
when he read this column concerning 
the antics of his brother George. . . 
George, by the way, has been chort­
ling ever since . . .  It seems that A r­
chie gave' him a red pepper once and 
George innocently took a bite and 
.spent the next hour endeavoring to 
e.xtract the horrid, biting taste from 
his moiith. . . George swore vengeance 
and now has it . . .  . There ds also the 
story of a borrowed dog Jack Tread- 
gold took out the other day . . . from 
all accounts, it was a splendid dog, 
just the right kind to lake out on a 
hunt. . . .• Jack and his party came 
to a field just alive with pheasants 
. . the dog bounded forth and scared 
ail the cocks away before the hunters 
were ready. . . .  then the animal froze 
and Jack, rushed excitedly forth . . . 
there was a movement in the grass 
and up flew a hen pheasant, the only 
one left in the field. Jack took the
outdone and it was the fair-haired 
flash who sparked his Bankers to vic­
tory.
Actually, Len Roth won the game 
with a long heave for his only basket 
of the contest. But Handlen was the 
sharp shooter who led the crusade, 
ably backed up by A lf Owen, who, 
with Irvine Noble, deserted the Scouts 
this year in favor of the Bankers.
This game was also the last for Russ 
Scrim, of the Bankers, for he left on 
Tuesday for New "Westminster, where 
he has been transferred. Russ was 
also treasurer of the club and one of 
its most conscientious workers, and 
w ill be missed by his many friends.
The teams were as follows:
Rossland Royals—Wiliamson. Mc­
Connell 13, Simm 8, Ross 2, Neal 1, 
Saundry 3, Quinn 8, Scott 6—41.
Pheasants—^Purvis 2, J. Tostenspn,
Return matches were played bet­
ween Penticton and Kelowna badmin­
ton teams over the last week-end with 
the Kelowna A  team winning at home 
twelve matches to four and. the Ke­
lowna B ’s losing in Penticton 11 mat­
ches to 5. ' Thus the Kelowna squads 
won by the narrow margin of two 
matches, 17 to 15.
The Kelowna A  team was compos-' 
ed of Misses M. Taylor, H. Browne, M. 
Elmore, A. Allan, and A. France, D. 
Pettigrew, M. Fraser and G. Wilson. 
The B team was Mrs.' Thompson, Mrs. 
France, Misses M. and N. Stiell, F. W. 
Dobson, O. France, C. E. Campbell and 
Len Richards.
Miss Reid and Miss Henderson of 
the Mission Creek School staff, motor­
ed down to Wenatchee last week-end, 
and had a most enjoyable trip. They 
were accompanied by Miss Smith and 
Miss Davis of Kelowna.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Hall and family, 
who motored up from Oliver last 
Thursday, were week-end visiitors at 
the home of their parents.
Mrs. Mike Johnston was hostes^ to 
a number of friends on Monday of 
this week in honor of Mrs; James Mc- 
Eachern who is a visitor here from 
Red Deer, Alberta.
•Mrs. Chamberlain who
WINTER
IS  O N  T H E  ^
W A Y !# *
SKATERS START AT 
VERNON CIVIC ARENA
dog back to its owner but there is no Tostens^ 4, McKay 2, James, John
reliable information whether the dog 
arrived alive or dead.
ston 5, H. Pettman 7—20.
A. B. Lockhart, who has been named 
to the position of superintendent of 
the Vernon Civic Arena, commenced 
his duties with the opening of the 
skating season last Saturday, when 350 
adults attended in the evening and al­
most 300 juveniles in the afternoon. 
Under Mr. Lockhart’s direction each
Bankers—^Owen 7, Roth 2, Treadgold night w ill be divided for specific pur-
G. A. McKAY ELECTED
G. A. McKay has returned from Vic­
toria where he attended the annual 
meeting of the B.C. Hospitals associa­
tion. He was re-elected as Okanagan 
representative on the association ex­
ecutive. P. E. Russel, Kelowna Hos­
pital society secretary, was the other 
^^elowiui representative to the con­
vention.
poses and on Monday evening between 
25 and 30. beginners had their first 
skate.
Vernon’s Intermediate hockey team 
w ill soon take the ice for its first re­
gular workout of the season, he re­
ports, although details have not been 
arranged as yet.
Resort Hotel Manager: “Mr. Goofus, ------- ---------------------
come out here and look at this mar- Preserved for Japanese posterity, is 
velous sunset.” a Japanese camphor tree which mea-
Cautious Goofus: “How much extra sures 227 meters in girth at breast
1, Handlen 12, Noble 3, Scrim 1—26.
Scouts—Ryan 8, 'Ward 2, Chapman 
5, Brydon 2, Herbert 7, Jackson—24.
Referees: "Armstrong, McKay and D. 
Poole.
Extra
is it?” height.
Basketball
SUMMERLAND
M E R C H A N T S
vs.
KELOWNA
P H E A S A N T S
SATUR., NOV. 19
—  Scout Hall —
—Also— '
S U M M E R L A N D  IN T .
vs.
K E L O W N A  SC H O O L
Main Game starts after 
are closed.
Admission - 35c and 10c
Glieck the
=1= R A D IA T O R  A N D  
B A T T E R Y  N O W  !
IG N IT IO N  
V A L V E S  A N D  
R IN G S
’ S P A R K -P L U G S  
L U B R IC A T IO N
G R O W E R S — Have you drained your sprayers ?
LADD G A R A G E  LTD.
PHONE 252
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Houtli Okanagan Monument Works 
IIEAUMTONEH AND 
MONUMENTS
Imported and native* j;ranito or 
marble—Satisfaction (juarantecd 
at rlfjht prices,
Dox 004, rcntlotun, B. O.
-More About-
•ss
I  PUBLIC 
I WAREHOUSING Okanagan Products on 
« « Parade » »«
JO SEPH  RO SSI
CO N TR ACTO R
Plastering and Masonry 
Office: - - D, Chapman Barn 
riiono 208
Ke l o w n a  retail merchants this week are sponsoring a contest featuring the produce of the Okanagan. Answer the following
$t7.50; $5.00;
The questions should be answered on the space provided and 
the answers turned into The Courier or the Board of Trade offices 
not later than Monday night next. All questions refer to the Oka­
nagan. Know your home district and win cash for doing so!
U.GUIDI&ORSI
Contruotors tor 
TLASTEltlNG, STUCCO and
m a s o Nk y  w o r k
Fhoito 494-L OR G34-L
■
KELOWNA FURNITURE CO. 
LTD.
F U N E R A L  D IRECTORS  
Day Phone, 33; Night, 502 & 791 
KELOWNA, B. C.
From Page 1, Column 1 
which have a()peared from Ume to 
time in the marlietiiift of Uie increat;- 
iiig crop lin tlie tiec* fnii' ■ atid 
wherea; one of the great :i in
ment’ of \lle emp’ b̂^̂  ̂ Ip'ower-‘- S  bc eligible for one of three cash prizes
the lack of uniformity in handling $2.50. 
practices, and wliereas public ware- 
htnising Iiuk been utilized succe.s-sfully 
by otlicr lindustrie.s dealing in |)erl.sh- 
able product.s.
“I3e it resolved that the Executive 
of the B.C.F.G.A. will recommend to 
the Directors that every facility be 
otrered to those advocates of public 
warehousing now in the valley, in 
their endeavor to establish the prac­
tical usefulness of tlieir system to the 
fruit industry in placing at no further 
net cost to the grower, an impersonal 
fully bonded agent responsible to the 
grower between the buyer and seller.
And further that it is the considered 
oijinion of the executive that lOO'/r 
adherence to tlie |)lan of ]>ublic ware­
housing would remedy many of the 
evils now prevalent in the industry, 
resulting in increased stabilization,
»
Look in KELOW NA FURNITURE CO. window or advertisement this week to 
ilnd the Okanagan-made Product.
CAPO ZZI’S City Cush Grocery asks what Kelowna product l.s., sold most in 
Kelowna stores? ’
What articles in STOCKW ELL’S window are made in the Okanagan?
GORDON’S GROCERY asks if theix* is anything but water used in their VapO' 
mist spray wliich keeps their Okanagan vegetables fresh and crisp?
How many Okanagan Products arc displayed in the north window of GIBB 
GROCERY?
t
MONUMENTS
Sand Blast Lettering 
VERNON GRANITE & 
MARBLE CO.
Established 1910
Local agents: Kelowna Furniture Co.
How many Okanagan Products are included in SUTHERLAND’S BAKERY 
products?
What is the Okanagan Product advertised in the K.G.E. GROCERY advertise­
ment in this issue?
What type of article displayed in the R O YAL ANNE SHOP is made in the 
Okanagan?
STOCKS -  BONDS
Oil Royalties—Mining Stocks 
J. N. CUSHING 
Okanagan Manager 
W . F. IR W IN  & CO., LTD . 
Phone 469 - - Kelowna, B.C.
C leans Dirty Hands
-More About-
ANY TASK 
CAN BE
_ ____ __________ _________ What is the most popular Okanagan Product displayed in P. B. W ILL ITS ’ win-
.should such support be forthcoming vyeek?
that the ilnances and functions of both 
the fruit board and the B.C.F.G.A. be 
thorouglily reviewed and possibly 
amended at the next meeting of the 
delegate-directors.”
Fruit Board Approves
The fruit board subsequently passed 
the following I’esolution:
“That, in the opinion of this Board, 
the proposals put forward by the 
Johnston National Storage Ltd. would, 
if adopted, be of real benefit to the 
fruit industry of British Columbia.
Therefore, the Board endorses the 
effort being made by the Johnston 
National Storage Ltd. and urges all
growers and shippers to assist in ...................................................................................................................................
bringing it to a successful conclusion.” Count the Okanagan Products in the INDEPENDENT HARDWARE window.
Independents Friendly
On Monday John D. Kearns, repre­
sentative of the Johnston Storage com­
pany told The Courier that he had 
been pleasantly surprised with the re­
ception which prominent shippers had 
given the plan. “I am quite confident,” 
he said, “ that the majority o f the lar­
ger shippers appreciate the value of 
public warehousing and I have already 
been assured of the support of some 
of them. They seem to appreciate the 
fact that the plan would eliminate a 
state of uncertainty and lack of con­
fidence which now is prevalent. We
would like the shippers to enter the ........................... ...................................... .
scheme on a voluntary basis as that Why does D. K. GORDON L ’TD. pay .......
would make it much easier for us.
We would have their wholehearted co- .................... .......... .............. ......... ................... ....... ^
operation. There is really nothing in What novel by what Okanagan writer is displayed in TREÎ ^^  ̂
the scheme a shipper should object to. Card window? ‘
None of his existing avenues of busi­
that the growers’ fruit w ill be under How do you support your community by buying LO C AL n ie a ^ ...som ^rf From Page 1. Column 4
our supervision and care from, the them mentioned in A  & B MEAT. M ARKET ad this week. spoke of the depression which had
time lit reaches the packing house then begun to frighten the world, but
Look at the top shelf in the CENTRAL STORE and find the number of Oka­
nagan Products displayed?
Can you guess the number of articles in the two main windows of the CORNER 
STORE?
What Okanagan product is displayed in both of McKENZIE, the Grocer’s win­
dows?
F U M E R T O N ^ S
N o v e m b e r  S a l e
Better quality Fur-trimmed Coats 
reduced to $ 1 4 . 9 5
A  saving of dollars on every coat— new season styles lav-
'ishly trimmed— in fashionable colors. Sizes $14.95
for misses and women Reduced to
NEW SKIRTS
$1.95 $2.95
ALL-WOOL SWEATERS
Smart new gored or pleated styles in 
tweeds, crepes and wool failles; at ...
Cardigans, coat sweaters, pullovers and zipper or button- (p rt 
to neck—A ll sizes and wanted colors; each ................
GLOVES FOR WINTER
$1.95Imported Kid or Suede Gloves; per pair .........
Novelty Suede Fabric Gloves—
per to
pair ... ,..........
WOOL GLOVES
and children; 
per pair ..............
59c ” $1.00
for women, misses
25c ° 98c
CHILDREN’S REEFER COATS— Warmly lined, 
navy only; 4 to 8 years. d jr t  Q t r
SPECIAL, each ..............................
BABY 3-Piece WOOL KNITTED SETS—In all 
white, pinlc and white, and blue and d>-j r t f '  
white; per set ...............................
CHILDREN’S PLA ID  SKIRTS with B od ice-
Ages 2 to 6 years.
SPECIAL, each ................................ 79c
Fumertons’ Limited
“ Where Cash Beats Credit”
What meats sold by BURNS & CO. are produced in the Okanagan?
-More About-
FEDERAL
ELECTION
From Page 1, Column 7
until it is sold and the grower has re- .............................. ........................................ ................. ......... ..... . .. . which the Liberal regime had refused
ceived the money. Our company How many LOCAL Products are found in HARRIS MEAT MARKE'T to recognize. The Bennett governmeiijt
. . . . would supervise all operations and ac- week? realized that the tariff walls had to
•  ̂ or builds a community should find count to each grower for every pound be raised to save Canada from fur-
merchants supporting it. of his fruit. We would pay the packer ......... ........... .... .... ;... .................... ........ ...... . .................................  _ _ _ ther depths of depression and Parlia-
The retail distributor should be the a sum agreed upon by the growers’ From CHESTER OWEN’S ad this week you’ll find a hint why you should kee^ A^ent acted quickly, 
mson agent between the producer and representative and the packers for your money at home—^̂ Give it! The Conservative party has also
the consunier. He knows the problems each of the services given by the . been quoted as being a “stand pat”
of each and can do much to bring the packer. These include the actual ..... ...... ..................... .......... ;....................... ................................ ....................... party, but “ if  there ever was a country
two closer together. He can be just packing, storage, and similar definite What product mentioned in Wm. HAUQ & SON’S ad is made iri' Kelovim where that statement is untrue it is
charges. The company would handle Canada,” he continued. “The great
all the money and the shipper would ................ ................................ ................ ............................ ................ ;....... ......... . things in Canada have been put into
receive only that to which he is en- What products displayed in the PALACE MEAT M ARKE ’T’S window a r ^  by the Conservative party.” He
titled.” LOCj|3.L? went on to describe a few  which the
“What about claims?” Bennett regime effected.
“ The company .would settle all the ....  ........... ................... - ....................... - ...... -......-.... ....... -.......... .......... .................. ‘"rry. to point to one Liberal under­
claims. As an independent party not........................................................................................................................................ ' taking to be compared with those of
the Conservatives,” he challenged.
as an effective community force as 
he chooses to make himself. I f he 
stands with his fellows, he will gain 
more respect, greater prestige and 
more business. The public . checks to 
see whether the retailer is old-fash­
ioned- or modern, honest or. shifty, nig-
gerly or g^erous, and the public can interested in the broker nor in the 
short in patience, grower, but only interested in a fair 
<*,.1 ’^^ta'l busiimss can^be a power- g^d accurate accounting of the fruit,
company is in an excellent posi- 
atn-iniift  ̂ I ?  rehabilitation of tion to settle the claims on their mer-
We believe that we can reduce 
rfnnHc: a fa" local the claims by a considerable amount,
fnmpt " Chiselling claims would not stand a
4 chalice of succeeding.”
A, C. Foreman “And rebates?”
A. C. Foreman, secretary of the B.C. “There would be only one possibil- 
Products bureau of the Vancouver ity of rebates and if any shipper chose 
board of trade, in a short address urg- to give them under the circumstances 
ed that every retailer and every citi- he would be very foolish as he would 
zen boost his own town first. Local be paying them right out of his own 
industry should never be overlooked, pocket. You see the fruit is under 
for local industry makes bigger pay- our jurisdiction and we cannot release 
rolls and bigger payrolls make more A until we have had orders to do so 
mbney in circulation. . frorh the growers’ representatives
He pointed out that it was the busi- which would be presumably a body 
ness of the retailers to make it plain similar to the fruit board. When they 
to their customers that it was not the say so we will release it and at the 
retailers“  fault that he carried other price they set. The money comes to 
goods.
Modern Stucco House
FOR SALE
Situated, in good location on two .nice lots. Large 
living room with fireplace; dining room, modern 
kitchen, den, two bedrooms arid bathroom'; upstairs 
unfinished; basement with hot air heating system.
Absentee owner ofEers this home fo r .
$ 5 ,0 0 0 .0 0
McTAVlSH & WHILLIS, LIMITED
Real £st&te Insurance
Name
grower rhembers. Your growers would 
Undertake to deliver their fruit only 
to the packing sheds and storage areas 
under lease to our company.
In. carrying out this plan our com­
pany would be authorized by contract 
with your members through your- 
^Ives.
VERNON’S RATE OF 
TAX COLLECTIONS 
IS 90.64 PER CENT
as Mackenzie King was elected, he 
Mr. Stirling referred to the World hastened to Washington and on No- 
Ecohomic Conference called by the vember 11 announced the terms of 
Bennett government, lin which the the treaty. He accepted the figures 
delegates expressed the common wish we had turned down. As a result in 
that each country should establish a the first nine months of 1938 exports 
central bank. Canada, five years late, from the United States into Canada 
established her Bank of Canada. increased 33 per cent and Canadian
Canada, under the Bennett regime, exports only increased 7 per cent, 
carried out her undertakings at the “ In the next session I expect a heat- 
League o f Nations conferences and es- ed debate and it w ill be interesting to 
tablished what is known as social watch the reaction of the treaty on the 
legislation only to have the Liberal industrial Liberals. I  am much afraid 
governnjent in 1935, in a fit of pique, of what the terms w ill be.
OKANAGAN CENTRE 
COMMUNITY HALL 
ELECTS OFFICERS
Treasury Has Balance of $57.Qft
— Ĵ. A. Gleed President
(a) To pay an agreed rate for all Practically Same Percentage of take th^se "legislaUon^^^
work to be performed at the packing C o llection s  N o ted  T h is  V en r ac- Council to find they were ultra vires,
house, such as grading, packing, wrap- cciiuns ivu ieu  j.n is i  ear as Prime Minister Mackenzie
at October 31, 1937 King wishes to put into effect an un-
- --------  employment insurance scheme on a unity in the support I received in the
Despite the fact that, in the past year, national basis but the co-operation of House. We want to put up the best
ping, carloading, handling, etc.
(b) To permit the packing houses 
to receive from us warehouse receipts
The annual meeting of the Okana­
gan Centre Community Hall Associa- 
‘“rhere is no disunity in the Con- tion was held bn Saturday evening at 
servative party. ’They chose a-leader the Hall with a fair attendance, 
and his opponents are working with The treasurer’s report as accepted 
him today. I never found any lack of was quite satisfactory showing, as it
did, a credit balance of $57.00 
Officers were re-elected as follows:
which could be hypothecated by them there was an increase of tvvo mills in the nine provinces is necessary. He fight and I  wish you to do everything president, J. A. Gleed; vice-president, 
if required for growers’ account. Ad- th the Vernon tax rate, practically the toured the nine provinces from Nova pbssible to further the interests of P. W. Pixton; secretary-treasurer, H.
. _ _ vances may be required from time to same percentage of collections was ob- Scotia westward and pointed to the Yale, of British Columbia and of Can-
He carried the brands that the the company which pays the shipper Ame to repay the packing houses for . tained as in 1937, the City o f Vernon feelings of-the provincial cabinets in ada.” 
public demanded and until the public foi" his services. For the packing for advances which may have been made announces. each one, who in practically every
is educated to demand local and pro- instance, he would receive exactly the therh to growers for fertilizer. The percentage of collections at the case are antagonistic to the K ing con-
vincial products the retailer must same as every other packer. I f  he sprays,. orchard labor, etc. A ll such due date last October 31 was 90.64 as ceptions.
carry other lines. chooses to make a rebate out of his advances would be disbursed through compared with the 1937 mark of 90.66.
for accounts of the This is a slight drop from the 1936 fig-Mr. Foreman reviewed Vancouver’s packing money that is his affair and it 
effort to cooperate with the Interior cannot hurt the grower. I believe that 
last season by its apple week and once the prairie market is certain that 
stated that a similar effort will be there is only one price, the whole de- 
made again this season. He spoke mand for rebates will cease.” 
briefly about The Courier, commend- . “Just ,  how would you check the
fruit?”
“Certain keymen in every packing 
house would be our employees. They 
would be bonded. They would keep
our company f r cc ts f 
growers. ure of 91.
(c) To permit our company to pay The total levy for this year was $118,-
rates for^sales: 866 and the amount collected was $107,- 
rr, , ,4 4 . , $98,000 was obtained.
ing it for the cooperation it had ex­
tended to the retail merchants of the 
city in their effort to publicize Okana­
gan and B.C. products.
President Whiteway
Mr. Whiteway, president of the re­
tail merchants section of the board
of trade, reviewed the workings of . . i j ,  * 4̂ -4 -
his bureau during the past few months. Associated s Attitude
He pointed out that the organization Mr. Chambers of the Associated 
was a little different this year than Growers stated on Wednesday that his
(d) To see that all sales are effected
through ' the agreed sales channels, 
sufficiently responsible to guarantee 
collections to our company.
This set-up is proposed in order to 
place our company in complete con
“ Savage Attack”  bn Dunning
Hon. C. A. Dunning’s breakdown 
was attributed by Mr; Stirling to a 
“savage attack by Liberal free traders, 
in caucus, on him during an extremely 
hot day.” Hon. Ilsley has taken over 
most of his duties, but with the. ex­
pected drop in Imperial preference, 
Mr. Ilsley is not feeling any too sure 
of his seat in the Annapolis valley.
Thanks from Liberals
A t the outset of the meeting Chair­
man H. B. D. Lysons spoke briefly on 
events since the last meeting and the 
financial statement showed that all 
outstanding accounts were paid. A  
letter of thanks from the Liberal as­
sociation for the greeting extended in
M. Berneau. Directors named were 
Mrs. Parker, S. Copeland, E. D. Hare, 
and H. Macfarlane.
A  vote of thanks was tendered the 
Women’s Institute for the assistance 
given. I
Plans were made for a series o f ■ 
three card parties and a canvas w ill 
be made for a larger membership.
an accurate check upon the fruit and Aol of growers’ pack and in actual 
report to us. I f necessary we will go control of moneys received from the 
to the extent of weighing every grow- sale of same. A ll invoicing would be 
er’s fruit.”  done by our company for account of
The Courier by the Conservative as- J. V. Ablett, F Buckland, J. Galbraith, 
sociation when the Liberal convention Dr. Panton, J. C. Kennedy, W. T. Pat- 
was held in Kelowna, was read. terson, W. Lloyd-Jones, Mrs. W. J.
E. C. Weddell made some pointed McDowall, Mrs. Grote Stirling, Mrs.
.... ............. ........  ..... .......... remarks regarding the success pro- J. N. Cushing, A  Whiiffin, Mrs. Ken-
dnfy w iW  difficulVy ^  Que- vincially of the Conservatives in this nedy, E. M. Carruthers, H. J. Bowser,
it had been in previous years but. 
despite the reorganization, he felt that 
certain sections were not carrying 
their weight. “I f these sections do
organization would enter the scheme, 
if and when, the major independent 
shippers agreed to do so.
The brief presented to the executive 
not function efficiently, the associa- of the B.C.F.G.A. and the fruit board 
tion is as dead as the graveyard,” he by the company representatives out- 
said. He appreciated the effort that lined the plan as follows: 
had been put into the work by those Our field warehousing service is 
sections which. had functioned effici- simply an extension of our regular 
ently but the work of the good sec- warehousing facilities to the property the receipt of the moneys by an in- 
tions was off-set by the lack of co- of a manufacturer, or packer. Having dependent third party, 
operation from the sections which had no financial interest in the commod- (2) There would be available a
parties concerned 
allowed or made other than those 
authorized by the growers through 
your organization. Sales prices and 
quotas would be subject to the in­
structions of your organization repre­
senting the growers.
The Advantages
The advantages likely to accrue 
from such a field warehousing ar­
rangement, we believe, would be:
(1) The possession of the fruit and
involved.
(5) There would be complete uni­
formity of pool returns and certain
consolidations. ___  ̂ ____ ______  ̂ ____  __  __
(6) Receiving slips would be issued bee Liberals prevented from voting riding and stated that i f  ever a man R. J. Gordon, J. N. Cushing, Mr. Czar- 
to each grower to identify the fruit against the government last spring bad made two political blunders it neski; Bear Creek, C. H.
received and the subsequent records when the $30,000,000 national defence was Capt. C. R. Bull lin his recent voulin, L. Dilworth, W. Metcalfe; East
and no deductions would set up a complete account of vote was introduced, he stated. Eighty speech in Victoria when he supported Kelowna, N. Pooley, E. Mugford; E lli­
son; F. Rell; Glenmore, Jack Ward; 
Joe Rich, Cyril Weddell; Rutland, C- 
H. Bond, A. E. Harrison, E. Mugfofd, 
A. K. Loyd, W. Schell; South Kelow ­
na, H. C. S. Collett, J. H. Horn.
It was decided that the president 
would be authorized io  make any ap-
the result of all processing and grad- cent , wheat is considered by some a "Î ap.aaese immigration and Social Cre- 
ing. gesture towards the west to overcome dit. ^
(7) The competent administration of the old hallucination that the agricul- Officers were elected by acclamation
this plan would be facilitated in con- tural west is suffering from the blood- os follows:
formity with the regulations, both of sucking industrial east, he said. Where _ Hon. presidents, Hon. Dr. R. J. Man-
the government and the B.C. Fruit does the mortgage money come from ion, Hon. R. L. Maitland, Hon. Grote
Growers’ Association. but that same industrial east, he de- Stirling, R. F. Morrison.
(8) There would be a uniform ac- dared, and the moral to be derived President, H. B. D. Lysons; first pointments to the delegates list pro-
counting system on standard forms is that the two must live together in vice-president, W. A. C. Bennett; se- vided any delegates were unable to
throughout all packing houses; these unity. The west cannot get along cond vice-president, H. A. Truswell; make the trip.
forms would be supplied by us and in- without the east and the east cannot secretary, W. B. Bredin; treasurer, P. ’There is every  ̂ likelihood that a 
stalled in the individual • packing survive'without- the support o f the Murdoch; executive, Kelowna, J. ^V. young Conservative group w ill be
plants. west. Ablett, F. Buckland, J. Galbraith, Dr. formed in Kelowna and an attempt
(9) The complete field warehousing . “One province benefitted more than L. A. C. Panton, J. C. Kennedy, W. T. w ill be made to organize the women
set-up should increase the-borrowing any other in the Ottawa Agreements, Patterson, W. Lloyd-Jones, E. C. Wed" into one organization.
fallen down. He urged that the sec- ities placed with us for storage it is complete accounting from the receipt capacity of both growers and packers, and that was British Columbia,” he dell; Gleamofe, Jack Ward; I^tland,
___ _____ __ ____c _________________________________i j.-_i________ , ___i _________ i „  ____ ___j.:_____ -i____ ____________ A F Hami.son. J. Schnvder: Okana-
Just before conclusion, B. Atkinson,
tions hold their periodic meetings, compulsory for us in bur capacity as of the fruit to the final disbursement and particularly cooperative packers, said, instancing lumber, fruit, metals A. E. Harrison, J. Schnyder; Okana- secreta^ of the Summerland Conser-
The proposed plbn should en- and fish, and stating there is little gan Mission, H. C. S. CoBatt, Benvou- vative association, was welcomed to
----  - W. Metcalfe; East Kelowna. E. the meeting, and the thanks of thei
Joe Rich, Kelowna organization extended to 
him for making the trip north for the 
occasion.
That this can be effective in building public warehousemen to carry out at of the proceeds and of all intermediate (10) _ _  ^ ____ ____  ____ ___  ___ , ___
goodwill between the retailer and the all times the instructions of the own- transactions and this accounting would courage cooperative packing plants. wonder that B.C. is under a cloud of lin, m n ii-
public has been shown by the results ers of the merchandise in all matters be uniform throughout all the pack- The suggested service does not con- anxiety now. Gregory; Ellison, F. Bell;
obtained by those sections which have pertaining thereto, i.e. storing, deliver- ing houses.. template any disruption of present “In 1935, the government decided Cyril Weddell.
functioned'successfully. ing, handling, invoicing, collections. (3) There would be the elimination services, nor the elimination of any that the Unifed States was asking A  number of other immes were sug-
Secretary Barton thanked the junior and in any other capacity required of of rebates, secret or otherwise. packing plants, but would, we feel more than Canada was prepared to gested as additions to be made by the
board of trade and The Courier, both us by the owners. (4) The auditing of the shippers’ certain, bring about the advantages accede in the prospective trade treaty, executive at a later date. Brainy Bird
of which had extended the utmost co- The normal procedure in your case books would be replaced by the field referred to herein and place the grow- and no matter how anxious the Ben- Delegates to the nomiriatii^ conven- _ VmTnmimr-.
operation to make B.C. Products week would be that our company would warehousing company and our com- er in complete control, through your nett government was to go to the tion of the Yale federal riding were . «  I  thnn man*
a success. R. Gordon extended the take a lease of all the packing plants pany is prepared to put up a bond of organization, of the packing, shipping, country with a new tariff, the gov- elected as fmlows: * bird has a . .. uodv
meeting’s thanks to Mr. Foreman and and storage areas now being operated $1,()00,006 as a guarantee of proper ac- selling and all other features involved ernment had courage enough to say Kelowna—H. B. D. Lysons, H. A. bird s constitutes 1- o is
Mr. Hunter. for the-handling of the fruit of your counting for inventories and moneys in the distribution of his fruit. it was not good enough. But as soon Truswell, W. B. Bredin, P. Murdoch, whereas mans is only 1-35.
■1. V ' >
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Classified Advertisements TH E  CHURCHES B'3
T H E  U N IT E D  C H U R C H  O F 
C A N A D A
District Rally of A .Y .P .A . , 
Attracts Eighty to Orchard City Christmas
HATES
First Iwcnly-llvc words, fifty cents; 
udditional words one cent each.
If Copy is accompanied by cash or ac­
count is paid within two weeks from 
date of issue, a discount of twenty- 
live cents will be made. Thus a 
twenty-live word advertisement ac- 
eornpunled by cash or paid within 
two weeks costs twenty-live cents.
Mitiimum charge, 25 cents.
''Wlien it is desired that replies be ad­
dressed to a box at The Courier 
Office, an additional charge of ten 
cents is made.
Each initial and group of not more 
than live figures counts as one word.
Advertisements for this cblumn should 
be in The Courier Office not later 
than four o’clock on Wednesday 
afternoon.
1938 NOVEMBER 'w
Fir.i United, corner̂  UichUr St. ...d Uern.r.. T W O-Day ConfcrcnCC H e ld  H crc  OAMI? ri7|7 fR  A1117 
Minister: Kev. W. W. McPherson, on Satu rday and Sunday w ith  O i/ lT l l J  I j J j I l r  'U lV r & L l I ! l  
M.A., D.Th. M a n v  G roiins Renresented  fH fA .C S
Organist and Choir Leader: 
Cyril S. Mossop, A.T.C.M., L.T.C.L.
Baking
Kelowna A.Y.P.A. was Itost to some 
t-’ighty young people Saturday and
ir. t .7*"^ Should we be Master of our Sunday, November 12th and l.'ltli, on
Vw, .r-. , hie occa.sion of the third annual rally7.30 p.m. Good News from ji Far ,,r n„.
IN OLD COUNTRY
W c have given our customary special care to the assem­
bling of choice materials for Christmas cakes and puddings. 
Practically everything is now in stock and the things look 
so fresh and so appetizing that to see them is to want them.
Country.
FO R SALE
SUN MON TUBS WED THU FRI SAT
y
1
' 8
2
9
3 4 5
1 0 11 12
1 3 14 15 1 6 17 1 8 19
2 0 2 1 2 2 2 3 2 4 2 5 2 6
2 7 2 8 29 3 0
CIIKIS'ITAN SCIENCE SOCIE'rY 
Cor. Hcnuird Ayc. and llcrtrain .Si.
of the Okanagan Di.strict Council, com- 
jmiKing Oliver, Penticton, Summer- Fifteen Cars Weekly of 180s and 
land, Kelowna, Vernon, Revel.stoke Larger to be Shipped on Per-
and Kamloops.
Commencing early on Saturday ‘ af- mits from B.C. Fruit Board
This s.,oiciy ii, a brand, o( The In order to relitwe tlie domestic
Mother Churcli, Tlie First Churcli of Kmj\miay'i''alid’1h '̂gtŵ ^^^  ̂ market sornewiial the Okanagan fruit
Christ, Scientist, in Boston, Mas.saehu- V .„.u ou.
.setts. Services: Sunday. 11 a.m.; Sun- ^as spent .
day School. 9.45 a.m.; first and third  ̂ ‘ "hies were:
Wednesdays, Testimony Meeting, 0
S “ ic d * s r ’S h , ^ ’S . S ’“. f  w j :
’  ̂ ‘ toria; Youth and Wors
A. Harding, Priest of
in discussion ''^hustry lias obtained a eonee.ssion 
Youtli and h'lrn the fruit brancli, Ottawa, and 
Money, led by W. B. Bredin, of Ke- ship a limited quantity of
lowna; Program Building and Plan- I4*'*he McIntosh to tlie Old Coun­
ship-
N O TICE
DON’T Strain Your Eyes! Buy those Reading Glasses now from .$1.00 lo
JOHN FLETCHER, DECEASED
rship led by Rev '^hipped during tlie last few years.
____  ̂ ____  Calgary.' Then Approximately 100 ears will be 
followed an address by George Ben- ĥ ’d only by fiermit of the B.C. Fruit 
nett, provincial president of the A.Y. hi order to gel inspection a
p i i e r m i t  must be issued. The apples
DICED FRUITS 
CURRANTS 
RAISINS
SUL’I’ANAS
WHOLE PEEL 
CU’T PEEL 
BLENDED FRUI’P 
PINEAPPLE RINGS 
PASTRY FLOUR 
CAKE FLOUR 
FLAVORING EXTRACTS
GROUND ALMONDS 
SHELLED NUTS- 
CAKE COLORING 
CAKE ’ritlMETTES 
GLACE CHERRIES 
MOLASSES 
ALMOND PASTE 
BROWN SUGAR
MINCE MEA'T 
DA’TES and FIGS
SPICES
must also have 15 per cent color, and
N EW  FIG S A N D  DATES
At the conference Banquet, Satur-
Nolifc Is hereby «lven  Ihbt ell per- hveninB, h. the Women’s Institule '',mee,rc“e ? " to r  week may be
$2.50. Spurrier’s. 16-lc
CARD OF TH A N K S having claims against \hc estate all branch presidents gave tlioir a llo w il ^o IandTn\h?'oid
V / r  i n / i n i k O  af John Fletcher, of Kelowna. B.C.. reports together with various talks by fia t ipor" so
II^ANGE land for sale. Over 3,000 acres
who died on the 20th day of Sentem- speakers. A  dance then round- there w l l  be no ^atice of anywoo UO.U on me zuin aay oi oepicm- ................ „ ,, jamming of the market. George Brown,
New Smyrna dessert and cooking figs have just 
arrived. New  Mesopotamia dates —  pitted and 
whole, are also now in stock.
I i 3  Executive Committee and mem- ber, 1938, are required to send full «d out the first day of the rally. ^
including 1,000 acres | bers of the KcloWna Branch, Can- particulars of such claims to the Ex- i’he program for Sunday morning gbinments so that\mlv enr« ner
es late range. Ample adian Legion, wish to thank the public ecutor. William Haug, Kelowna, B.C., leads as follows: Holy Communion at J ^ fll ^n-Hv? nf 1 whole or nart. For <•—  ------------------- - ____ ___ ^  oicTiii ;.i iho hnii wcuc w ill airive at destination. Quo-
of good range
early and 2,000 acres _ . , - . . .  , . . _________________  ___ ________ _____
water. Will sell as whole or pa^. For W  their generour‘support‘ ‘(^ the on"w 'be’forrthe^22^^^ S - " o f  Dei^m- e>eht- breakfast in the haii, executive Sbns'^of^9oTen^ts^f o
KeloSJJr^ campaign, also the many willing ber, 1938, after which date the Execu- meeting of the Okanagan District
15-4p workers who were'ou^ o n lh e  streets to'r ’ wiTl'proceed'lo'make'drsTribi^^^^^^ Council and morning church service. .{rv^'Shde^^ome n̂fT r>!„l___ J_ o.___ .1___  _.b ____ ,___ A erroot anal nf ,.rmc+riifti,ro T.,r>ylr Tirao 'l^y, WllllC SOmC OI mO CCC graUC M3CS
Fo r  SALE—Larec coal heater suit L. Richards, Secretary. 16-lc Dated this 17th day of November, 1938. ^  great deal of constructive work was . ctr-iiehf rnn<.i,mmentr  ® -----------------:_________________ 1________  E C WEDDELL accomplished at the executive meeting are going on a • straight, consignmentable for countrv school or larE?e .n,...-.,.-- ,  . ^  vv i!iiJUiSL,i„, h ----- ---  basis.
Gordon’s Grocery
PHONES -  30  -  31REGULARDELIVERIES PROMPTSERVICE
able for country school or large r j,„E  Canadian Legion Pipe Band i6-2c
Kplown^ " v f 9 ’ ^  to thank the merchants who
Phone 350, Kelowna. 22-2c ^ssited in the recent effort to raise =
'UNS FOR SALE—Three 30-30s at ?|̂ ads for purchasing equipment
•At* at. $17.00, one 30-30 at $22.00 Like 
new. One 351 Automatic $25.00. One 35 
Automatic $20.00. One 306 Remington 
$25.00. Two 38-55 for $10.00 each. See 
them at Spurrier’s. 16-lc
16-lc Canadian Legion Pipe Band.
CO M ING  EVENTS
Solicitor for Executor, ^rid the new slate of officers elected.
These are: President, Edgar Dewdney,
Penticton; vice-president, Ken Perrett,
Vernon; secretary, Betty Pott, Pentic­
ton; treasurer. Betty Reed, Vernon; 
publicity secretary, Norma Davis, Re- 
vdstokc
BAILEY—In the Kelowna general hos- Honornrv officials are- Hon Chan apples to the Old Country, but
pital on Saturday November 12, 1̂ ^̂  ̂ j^bi. Bishop Adams; patron,' Canon j "  thjs .case of extreme pressure on 
ir> Tx/Tf unri tx/tt'c ttiVt,-. Tjaiioyr ^ . . . .  thc domcstic market it was deemed
B IR TH S
The fruit board entered into the 
deal with some trepidation as lit did 
not wish to set a ' precedent which 
might be asked for in larger quanti­
ties in other years. As a general rule, 
it is considered unwise to send cee
—  to Mn and Mrs. John Bailey, Kelow- Parrott, Vernon; honorary president,
’ill na R.R.l, a son. Rev. W. S. Beames. Penticton; honor-
$30.
new explained, 
withdrew their opposition.
TTYPEWRITER for sale nverhaiilpd T'**®' Women’s Institute Meeting w ill . .l, a so . ^  g , ti t ; r-T new rihhnn c^nHirnn Tuesday, Nov. 22nd. ENNIS^In the Kelowna general hos- ary vice-presidents. Rev. Griffiths, Re- ,. Discussion arose with the mam Eng-
Pay cash and you w ill be given c speaker, Dr.^ W. F. Anderson. pital on Sunday, November 13, 1938, velstoke, Rev. Gibson, Vernon, Rev. ^ ^ n ^ v d e a f ^ b ^ u t ^
^new fiter desk f r ^  ^ n lrbert^  Modern I«lagues” at 3 to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ennis, Ke- -S. N. Dixon, Kelowna; past presidents, t?inc were L^fafneS to
B u s in e s rS le fe  cfSirso An invitation is extended to all lowna, a son. Mrs. Jessie Saunders, Vernon, Bob explained, to them thej
Business College, Casorso Block. 22-2c interested. Tea 10c. 16-lp  ̂ Spearman, Armstrong.
” COOK In the Kelowna general hos- On Sunday afternoon the highlights
pital on Wednesday, November 16, were the completion of the discussion 
1938, to Mr. and Mrs. Bernaid Cook,, groups and the -presentation of the 
Westbank, a son. group findings, also Rev. Hardiing
Priest’s enlightening address bn “Youth 
and Discipleship in this Changing 
World.’’
Following the farewell address by 
the president elect, Edgar Dewdney,
^QLD PAPERS—Useful for many pur­
poses besides lighting fires. Courier 
Office, Water Street. 16-tf NO TICE
DID you know about, or have you J^ELOW NA Young Women’s Clubseen the big selection of skis, ski would appreciate a donation of
boots, ski mitts, skates at Spurrier’s, toys immediately for the Children’s 
Hardwood 6 ft. skis, $4.95. COMPARE Christmas Party. A ll donations to be 
OUR PRICES WITH M A IL  ORDER left at Willits Drug Store. 16-2c
PRICES! 23-lc
M ARRIAG ES
NO ASSIZES FOR  
VER NO N  S ITTIN G S
.Out in  Front!
T H E  K E L O W N A  H O S P IT A L  has won recognition from 
the American College of Surgeons as an
A ' l  H o s p ita l
thus ranking with the best hospitals in America. This A - 1 
service is available to you and your family in case of sick­
ness or accident if you have an—
WE BUY, WE SELL all second-hand
furniture
Ro o m  for one passenger to Vancou­ver Monday or Tuesday. Apply
Only Three Civil and Five Di­
vorce Cases Listed Next Week
•Co. Ltd.
O. L. Jones Furniture Box 248. The Courier. 
25-tfc
16-lp
Fo r  SALE—“Arrowhead” Sloop, win­ner of tw o . Regatta Sailing Races, in the store next to Sutherland’s funS
INGER Sewing Machine Co. R. B.
Nunn, Agent. Temporary location
BARWICK - HUNT A t the United Canon Parrott, Vernon, officially clos-
church, Peachland, on Wednesday the conference. The next rally w ill ______
morning, November 9, 1938, Emmie be held in Vernon. Three c iv iL  cases and five divorces
M r^  Hardy, president of the Kelow- w ill be heard before Mr. Justice A.
^  na A.Y.P.A. presided at most of the M. Manson when Supreme Court opens
’^ally conference. in Vernon on Monday afternoon neS?
---------—------——-----^ at 2.30 o’clock.
INSUKAHCE CONTRACT
with The Kelowna Hospital Society.
Write P.O. Box 1228.
and Mrs. N. Barwick, Merritt, Rev. J. _________________
H. Gillam officiating.
23-lp era! parlor on Lawrence Ave. After n OVICKI-LUKE—A t the residence of K ELO W NA  SEA
January first I w ill occupy a new store h . P. Humphreys, 193 Leon ave- f  f
. . .  . . lo-lp nue, on Thursday, November 10, 1938,, their display of ski equipment. -------------— ---------- :-------- -----  t .,1..̂
They have everything. , 23-lc M R S . P. B. Willits for the Kelowna  ̂ Anthony A l­
ik I f l  Welfare Committee iireentlv re- INOVICKI.
^ R O P  into Spurrier’s today and see on Bernard Ave.
There w ill be no session of Assize 
Court as no criminal cases are listed 
for trial. His Lordship might, there-
C A D ET CORPS fore, be presented with the traditional
Ea t  AND ENJOY LIFE. Don’t be a quest all persons who can donate old BLACK-FUSTON—At the Salvationslave to your stomach. WILDER’S baby clothing to leave same at the Army hall, Kelowna, Truesday, No-
STOMACH POWDER w ill relieve in- Welfare office in the English Woollen vember 8, 1938, Helen Angeline Fus-
digestion. A t your druggist’s, 50c and Shop premises. 16-lc ton to Michael Black, Adjutant David
$1.00. BW6
“Grenville”  Company 1358
1,900 members express their approval by paying their monthly in­
stallments promptly and well in advance over the winter months.
$1.00 PER MONTH PER FAM ILY $1.00
S ig n  N o w !
LOST
0 R .  MATHISON, dentist.
Hammond officiating.
white gloves when court convenes.
No jury w ill be empanelled nor w ill
_______ a crown prosecutor be named.
“Keep Watch”  three civil cases are all from
„  , ' „  j  . Penticton registry. The Penticton Saw-
Orders for Parade: m ill Ltd. is . plaintiff in an action for
A  voluntary parade wiU.be held at breach of warranty against Oliver
OFFICE: DON McLEAN MOTORS, Bernard Avenue
HOURS: 2 to 3.30 p.m. Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday; 
2 to 9,30 p.m. Saturdays.
Block, telephone 89.
Lo s t — Gold Nugget Brooch with goldchain and pin. Reward. Phone 27
I^ IB E LIN  PHOTO studio for your Ko-
FO R RENT Fo r  A  SQUARE DEAL in Plumbing,Heating and Sheet Metal Work-^
ling, two bedrooms, south end 
city, for six months. $35 month. G. A. 
Fisher. Agent. 16-lp
R
Fo r  RENT—Board and Room in pri­vate home. Phone 350. 16-lp
Fo r  RENT—Upstairs steam heatedoffice space. Apply The Bennett
Hardware.
Willits* — ------------------Headquarters on Friday, November 18, Chemical Co., Ltd. Ted Anderson and
49_tfc THOMSON-McIN'TYRE—A t the Uni- at 7.30 p.m. Uniforms w ill not be G. E. Pryer claim-damages for alleged 
ted church manse, Kelowna, on Fri- worn. The Ship’s Company will par- unlawful seizure of a tractor last July 
day, November 11, 1938, Miss Helen ade in full uniform without gaiters at from the Oliver Chemical Co. in the 
dak finishing. Prompt and efficient Tuesday, November second case listed. The third case in-
service. in before 9 am  out at 5 pm. Kelowna, Rev. W. W. Me- 22, at 7.30 p.m. volves the Okanagan Falls Develop-
‘oo“, "  Ask for our FREE enlargement card! Pherson officiating. Quartermaster: Cadet Williams. ment Co. Ltd., plaintiffs, suing the Oka-
■ P 33-tfc. SPERLE-SCHMID’i ’—At the Catholic Sideboy: Cadet Perry. ’ nagan Falls Ireigation District. The
church, Kelowna, on Wednesday On November 11, Sea Cadets Company^relaims pnnci-
morning, November 16, 1938, Barbara tered in nearly full force for the ah- erest due them under an
Sperle to Francis John Schmidt, both nual Armistice parade. Headed by repayment of
of Kelowna, Rev. Father McKenzie Lieut.-Commander Greenland they r™,,,,, xi, .c j- j.
officiating. inarched with arms swinging and
TVTTTr-irrmn RT Ar-K-RTTOTv a + the heads erect, in spite of slippery and , ^  egistry. Vera M. Vandenn-
MUGFORD-BLACKBURN — At the roads Leading Cadets Black horre is suing Fernand Vandennborre;
East Kelowna church on Tuesday, an^ Beerfa id  “Grenvfffes’’ wreathTun- Doherty is suing Vida E. Do-
November 14. 1938, Kathleen Black- Jn th fcenotanh and Beh T. Leeson is suing
burn to Ernest Mugford of Benvoulin. Last T u esd a ? ,' some twenty newer Glora May Leeson. Lance S. Weeden 
HEDLEY-COWAN—In St. Paul’s An- members of “Grenville” repeated the is suing Elizabeth I. Weeden, iq an
glican church, Vancouver, on Satur- Sea Cadet Promise and thus complet- ^  ion irom Kefowi^, and m one from
day afternoon, November 12, at 12.30 ed this initiation into the ,Corps. It Dons Isobel Rogers is suing
o’clock, Mary Gertrude (M olly) was announced that Cadet Hall had i-'®siie J.nomas Rogers, 
daughter of Mrs, Russell-Cowan, for- qualified in Compass with 90 per cent. _ 
merly of Kelowna and Penticton, and After parade, Chief Warrant Officer 
the late A. W. Russell-Cowan, to Stone read a letter from John Rennie,
Matthew Sherwood Hedley, Pentic- Kelowna Sea Cadets’ former Chief 
ton, second son of Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Petty Officer, who is now in the R.C.
Hedley, Vancouver, Rev. Canon Har- N. John 1 told of his life aboard H.M. 
old King officiating. C.S; Fraser, and of a future cruise to
Fu r n is h e d  housei to rent, Grenfell phone 164 or 559L.Ave. Modern in all, respects. Phone , SCO’TT PLUMBING WORKS 
127, E. M. Carruthers & Son. 23-16-lc
Fo r  RENT-Furnished Modem Dwel- yy services w ill suit YOU.li , t n h n nn  .̂ niit  p H oi
^ ^ IN T E R  time is Laundry time. One
Kelowna Steam Laundry, Phone 1231
PREVENT FIRES! Have your chim­
ney, flues and furnace pipes clean-p O R  RENT—House and cabins in Win-
_  fieW distrirt. V. McDonagh, today. For prompt efficient service, 
■R.l Kelowna. Phone 2-R-6. 16-lc pho^e 470 between 5 to 7 p.m. 22,16-lc
A N  INC O M E
'  . f o r LIFE !
Here’s how it can be yours- 
for Example—— —
Age at Issue—23 years. Monthly deposit $10.25. You w ill 
receive at 55—the sum of $7,350.33 in cash guaranteed, or 
pension of $73.50 per month for 10 years; or pension of 
$36.75 for 25 years. P.S.—You reserve the right at all times 
to draw the balance not used in the pension.
For- appointment and information, see:
E. M. CARRUTHERS & SON LTD
-Agents for-
THE
YO RKSHIRE SAVINGS &  LO A N ASS’N.
NOTICE
16-lc Notice is hereby
2
-More About-
MACGREGOR  
EN RO UTE
W A NTED
given that one _  _ _  _ it -4. j escort the battleship. Repulse, when
Buckskin mare, branded C on left hip CHERNOS-MILLIGAN— Ât the Umted carries the King and Queen to
WANTED—Advertising minded sales­
men with selling experience pre­
ferred. who have necessary qualifica­
tions of good personality, at least high- 
school education, not over 35 years old, 
and preferably who own a car, are 
eligible to apply for the territory we 
have open in your locality. The man 
we select will have the opportunity of 
a permanent position and secured in­
come after the first three months pro­
bationary period which w ill be on a 
commission basis. Build security and 
a permanent future for yourself with 
the world-famous “Robinson” line of 
art calendar advertising and specialties, 
now made in Canada. Write today, 
giving full particulars, t® Sales Man­
ager, Calendar Division. E. S. & A. 
Robinson (Canada) Ltd., Toronto, On­
tario. 16-lc
was impounded at Mission Creek and 
Benvoulin Pound on November 13.
B. McIVER,
16-lc Poundkeeper.
ciqaYplte slgjng.
church manse, Kelowna, on Wednes- Canada next May. (From page 1, column 7)
day, r^vember 16, 1938, Fm da Itor- informed that the Corps will It is evident that Mr. MacGregor him-
°^)^Sbter of Mr. and Mrs. Elgin parade to Church on Sunday. Novem- self w ill conduct the inquiry and while
^  her 27. Further details regarding this the growers w ill naturally be disap-
o  T?T > will appear next week. pointed that the government has not
Rutland, Rev. W. W. McPherson of- Both Mr. Greenland and Mr. Stone seen fit to appoint Lewis Duncan, nev-
Gibb’s Grocery is featuring . . O K A N A G A N  PR O D U C T S
See our North W indow to answer our question 
in the retail merchants’ contest.
M E C H A N IC A L L Y  M IN D E D
ficiating.
YOUNG RflEN!
Just as  th e  pioneers w h o  b u ilt  C a n ad a  
m ad e  th e ir  o w n  success® th e re  a re  open  
today  o ppo rtu n ities  fo r  fa r -see in g , 
am b it io u s  y ou n g  m en . W h ite  co lla red  
office jo b s  m ay  be  scarce® b u t  the  
vocations o f  A irp lan e  GonsCruction  an d  
E n gin eerin g  . • • D iesel E n g in eerin g  * • . 
A ir  C o n d ition in g  an d  R e frige ra tio n  • •. 
a n d  W e ld in g  • • • need  tra in ed  m en . 
Y o u  can® w ith in  a  few  sh o rt  m o n th s , 
p rep are  y o u rse lf by  h o m e s tu d y  a n d  
practica l w ork  to  an sw er *'*Yes** to  the  
question  I **Do you  k n ow  how  to  h an d le  
th is  jo b $ ”
D E A TH
McKEAN—In the Kelowna general hos­
pital, Wednesday, November 9, 1938, 
after a lingering illness, Russell Mc­
Kean, Kelowna, 20. Funeral from 
Day’s Funeral Home, Saturday, No-
have expressed keen appreedation of ertheless, I  feel satisfied that the in- 
the hard work done by Cadets before quiry w ill be in capable hands. Mr.
and during the recent Concert. Incid- MacGregor, when he was here a month
entally, “Grenvilles” among them sold ago, imjpressed me as Ijeing shrewd and 
$59.40 worth of tickets. ’This is indeed keen and I  have no doubt that the in-
the best ticket selling job they have vestigation, under his guidance, w ill be
ever done! a thorough one.”
— —-----------------------  Godfrey Isaacs
U'jDTERED FORGED CHEQUE Godfrey Isaacs in a statement issued
Pleading guilty to uttering a forged Wednesday said that the govern-
GIBB’S CARRY A L L  Q U ALITY  LINES at COMPETITIVE PRICES. 
OUR SERVICE IS PROMPT, EFFICIENT AND COURTEOUS. 
SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO A L L  PHONE ORDERS.
For complete satisfaction try Gibb’s.
I f  you  are  m echanicalljr m in d e d  an d  
►fisteady  (an d  18 y e a r , o f  age  o r  o ld e r )  
fill In  th e  a ttached  an d  m a il today . 
Y o u  w ill receive by  re tu rn  Im p o rta n t  
in fo rm atio n  w h ich  ca n  prove to  be  
th e  tu rn in g  , po in t in  y o u r  life .
1 a m  pa rticu la r ly  intereated in  le a rn in g  
m o re  a b o u t :
A m C R A F T :  f— I f— I
C o n stru c tio n  I__I E n g in eerin g  I—I
D IE S E L  E N G IN E E R IN G ____________ Q
A IR  C O N D IT IO N IN G  in d  r " !
R E F R IG E R A T IO N .___________ ____ I__I
W E L D IN G :  I— I I— I
Are .______ I__ I Acet.____________  l_J
vember 12, 1938, Rev. S. N. Dixon a man whose name is eiven «ien t’s decision was excellent and grat
officiating and school chums as pall- as Toh’n Mitchell anneared in Pentic- but not unexpected. “It is nat-
bearers. He leaves his mother in ton pohee comt ural,’’ Mr. Isaacs said, “That the mm̂ ^̂ ^
Kelowna. ^33 yntu Friday commit himrelf
GIBB’S GROCERY
St. Paul St., comer of Cawston PHONE 75
for sentence. It is reported the man to the existence of a combine. The
Miscellaneous Aircraft Mileage
Miscellaneous aircraft operators flew 
a mileage in , excess of, and carried 
more passengers than, scheduled air­
lines during a six-month period in 1937, 
(Miscellaneous flying includes such op­
erations as experimental, industrial, 
student, instruction and pleasure fly­
ing.)
sum
The Eskimo’s Greens
The nearest approach
N A M E ..
Only One in Three Lighted
A D D R E S S ___ __________________A ge.________
I VOCATIONAL SERVICE LTD.I 1101 D o m in io n  B an k  B ide*
(B-K C ) V ancouver, B .C .
It has been reported that in the ex­
treme temperature of the An tarctic, 
butter when stabbed by a knife flies 
apart like toffee.
forged the name of J. H. Glass of not been investigated as yet. ges which have been hurled,” declared
Penticton to a cheque made out in the J® encouraging that W. E. Haskins, fm it board chai^an , nearest annroach to ordinarv
nf $20 This cheaue he cashed at should have presented such evi- on hearing the latest news from F. A. -ine nearest approach to o r d m ^  
the Empress rooms in Penticton. d^nce in support of the charges as to MacGregor in Ottawa, as told to him vegetable matter consumed by the Es-
warrant the fullest investigation. I  may by The. Courier. “I am sure that the ^be semi-digested moss foimd
say without hesitation that I am ab- growers and the industry as a whole the stomach o f caribou.
solutely satisfied.” w ill be pleased that the government — ----------------- --------
R. B. Staples has decided to conduct an investigation Twice the Population o f Canada
R. B Staples who heads Sales Ser- ^lew of the charges.” estimated that the German pop-
yice Ltd.’ one of the companies named »  y j . ulation in the United States of direct
m me Isaacs charges, when i i f fo m ^  The Phantom Industry German descent numbers at least
on Wednesday b y ’The Courier that the Glass that bends, glass that stretches, 21,000,000.
W eek's W eather
The United States had 2,322 airports 
and landing fields on Nov. 1, 1937. Of 
these only 711 -had-any ^floodlighting 
'■'equipment.
SM ALL ADVERTISEMENTS IN  
THE COURIER BRING 
BIG RESULTS
Although Daylight Saving Time is 
effective in middle latitudes only, there 
are several tropical countries where it 
has been adopted.
Nov, Max. Min.
10 ....... .................  31 26
11 ....... .................  31 25
12 ....... .................  38 24
13 ....... ... ........ :.... 38 28
14 ....... .................  41 30 ,
15 ....... ................. 44 34
16 ....... ................. 53 39
Means .̂............. 39.4 20.4
investigation was to be made, stated and glass you cannot see, are develop- 
that he had no comment to make at ments of the plate-glass manufacturer.
this time. . --------_̂_______________
W. E. Haskins
T hope that' it w ill be the fullest
Inefficient Locomotives
Dense Java The modern rteam locomotive -is not 
Java, a tropical island with appro- an efficient machine. Only 8 per cent 
type of investigation, and that every- ximately the same area as Pennsyl- of the power it generates is utilized, 
thing pertaining to the fruit industry vania, has three times as many inhab- The rest is lost in the boiler and en-
w ill be investigated not alone the char- itants. gine.
i i i i i i i l
■VA*,v:(iv
E IG H T : *»r7 T H E  K E L O W N A  C O U R IE R
TJIUltSDAY, N.OVISMJJEU 17. IU30
Deal in 
Kelowna!
For the benefit of the Farming Com­
munity wc have installed a complete
CLEANING, FLATTENING 
AND GRINDING OUTFIT
Wliy not usK ililH muoliiiivry 
amt you will keep your money
A T H O M E !
LOCAL GRAIN, HAY, ETC., IIANOLEO HIT THE
KELOWNA GROWERS’ EXCHANGE
‘ The House of Service ami Quality ” 
Free City Delivery riioue Z9
:  LETTERS TO THE :  
:  EDITOR :
H.C.. Nov. 1!),
SIX FINES FOR 
THEFl’S FROM 
SAFEWAY STORE
WOMEN’S INSTITUTE 
AT EAST KELOWNA 
CONSIDERS PARTIES
Kulowna 
To ttie Editor.
Tile Kelowna Courier 
Dear Sir,
Wlu» would tiave believed that a 
IJrili.sli staleHinan, oceu|)yin(j tlie hif’ li- 
esl position in the land, would have 
con.sorted with rnurderens and a.s.sas.s- 
lins. Yet thi.s is exactly what is L'oinit, Keiowie. nolice 
on i.i Europe today, and in the past 
two years civilization has i;one hack 
1,000 years.
Dictators, who I'lilhlessly crush all 
who {{et in tlieir way, are inakinf' an 
ellort to dominate tlie world and the 
present British Government lis giving; 
in to them.
It is time the British people took a 
firm stand, before it is too late, and 
stood solidly af^ainst any furthor deal­
ings with Hitler and his associates.
Yours truly,
L. RICHARDS.
One Conviction and Five Pleas of 
Guilty Entered in Court from 
Petty Thievery Charges Laid
FACING THE FUTURE 
Nov. I.'l. 11)30.
W5S55?!“ ntmmmmuninimnmnmimmntTminminnmpuimimmmnim»inininiKnmiiuiumumninni
KEEP YOUR MONEY AT
HOM E!
BUY LO CAL PRO DUCTS
A  HOUSE BUILT OF LO C ALLY  MADE BRICK IS YOUR 
GUARANTEE FOR A COMFORTABLE and LASTING  HOME.
Estimates gladly given.
W m .  H A U G  ^  S O N
BUILDERS’ SUPPLIES PHONE 66 COAL
Kelowna, B.C,
Dear Editor:
There is something poignant about 
the observance of another Remem­
brance Day. We .see millions of young 
men and women growing up, not 
knowing what tlie future will bring. 
With the faith and love of our Lord, 
whatever lies ahead, be it a boom, 
a depression, or another war, wc will 
come out on lop as we always have 
done.
A  YOUTH.
TTt̂ww#fTiMwi.»«.twrgMm«n̂ imiiiiimnimmimiinTOnniinî ^
C ITY  SPRAYING
November 15, 1938.
The Editor,
Kelowna Courier.
Sir;
In your last issue of the Kelowna 
Courier I notice a further reference 
regarding the City Council repealing
Six Kelowna persons were lined $10 
and costs eacli on Monday, November 
14, by Magistrate T. F. McWilliams, in 
court on charges of 
petty thievery from tlie Safeway 
Stores Ltd. Five pleaded guilty and 
tlie cases were (luickly disposed of. 
Tlie slxlli pleaded not guilty and the 
Iniul continued on Monday afternoon 
witli the result lliul tlio ollendor was 
convicted.
Anna Spall pleaded not guilty on 
Monday morning and an adjournment 
was grunted the prosecution. E. C. 
Weddell defended and Sergt. A. Mac­
donald iirosecuted. assisted by Mr. 
Stevens. Tlie informations were laid 
by Wilfred George Stevens, investiga­
tor’ for Safeway Stores Ltd., Vancou­
ver.
Clive McCall, Hope Oswcll, Law­
rence Hesselgrave, Janet Gibb and 
Tlieresa Kay tor pleaded guilty nil 
were lined $10 and costs each.
A ll the items stolen were paltry m 
nature, ranging in value from eighi 
cents to ninety-nine cents.
lyir. Stevens, investigator, gave ev i­
dence on Monday afternoon in the 
charge against Anna Spall. He stated 
he watched her pick up two tins of 
Bon Ami and after hesitating for a 
moment and walking towards the 
front, slip one of them in a handbag. 
He did not watch her every movement 
from then on but was careful to ob­
serve that only one tin of Bon Ami 
was paid for and wrapped up. He 
followed her to tlie sidewalk and re­
quested that she come back to the 
rear of the store.
Mrs. Spall giving evidence in defence 
explained that after taking the Bon 
Ami down off the shelf she picked up
PAUCE MEAT MARKET LTD.
Across from Post Office
FREE D E L IV E R IE S
Phone 455
All our meats, fish, poultry, etc., are of the highest 
quality and handled with the most modern and sani­
tary equipment. W e endeavor to give courteous and 
efficient service and our prices are kept at the lowest 
possible.
We are a local organization, buying local 
produce, thereby spending our money locally.
A  dollar spent with us helps y o u ................
BUY LO C ALLY  AND KEEP YOUR MONEY A T  HOME
the codling moth spray bylaw. . , . . , • j
It appears to me that our City Coun- various other items which she wished 
cil is sitting on a fence not knowing to buy and then obtained a Safeway 
exactly which way to jump. Practi- basket in which to place her pur­
chases. Her explanation was that she 
must have forgotten that she had al­
ready obtained the Bon Ami and went 
back and took another tin, not re­
membering that she obtained the first 
one.
Mr. Weddell, at the conclusion of 
the evidence, declared that Mrs. Spall 
denied any intent to steal and there­
fore could not conscientiously plead 
guilty to the charge and take the easy 
way out. She had decided, therefore, 
that she must plead not guilty, as she 
had had no such intent.
Magistrate McWilliams stated that
cal orchardists know full well the rav­
ages codling moth brings and each 
year more expense and care is needed 
to produce good fruit, almost entirely 
due this pest.
In most homes w ill be found one or 
more boxes of fruit and probably culls 
(wormy). These boxes will almost in­
variably get back to the orchards in 
the Spring of the year carrying their 
family of “cocoons” and later the 
moths w ill be flying in the orchards 
and laying 30 to 60 eggs apiece. This 
alone is only one reason why the 
spraying should be kept going.
I suggest, sir, that our City Council 
should purchase an up-to-date equip­
ment and see to it that the spraying is 
well and faithfully done. •
I  wont mention contract work ex­
cepting that I  have seen the spraying 
d"6ne in this city by contract in what 
I  call the “hit or miss and run”, fash­
ion.
Trusting you w ill find room for the 
above in your next issue.
Yours truly,
ALBERT WHIFFIN.-
Organized Parties for Young 
People May be Combined With  
Junior Gym Classes
A t the regular monthly meeting of 
the East Kelowna Women’s Institute, 
which was Jield at the borne of Mrs. 
Jones-Evans on November 1), two ques­
tions of interest arose in u discussion 
of ways and means of raising funds 
when the suggestion of a community 
supper was made. A fter considerable 
discussion, the question was slielved to 
u future special meeting to be held 
lliis week, when more definite Infor­
mation has been gathered. There was 
also brought up for discussion the 
question of the Institute making a de­
finite contribution In service work by 
sponsoring the revivid of supervised 
parlies for the young people of this 
community. In times past, Hliturdiiy 
night parlies have been ii fenUire uf 
the life of the younger eleineiit lit llils 
community, but recuMill.v I' e been ill* 
lowed to lapse. Hliiee llie i|i(eHlluM 
was discussed at the IiiMlItllle liieelliiii, 
and members of IIiIh irgiilili'Hlun eH* 
pre.sscd wIllIngnesH In help »e
and supervise these liellvIlleMi .. lllls 
been learned ihiit the ,|tllllii)' MVhi 
class will be exvhidiut ri'uiii Ihe setihii' 
group, and it is highl.v tii'iihiilile Hull 
this year the two m’tlvltles will lie 
combined to the decided lulviilihlgi' of 
East Kelowna young people,
iX Hi *
At Homo Ilotiors llrldo
“Pinehurst” wos the scene of a 
most delightful "at homo” on Wednes­
day last when Mrs. F. Thornoloo en­
tertained in honor of her daughter-in- 
law, whose marriage to F. Tliorneloe 
Jr. took place In Penticton recently. 
The rooms were tastefully decorated 
with chrysanthemums, and a rich dis­
play of wedding gifts was attractively 
displayed. The tea table was presid­
ed over by Mrs. M. E. Cameron and 
Mrs. W. H. Moodie, while Miss A. A l­
len and Miss M. Stubbs supervised 
the serving of the large company of 
guests. During the course of the af­
ternoon, Mrs. Cameron, on behalf of 
the ladies of East Kelowna and dis­
trict extended a welcome to the guest 
of honor, and conveyed the best wish­
es for health, wealth and happiness of 
all who had assembled to do her hon­
or.
• • •
Miss Mary Powell, who is in charge 
of the junior division of the , local 
school, spent the week-end at the 
home of her parents in West Summer- 
land.
* * *
Mr. and Mrs. A. M iller are vacation­
ing in California, where they drove by 
car. They are expected to return
on the evidence presented he had no 
other course than to 'find the defend­
ant guilty and imposed the same pen- home in the near future, 
alty as in the other cases. * * •
A ll Prosecuted Mrs. F. Thorneloe lis spending a
short time in Vancouver, where she 
is visiting with her daughter, Mrs.
n M m M W m 'M
In an interview with The Courier,
Mr. Stevens stated that all adult per- Laree 
sons found shoplifting in Kelowna had ® 
been prosecuted. This statement was 
made to set at rest rumored reports 
that other persons had been appre­
hended but had not been prosecuted.
Earlier in the week other names had 
been linked with the case but these 
reports are entirely erroneous.
SPIRIT Of  A  U
DR. G. A. OOTMAR IS 
HOSPITAL PATIENT
New  York and Kelowna Doctors
Hopeful for His Recovery
A  sewing bee was held in the Conri- 
munity Hall at Okanagan Mission last 
Monday, November 14th, being the 
first of a series planned for the coming 
winter on behalf of Mission welfare. 
Ten people attended the bee, using the 
stage as the scone of their activities, 
and the materials were purchased with 
Guild funds. About $3l was raised last 
week by the jumble sale, which chief­
ly  aimed to provide clothing suitable 
for the winter months.
We are sorry to hear that Dr. G. A. 
Ootmar is suffering so much from the
Last Thursday the East Kelowna 
Community hall was the scene o f the 
local parish guild’s annual jumble 
sale. In spite of the fact that the 
weather that day provided was de­
cidedly inclement, and, due no doubt 
to the raids made upon local sources 
of supplies for an affair of this sort, 
the sale presented less of a variety of 
articles than has been usual, the event 
was financially quite a success, as $40 
was realized on the day’s business.
GLENMORE CALLS 
RATEPAYERS 
MEETING
To Consider WhAt Action to 
Take in Future Years
The Glenmore Council has decided 
to call a meeting of ratepayers on the 
Friday before nbminations this year 
as usual, and tp let the ratepayers 
themselves determine if  they .wish 
such, a meeting another year.
The question arises because in the 
influence of recent deep x-ray radia- past the main business of the meeting 
tibn that he had to go to the Kelowna has been to discuss the financial state- 
hospital on account of the hypersen- ments and auditor’s report for the 
sitiveness of his stomach. It  may be past year.
mentioned that the doctors' in New Owing to a recent amendment to 
York and in Kelowna are optimistic the “Municipal Elections Act” the 
about the future and are of the opin- nominations must now be held on the 
ion that the present symptoms with- second Monday in December instead of 
out doubt will soon pass. Dr. N. van the third Monday in January as be- 
der Walle, lately dii^ctor of the Bac- fore, and as the financial statements 
teriological Laboratory in Makassar, cannot be made up until the end of 
Dutch East Indies, is spending his the calendar year it w ill not be poss- 
leave of absence at the home of his ible to  have them for consideration at
Yo u ’ve  heard so many exciting stories about the 1939 Nash 
—but wait ’til you see this great 
car and drive it! You’ll find a new 
engine development to give you 
terrific getaway . . .  the *’Weather 
Eye”* to make winter driving 
comfortable as sitting home.
And still more features—the 
fastest Steering Post Shift* you
ever handled . . . an automatic 
Fourth Speed Forward* to save 
up to 20% on gas . . . a ride so 
smooth you’ll scarcely notice mo­
tion . . . more room, real luxury!
Here are eaxB completely new, 
that sparkle with the spirit of a 
new age. You have never seen or 
driven anything like them. Try 
them at Nash dealers’ today!
From—
up,
delivered Kelowna
FOUR SERIES OF 
GREAT CARS. 22
Diodcla • . .  New low 
prices • • • the price 
quoted here is the 
price of the car deli* 
▼erod to you • • • 
B q u ip m on t  and 
Taxes Included.
THE WEATHER EVE
IS ONLY ONE HASH MldACLE
Tuuo in the comfortl  you 
want in winter. ’ 'Weather 
Eye’ '*automalieany controls 
.Nash "Conditioned Air” . . .  
fo r comfort ihatnevCrvarics,
cousin. Dr. Ootmar. and has generous­
ly offered to help him in the perform­
ance o f his duty during his convales­
cence.
Mr. and Mrs. James Apsey and their 
small son were visitors to the Mission 
from Vernon oyer the week-end as 
guests of Mr. and Mrs. T. Apsey.
Mrs. C. Caputo returned to her 
home in Trail on November 6th, fo l­
lowing a visit of some weeks at the 
home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. 
Ivens.
I^eter Mallam and Tony Stubbs re­
turned last Sunday, November 13th, 
froi;n a holiday at Spokane and the 
Coast.
Ronnie McClymont has kindly offer­
ed to assist in coaching the juniors at 
badminton practice on Saturdays.
a meeting held before the nominations.
It w ill not even be possible to tell 
the meeting how the year’s tax col­
lections work out as the bulk of G len­
more taxes do not come in until De­
cember 15th.
The holding of a ratepayers’ meeting 
is- not provided for in the Act. _ In 
some municipalitiese such meetings 
are not held, while in those which do 
have them some are called by the 
Municipal Councils and some by Rate­
payers Associations.
'OptionalEquipment. .. Sli^it Extra Cost
D. J. KiRft mm  [to
PENDOZl STREET KELOW NA
EVIDENCE ENTERED ON MORALS 
CHARGE
A ll evidence has been entered in 
the criminal court trial of Howard 
Smythe, of Penticton, who has been 
• charged with a morals offence as un­
der section 301 of the criminal code of 
Canada. The trials of Herbert Hilke 
and Leonard Brookhart on similar 
charges will proceed on Wednesday. 
They are not expected to be concluded 
before Thursday. The cases are being 
tried by Judge W. C. Kelley, K.C.
S E R V I C E  A V A I L A B L E  A C R O S S  C A N A D A
Bellhop (after guest has rung for ten 
minutes): “Did you ring sr?”
Salesman: ”Oh. no. I was tollin’ ; I 
thought you were dead.”
Start The Day Right With
"HYMN TIME”
featuring Smilin’ Ed McConnell 
C K O V  —  K E L O W N A  
MON., WED., FRI. — 8.30 ajn.
R o b in  H o o d
F I /O IJ R
For Sale
/ 06 Acres o f First Clas&  ̂
Farming L an d
3 miles from town, 50 acres cleared; 
balance in bush. Would make an ex­
cellent dairy farm.
H ALF CASH. 
BALANCE ON ’TERMS.PRICE, $4,QQ0
For further particulars apply to—
OKANAGAN INVESTMENTS CO. LTD.
Real Estate, Insurance, Stocks and Bonds 
Phone 98 Kelowna, B.C. Phone 332
BUILD KELOWNA-
BY BUYING IN KELOWNA
Every dollar spent in this city helps 
to make Kelowna prosperous.
CAPOzzrs
C IT Y  CASH  G R O C ER Y
November PhotoiSpecial
RIBEUN’S will make F IV E  3 x 4  Photos, nicely mounted, and one 5x7  mounted en­
largement, or one 3x4  framed in a lovely H f l
gilt frame, for .................... ........... .......
THIS STOCK IS LIMITED, DO NOT D ELAY
Make your appointment at once.
PHONE 108 CHOICE OF 2 POSITIONS
at our new Studio opposite the Theatre.
C l ie s t e r i i is l i ls
MADE RIGHT IN THE OKANAGAN
Manufactured with the best of materials. 
Custom-Built—^Workmanship guaranteed.
Suites froni------
$69.50
KELOWNA FURNITURE CO.
Phone 33 L IM IT E D  Pendozi St.
Q u a l i t y  ^  S e r v ic e
“ BUY A T  HOM E”
Tasty and Wholesome food is always appetizing.
Our merchandise is both tasty and wholesome. .
—  W e  do not handle second grades —
OUR SPECIALS THIS WEEK
S T E E R  B E E F —
Sirloin and T  Bone Roasts; per lb.................. 25c
Rump and Round Steak Roast; per lb. ....... ....  25c
LA M B—
Legs, half or whole; per lb. ....... ..... .......... 25c
Loins, half or whole; per lb.  ............. 25c
SW E E T  M IN CEM EA T— O lbs.
for pies; our own make ...............
C H O P P E D  S U E T  ........ ..... .................. ......... .. 2 lbs, 35c
Fresh, Smoked and Salt Fish always in stock.
T l i e  A  & B  M e a t  M a r k e t
Phone 320
H. BRAHAM, Proprietor
Pendtxzi St;
V,
. ..... . . . .. .... .............. ......... ..... ........... .............. - ..... .......... ........ '■■■■■.......... .
'...‘ ............ / '. . ... .,. ... ,,....... ..... . ....... .. . .... . , . ,
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SAVE FOR IT FIRST
Alderman A lbert G ibb
COUNCIL URGES REMOVAL OF ROCK 
POINTS SOUTH OF PEACHLAND 
AS THEY ARE TRAFFIC HAZARDS
In your mind's eye you've plan­
ned it. You know just'whnt it will 
look like. Your wife con sec before 
her eyes the decorations of the liv­
ing room, the “ gadgets" in the kit­
chen. The children arc looking 
forward to it. For this, or other 
purposes, you will find it will pay 
to save a definite amount of 
money regularly.
Go to the nearest Post Ofiicc Sav­
ings Bank and open an account. 
Add as much as you can as often 
as you can. Up to $1,500.00 ac­
cepted in any one year. You will 
receive 2% Compound interest.
I f  you Bhould wont to use any of 
your savings you will find that a 
convenient withdrawal service is 
provided, but aim if at all possible 
to preserve your deposit for the 
purpose for which it was origin­
ally intended. Cuftivate the habit 
of thrift. * ML
Nubucly .sihmIis of him as Albei t, ami 
tlie very name is practically a mis- 
iioiii'T, but the hcarty-.soumi 
iiomcn of ‘Bert," as be is know 
ami wide tbrou/'liout Kelowna 
more suitable. Alderman “Bert" Gibb 
is a lu.'arly sort of in’r.son, with a pro­
minent bay window decoratin/' his 
jiortly frame, a “walrus” rnu.staclie, 
as our cartoonist has so ably portray­
ed, adds a decided touch to his ro.sy 
checks and twinkling eyes.
Bert Gibb has a decided sense of 
humor. He /jets a distinct “kick” out 
of life althou/jh he has a serious 
streak in his make-up and probably 
his only fault is a certain slubborn- 
ne.ss of attitude. But that stubborn­
ness is only born of a thorou/'h de­
cision of the propriety of his own con­
viction.
Born in the delightful surroundings 
of Sussex, England, in 1872, of farmer 
parents, he has interested himself in 
a great many vocations during his 0(1 
years of active life. He has been in 
Canada since 1913, with the exce/^tion 
of a period during the World War, and 
that entire time has been spent in the 
, Kelowna'district.
- He has had experience in the dry 
goods and grocery businesses, he has 
been a police constable, a cannery 
warehouseman, a police commissioner 
and is now a member of the Kelowna 
city council, on which he has served 
for four years.
When the Spotlight reporter enquir­
ed his views on the council activity
' _ __
ing cog- j ' W m f
l n far A / 'rM
is much J
kjf
Peachland Council Also Considers Plans to Make Light 
Plant Semi-Automatic and Provide Light Service 24 
Hours Each Day—Discuss Trade Licences and Make 
Revisions
•*
UxWMM
■'V ' “t-'
A R E S O L U T IO N  urging the removal of the three rock points 
south of Peachland this present winter was made by the 
Peachland council at its regular meeting on Wednesday afternoon, 
November 9. These rock points, which arc extremely narrow are 
dangerous to traffic, it was considered, and should be widened be­
fore next year’s traffic in the fruit season. This would provide winter 
work for local residents. The resolution is to be sent to the depart­
ment of public works at once.
Two -alternative suggc.stions for ,n.,de amm/jernent.s for a chock up so 
making the present electric light plant the oireiider might be located. All
semi-automatic and which would al- transformers are to be fused so that
low a 24-hour service with no addi- the overload can be traced to the
tional cost for operating expenses, transformer and then to residence of 
were made to the council in a letter pci-so,) using (he olfending appli- 
from F. J. Bartholomew, Vancouver „n(.e. Reeve Gurnmow suggested a 
engineer who inspected the plant re- check up of all lines in the district to 
cently. Reeve Gurnmow aeported that .,void any danger of poles falling lin 
Mr. Bartholoipcw was well pleased heavy wind.
with the work wiiich had been done Councillor J. H, Wilson reported 
on the pipe line above the power that he was anxious to proceed to have 
house, which had cut out all leaks and the gate at the dam fixed properly so 
increased the pressure. The one plan that it might be opened and closed 
which would cost about .$2,000 .for without difficulty, and would put in a
equipment and installation would use temporary wooden gate while the gate
the present pclton wheel but by the was being straightened and fitted with 
use of a spear valve to regulate the a proper device for raising and lower- 
water supply and a governor it would ing. Accounts for the month amount-
.v- o .... ..._ --------- ------- - „  ... ^  ̂ run with occasional inspection. The ing to $.322.03 were passed.
Alderman Gibb swung immediately expenditure without selling bonds, other plan which was recommended ♦ * *
into the question of increased school “The council attitude of “pay-as- by Mr. Bartholomew would use a dir- Armistice Service Held
accommodation. He is of the firm op- you-go” has been very successful in uct drive and would cost app’roximat- a  special Armistice service was held
inion that the school trustees are in the past few years and I am heartily $2,.500. It was decided to present on November 11 at the Cenotaph and
urgent need of further accommodation in accord with its continuance. these suggestions at the annual meet- conducted by Rev. J. H. Gillam. The
and has every sympathy with the case “ i  would like to see more money tiug for the consideration of the rate- two minutes silence was observed, af-
presented by Chairman Dave Chap- spent on public works next year. We payers. ' ter which the Last Post was sounded
man, ran short this year or we would have Election December 7 by A. Ruffle. Wreaths were placed at
“The trustees are not asking these put in more sidewalks. The money With the election day moved ahead the base of the Cenotaph during the
additions for themselves, for the gov- allotted to this department now is less to December 17, by the recent statute service. The Canadian Legion was in
ernment has forced them on the school than was allowed 15 years ago and passed at Victoria, arrangements were charge of arrangements for a success-
board,” he declared. “There is no the city has grown tremendously in made for C. C. Inglis to act ds re- fui Armistice dance held in the Ath-
Salt water, at a temperature of 12 doubt that they need the increased that time.” turning officer. There was some dis- letic hall on F rid ay  evening. A  good
below zero Centigrade, will warm up expenditure and I am in entire accord _As has already been said, Alderman cussion as to the advisability of voting crowd attended to dance to the music
to zero when ice has been dropped with the project. But I would like Gibb was born in 1872 in Chiddingly, on whether the two year system of Venables orchestra from Penticton,
into it. the city to be in a position to finance in the centre o f'th e  farming district should be used as a result of the ab- until the early hours of the morning.
of Sussex. -He was brought up on a olishing of wards, but no decision was Peachland Old-Timer Dies
farm and attended public school until made. Mrs. G. Dell returned on Sunday
he was fifteen years of age, when he Trades’ licences were discussed and morning after attending the funeral of 
was apprenticed to a drapery firm, compared with Penticton and other her mother Mrs. George Needham at 
The word drapery is synonymous with points. It was found that charges Vancouver on Tuesday, November 8.
dry goods, as known in this country, were similar to those of other places. Mrs. Needham was one of Peachland’s
For three years he labored with this The question of varying the licence old timers, having come here early in
firm as an apprentice with no pay, but fee according to the number of gas the century with her husband, her
did not like the work. pumps was discussed and when it was daughter Florence and two sons
■ From there he apprenticed with a that a fiat rate of $5 was charg- George Howard and Charles Osborne,
grocery firm in Hastings, on the Sus- Penticton irrespective of the Mr. Needham pre-deceased her many
six coast, with no pay for the first ^lumber of pumps used it was decided years ago and both sons were killed 
year but half a crown per week for keep the licence fee as at present, overseas in the Great War. During 
the second year. A fter completing his Trades licences were raised to $10 per her years here she was most active 
apprenticeship, he worked as a groc- year on butcher shops, bakery in all community affairs and was
A ll BRANCHES OF POST OFFICE 
SAVINGS BANK ARjE OPEN 
DURING POST OFFICE HOURS
■ - -V/............
oiti
the friendly handclasps of former companions 
. . . the re-awakening of dim memories . . .  
the joy of accepting the cheery welcome of 
Britain, in the happiest of its festive moods!
F R O M  S A I N T  J O H N
Dec. 2  - Montclare D«c. 13 - Duchess of Richmond
Dec. 9  - Duchess of York Dec. 15 - Duchess of Atholl
(Halifax os.e day later)
See your local agent or write J. J. Forster, S .G .P .A ., 
C.P.R . S tation, Vancouver, B.C.
WORLD’S GREATEST TRAVEL SYSTEM
ery clerk for four years before pur- ^nd confectionery stores and. boot and greatly missed when, with'her daugh- 
chasing a business for himself in Lon- shoe stores.  ̂ cv... i«f+■r, she left for Vanoouver fifteen
don. A fter another four years in his T . . MacLaughlan, operator of the •. ■.rai's ago.
S e y ^ o  fly Mrs. E. H. Tr'i m W  was hostess to
His next employment was that of ^ ^ ' ’^mber 7 so that tl^^ lights were t̂ he ^Women’s association of tĥ e United 
a “Bobby” on the Metronolitan nolice seven minutes. The cause was church at their meeting which was
L o e  in LonSoJ some electrioal , appliance that hrfd at her Third street on
century. A fter two years in the city used ŝo much electrical en er^  that Thursday afternoon.  ̂
he decided that a country existence P^?nt vras endangered by the load. Volunteers Work on Hall
would be better so he resigned and Councillor Kinchin stated that he had y o l u I S  are o n e r  a Jain turning 
joined the East Sussex constabulary, 7- ------—  . . .  ... .. __ out to do their bit on the Athletic
with whom he served for seven years, duty and his_ experience with the Ke- hall. Lumber has been purchased to
Resigning from that position, Alder- lowna force in the early days, Alder- gjjjg ^he building and this week all 
man Gibb then rented a “licensed man Gibb was first pressed into ser- those who are able are asked to join
house”  or pub as they are commonly vice as a police commissioner and he the work which w ill help to make 
known, and was quite successful with served four years with the commission, the hall much warmer more especial- 
this business. But he had itchy feet These four years were during troub- jy when the shavings with which it is
and longed to see more of this broad lous times as they immediately pre- to be lined are also added
world. By this time, his brother Jim ceded the abandoning of the local • * «
was well established in Kelowna. Jim police force and the substitution o f Recreation classes got away to a 
returned to his native land for a visit the provincial police. good start last week when enthusiastic
and on his return he brought Bert Before serving his last term as a classes were initiated, under the guid-
with him to Kelowna. The party ar- police commissioner, Bert was asked ance of Mark Gregory who was assist-
rived here on June 30, 1913. by his friends to go a step farther and ed on Monday night, November 7, the
Alderman Gibb’s first job in his new take a post with the city council as opening night by M. N. Barwick. In 
land was on the Rutland school then alderman. He accepted and was elect- future, Mr. Barwick w ill conduct the
being established and he worked un- ed four Vears ago as alderman. His Monday classes and Mr. Gregory the
der Harry Raymer for several months, first two years saw him in charge of Thursday evening classes. The at-
For the next two years he was night the relief department, while in 1937 he tendance is still hot as large as was
policeman, but he was fired from the had charge of parks, cemetery and hoped for, and bigger andbetter clas-
job, and he w ill quite frankly tell you fire brigade, and this year of public ses to enjoy and benefit by this re-
that affairs in the police department works. creational work are invited,
were certainly not above suspicion. . O f the organizations he has taken an ^
His knowledge then was later discov- active part in, Alderman Gibb is a _JVhss J. Shaw and Mr. and Mrs. E.
ered at a’ consequent - notable police past president of the Canadian Legion, H. Bowenng spent the holiday week- 
enquiry famous in the annals of the has long been a keen member of the ®rid at Wenatchee.
Sons of England, belongs to the retail
For a short time he was in the em- merchants bureau and is a member of he^^aughter^’lWhs °J^l4semko TeÛ ”̂^ ----______ _ ™ +1,^ T« cnArtc iinp aaugnter ivirs. j. ir'asemko leftploy of the Western Canners but on the Kelowna club. In the sports line, Tu^gdav^'N^
November 25, 1915, he enlisted at his main vice is lawn bowling._ Tuesday, November 8, for Vancouver.
Kamloops and after a training period In England he married Beatrice A. j .  h . Wilson and A. Burdekin spent 
interspersed with several stretches of Beeney and a son and two daughters week-end at/Salmon Arm.
“C.B.,’’ he went overseas .w ith  the resulted from this union. The son, , * * •
172nd and was in the first draft trans- Ernest, is'residing in England now Mr. and Mrs. E. Ketchum of Seattle 
ferred to the 54th for France. Four- while Mrs. C. W. Cook is in East Ke- accompanied by N. Evans and H. Mac- 
teen miserable months were spent in lowha. The other daughter died a Neill spent several days on a hunting 
the trenches before rheumatism forced few  years ago. Mrs. Gibb died on De- trip at the South Fork lake last week, 
him to leave the army, discharged as cember 16, 1929, and in March, 1932, _ j*  -rf.
physically unfit for further duty, in Alderman Gibb re-married, his pres- J- Power and G- Fisher of Seattle 
May, 1918. He was back in Kelowna ent w ife being the former Mrs. Pett- arrived on Friday, November 11, for a 
on June 2 of the same year. man. hun-fing trip in this district and are
From then until 1927 Alderman Of a bluff, hearty nature, Alderman staying at the Edgewater Inn.
Gibb was employed with the Doitiin- Gibb takes a keen enjoyment out of
ion Canners, now known as the Cana- life. True to his English upbringing fuX^^gtrict have been shot in
dian'Carinas (Western) Ltd., but in he dearly loves a glass of ale, and after enouah "to baJ’
V.Q xvi-o- n i- iim o ii c o c o in n o  m n v  a lm o s t  invari- . “  oeen lucKy enough to bag a finethat latter year he purchased his pre- council sessions may almost invari-
sent grocery store, known as Gibb’s ably be found playing a game of bil- back’ according to all accounts IT io^  
XT-.- OX oX xvi£v Txnflr A lz ip r m p n  M r -  lic ilk . d L C U ia i i ig  l o  d l l  accounis. In O S eGrocery on the corner of St. PauLand liards at the Club with Aldermen Me- «  , . .
Cawston. Kay and Whillis. And, we almost for- they have shot are fat and m
Because of his knowledge of police got his lOve for pipes and cigars. ■ '
OVERNIGHT SERVICE to anil from VANCOUVER
V IA  PENTICTON — Dally Service 
Greyhound 8:00 pjn. Iv. KELOW NA ar. 9:45 ajn. Greyhound
Bus _____ 10:10 pjn. ar. PENTICTON Iv. 7:30 ajm..........Bus
No. 11   10.30 pjn. Iv. PENTICTON ar. 7:30 a jn ....... . No. 12
No. 11 ___  10:00 ajn. ar. VANCOUVER Iv. 8.05 p.m......... No. 12
Dine leisurdy V IA  SICAMOUS Parlor Car
on Train 3 after Dally Except Sunday between Kelowna
leaving Sicamous
4:00 pjn. Iv. 
8:05 pjn. ar. 
0:25 pjn. Iv. 
8.45 ajn. ar.
KELOW NA
SICAMOUS
SICAMOUS
VANCOUVER
and Sicamous 
ar. 2:25 pjn.
Iv. 10.25 a.m. 
ar. 6.50 ajn.
Iv. 7:15 pjn.
Travel Easthonnd vfia Sicamous.
Ash about Fast Service to Eastern Canada.
C. SHAYLER—City Ticket Agent—Phone 104; o f G. D. BROWN. 
Station Ticket Agent—Phone 10—Kelowna, B. C.
Watch the Drip
A  mathematician in thp Bureau Of 
Economics in Washington states that 
a faucet dripping at the rate of one 
drip per second w ill waste 2,299 gal­
lons in the course of a year.
Don’t WIHTER
Delay
IN GETTING YOUR HOME 
READY FOR WINTER
Be snug and comfortable in a home that is in 
good repair, insulated and storm sash fitted 
to all windows.
SIMPSON’S MATERIALS
arc..,Uie best at reasonable prices.
W E  A P P R E C IA T E  E N Q U IR IE S
and wc are pleased to give prices and information 
without any obligation.
S . M L  S im p s o n , Ltd.
Q U ALITY  LUMBER AND BUILDERS’ SUPPLIES
Phones: Gen. Office, 312 - Mill Office, 313.
yiuiiiH»immiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiniiniiniiiiiiimimiiiiiniiiiiniiniiiniiiiiniiimnniini»iiiimiiiinrrnrniiiiiiinniiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiniiiniiiifnfimu
SPECIAL B A R G A IN  FARES
TO
VANCOUVER, NEW WESTMINSTER, 
VICTORIA AND NANAIMO
A N D  R E T U R N
n m rsd ay , Nov. 24* 1 9 3 8
R O U N D  T R IP  FAR ES FROM  K E L O W N A
V A N C O U V E R  ................................................ $ 9.40
N E W  W E S T M IN S T E R  ..................   9.40
V IC T O R IA  ............................................     11.40
N A N A IM O  .................................      10.90
Correspondingly Low Fares from Other Stations in Vicinity.
Returning to leave Vancouver not later than 
7.15 p.m. train Sunday, Nov> 27, connecting 
train from New  Westminster.
Children, five years of age and under twelve. 
Half Fare.
TICKETS GOOD IN  COACHES ONLY. 
NO BAGGAGE CHECKED
Additional information, tickets, etc., from
C A N  A D I  A H  PA C IF IC
Travel by Train—Safety, Speed, Comfort 
Canadian Pacific Telegraphs—Service!
Canadian Pacific Express Travellers’ Cheques—Good the World Over
G. BRUCE BURPEE, General Passenger Agent 
Vancouver, B.C. :
utitiumummumn̂ mG
Ton W ill Find Us Helpfnl 
In  A Scoie of Ways
•A’
I J
for a free copy of our booklet, 
“Your Bank and How Yoii May Use It.**
B A N K  O F  M O N T R E A L
ESTABLISHED 1817
Kelowna Branch: D. C. PATERSON, Manager
MODERN, EXPERIENCED BANKINQ SERVICE... tbe mttomt t f  lai yotrf tuctmjut eptntUso
fk n o i i^ b t is b ie d  <fr 
Cbntrdi Bbdird’ hy thie Covernnlient
I l iS l l iS iS i l i i l i / f e S
^ . 1 :  j  V. V.;-:
A/- . .. -  . . :
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” y o u  c o u l d
MAKE A POINT
OF STICKING 
TO MONOGRAM 
CIN. THERE’S
NONE BETTER,, 
FOR COLLINS/
Cl
CANADA TODAY IS 
STUDIED BY YOUTH 
CHRISTIAN GROUP
LOCAL MEMBER STRONGLY OBJEQS  
TO AGITATION AGAINST JAPANESE
Scout Commissioner’s 
Corner
Study Club Endeavors to Recon­
struct Picture of Caiiadii and 
Her Place in World of Today
Mall2-0
M O N O C R A M ^ ? )^ ^
I lo i , 9 0 ( *  1 5 o i.* I» 5  • 40 '«*1 '6P '
I ?  C®'
hio m j
.. ,r iV .1
Thin advertisem ent is not publislicd or displayed by the rviquor 
•Control Board or by the Govcrnnicut o f B ritisli Columbia.
'The Youtli ChrisUan Study club 
inccliiij; twice a mouth at the lioine ot 
Mrs. Cordon Hcrhcrt has chosen for 
its course of study F. Ij. Scott's hook 
“Cjiuada Today.” On Saturdny lust, 
the second incctin;' of tlic season was 
held wlien an interested {{roui) 
dc 
C.
world of today
Due to her ['coyraphic Isolation Can­
ada has escaped many of Europe’s d if­
ficulties, her vast territory at tlie same 
time appcaliiij' to overcrowded coun­
tries. 'I’iie United States and Luhrador 
are her only land frontiers, tlie for­
mer heiny ver.y friendly and the .sec­
ond mainly uninhahited. Newfound­
land, the oldest British 
tenth laryest island in the 
which liabrador belonys 
little intercourse with Canada,
Speaking in Legislature Captain oryanizations of Japane.se 
C. R. Bull Approves of Social "ationals hi H.C., it would
Credit Theory —  Suggests a 
Works Program
or othiT 
he the duty 
of the yovernrneiit to take immediate 
action. Hut such was not the ease. 
Captain Bull went on. Nor liad the
-------  Japanese taken advantuye of the
VIC ’l’ORIA, Nov. 4.—Uefendiny the yentlemen’s uyreement restrietin/' iin- 
Ja,panose in British Columbia af'ainst migration, as far us llyures show. 'The 
attempts to legislate In a fashion harm- increase in their population is due to 
ful to tlu.dr enterprise, or to their ex- a high birth rate.
elusion, championing the Social Credit Wlien two nations are at war, neut-
eavored to reconstruct a pielure of when it applied on some other j..,| nations, no matter wliat tlio private
anadu and her place in tho troubled 1, ’ yrorn w h e lS v  the"̂  L e e v  ^fTuieiTi”  <>f bidlviduals may he, can notsystem wheithy the bogey of unein play favorites, can not allow popular , _ Ai ii
ployment might be finally eradicated, opinion to influence their neutrality Oliver and Osoyoos. At tlie ino-
Capt. C. R. Bull, Liberal, South Ok- unless they are prepared to defend'  ̂ have no details other than that
anngari, harangued tho Legislature yes- themselves,' because sooner or later 
terday for upwards of an hour ’ ‘ -A.i. , , A, ii i . «  course means war.Although It was not often that he *
found himself in agreement with the , ‘
Prlim> Mini.qtor. tho Hon. Mackenzie burnt its blldges behind it, its entnePri e inister, tlie Hon. aclcenzio 
King, in tlie mutter of Japanese ex future is at stake. Under such eon-
, , elusion, or un.v legisiauion aimuu lu. re- , ; -----, -  , ,  ̂ ‘ uu
colony and activities of these immi- countries is magnifled in the mind of U|
ho woild to jjg supported tlie contention of otiBon. They know too, yj,
1, has very Uuj yutional leader of the Liberal party  ̂ have very little to loose by fj.,
m  It is ___. .... ................... __retaliating for anv slight that thev
eat Quaker Oats 
for Pep and 
Strength . .
''U u ih e r "  fackson, hlgh-icoring Irft whig, 
Torontc M a p le  L e a f  Hockey Team.
p
. 4
M Y  FAMILY LOVES DELICIOUS' 
QUAKER OATS AND EACH BIGI 
BREAKFAST COSTS 
LESS THAN K.THATS AfAL ECONOMY!]
pursuits of these four divisions each 
section desires legislation which often 
conflicts with the others. ,It is inter­
esting to note that nine out of tea peo­
ple in the Dominion live within 200
E. C. W.
BNillSons eat Quaker Oats to help 
get Health and Energy!
®  Cut breakfast costs aad help your whole family to 
get health and strength by serving delicious Quaker 
Oats breakfasts. Remember, Quaker Oats is the 
richest thrifty source o f  '”Thiamio” (Vitamin B i) 
. . . the food element everybody needs daily for
Eerfect health. And Quaker Oats contains muscle- uilding proteins, body-building minerals, lots o f 
carbohydrates for lasting energy. Order Quaker 
Oats from your grocer to-day.
miles of the U S boundary and half splendid co-operation, and they sHick our snores or ii we am not nave tne ^laaen L^ray ana Harris oi 
miles oi tne u. oounoary ana naii rnlec nnd rer'iilations Their fo^se idea that the actual distance be- Arm, Rutland and Penticton respecthe population within 100 miles, the *o tne rmes ana regulations, xneir .. miintries miaranteed
industrial sections of Ontario and children are well-dressed and as well- guaranteed
Oiiebec having hv far the densest mannered as our own. But it is not uss iimmuim-y.
population' because of my connection with them ^be cemrse to follow is one of pati-
western' Canada which is mainly in business that I take the stand I do. ence and preparation. We do notwestern i.^anaaa, wnicn is mainiy forget that Tanan was our want to complicate a situation alreadyBritish Columbia, is covered by the i can not rorget tnat J a p ^  vims our . , . 'f  rliffieiilties and
Cordilleran ranges. It consists of three aiiy .m the greatest crisis the Bwtish charged with great difficulties and
ranges of mountains running nearly b?® faced. Our attitude S • _  Enough Monev
parallel The highest and most east- towards them, it is my firm convic- y
erly are the Rockies with the Selkirks tion, is not correct. I f  there is an eco- “I  am fed up with the thought of ports that the accident occurred three 
to the west divided from the Rockies nomic problem in connection wiith the our cabinet in B.C. working heart and miles north of the ferry instead of 
by a deep valley known as the Rocky increase of Japanese population—and soul out and handicapped, not by three miles south as The Courier was
ACCIDENT NEAR WESTBANK 
FERRY
Relative to the report dn Tuesday's 
Advertiser relative to the car accid­
ent near the Westbank ferry wharf, 
Mr. Seeley, one of the’ principals, re-
Mountain trench. From this valley rise I  not infer there may be— t̂he pro- ability or desire-to succeed, but. by informed.
the mighty Peace, Columbia and Fra­
ser rivers and the region is valuable 
for its mineral deposits.
Canada’s 43,000 miles of railways 
have helped to create economic unity
B o y s !  G i r l s !  FREE! Join (he;'$ easy I .. Leaf Bamam Hockey Club, un I Send iust one box tq^ froni aMapleIt's f 1 ^ t package of Quaker Oats to Maple Lear Bantain
Hockey Club, Box 100, Saskatoon, Sask.. and get FR££ yout Membership Badge 
Membership Certificate and Grand New Hockey Book!
but have also added heavily to her average person is biased, to deal with 
overhead debts, much of which must such an economic problem, is both 
be charged to recklessness of pioneer dangerous and unwise. The 
optimism and corruption which ac- can be dealt with more adequately 
comp.andes large scale construction in and more in keeping with our tradi- 
a new country. In 1851 a charter was tions of fair play, when times are 
given for a railway between east and more normal.” 
west Canada but the cost was too
blem did not arise suddenly but must the fact that they must make just so 
have existed for some time.
Times Not Normal 
“ To take advantage of the war in 
China, when the perspective of the
much money fit into a picture which Two hobos met on a blind siding, 
requires so much more,” said Captain One had been a saleman whose hours
Bull.
The country had the ability to pro­
duce and the strength to consume, but 
it was “a shame and a disgrace” that 
matter cent of thfe population lived in
a state of economic insecurity in a 
land so immensely wealthy.
had been 10 a.m. to 4 p.m, The other 
didn’t have any money either.
great for a new country and only after
Bull said there were ways to tackle
ir th e rT w 'e r e  any illegal military problem of unemployment. One
way would be to increase provincial
A  schoolboy at lunch time en ter^  
a grocery store and said to the clerk, 
“Take this order: 10 pounds of sugar 
at six cents, 11 pounds of coffee at 25 
Quoting from a letter of his, Capt. cents; 8 pounds of tea at 30 cents. Add
Confederation when the government income, so that a public works pro-
n̂t'î Troir Coinpany did the railway reach the could be undertaken sufficient
F O R  H IG H  CLASS JOB P R IN T IN G  GO  T O  T H E  CO URIER
turned the completion of the railway 
oyer to the Canadian Pacific Railway
a
Pacific and the new province of Bri­
tish Columbia.
Canada’s fur trade was also traced 
from its very beginning when a new 
fashion in British hats opened a mar­
ket for beaver fur. Cartier, Hudson, 
Grosilliers and Radisson all aided in 
finding approaches to the vast fur
that up. How much is it?
The clerk replied “$5.75.”
“Are you sure,” asked the boy.
“Of course I ’m sure.”
The boy thanked him and said, 
“That’s my arithmetic lesson for to­
morrow.”
a
to give every employable man who 
wanted it steady employment.
This program would be fullest in 
the time of industrial depression. But
unless the Dominion Government need a change of economy, 
guaranteed to look after new arrivals have, a real, belief in Social Cre-
in the province, the sacrifice would be except that dt can not be handled
onnn -i vam, HS “wc would Certainly be inun- l>y a provincial government. But it
forest stretching for^3,000 miles across dated with settlers from all parts of is one of the finest economic plans 
northern Canada. Grosilliers finally Dominion” ever evolved by the mind of man.
succeeded in obtaining the aid o f a wnnM fT«» ’ - “There is one plank in the Liberal
group of courtiers , in the English court wouia use vrea ii platform which, if  implemented,, would
and in 1670 they were granted the _ A  second method would be Domin- gQiy0 the situation. It is that moneys 
charter ,df the Hudson Bay Company ion-wide in scope, and. financeci from and credit, are available "for all public 
which was to play such .a large part Ottawa, and financed, not by borrow- necessities,' hut not for private gains, 
in the development of trade in Canada, ing, not from revenue, but from a jg implemented, by Jove, we’ve
The evening closed with a social non-political, controlled use o f its something,” he declared, 
period when general discussion turned national credit. He believed, he said, “There is no doubt that the reason 
toward racial difficulties in the world this new economy would be in force for nations going either Fascist or Bol-
shevist has been the desire for econo-at large, new settlers in Canada, and within a few  years, 
a consideration of the Munich agree- “We want the Dominion Govern­
ment. 1 ment to wake up,” he went on. “We
TO WOMEN
concerned w ith money m atte rs
m  MANY A FAMILY circle the woman of the house is the executive 
head as well as the heart o f the home.
To conserve family funds; to spend wisely; to safeguard the 
present and future welfare of the family • . . these, as well as 
purely domestic responsibilities, are hers today.
So she uses her bank . . . not merely as a safe place to keep 
her money, but also for friendly talks with the manager when 
financial problems Eurise.
Neighbourhood branches of The Royal Bank welcome women’s 
a(XX)unts. The personal attention of the manager is availaible to 
women clients at any time. Ask him for these useful booklets —
•  Family Budget Book.
•  Financial Training for your Son and Daughter.
T H E R O Y A L  B A N K
o r CANADA
mic security these forms of govern­
ment offered them. They deliberately 
i sacrificed their freedom of soul and 
mind for this security.
“We certainly do not wish the peo­
ple of this country put to such a 
choice, nor do I  think {hey ever will 
be, unless I am much mistaken in 
their fortituile and common sense, I 
think you have heard me say before, 
that unlimited funds-are available for 
war purposes to save a country from 
annihilation, unlimited funds are av­
ailable in most countries these days 
to safeguard a country from the threat 
of invasion, therefore why are there 
not unlimited' funds to guarantee eco­
nomic security to all decent people.
“Personally, I think this new eco­
nomy w ill be in full use in a year or 
two. The very necessity o f things will 
force our orthodox economist to ad­
vocate monetary reform.
“I  think I have very sound grounds 
for this opinion. In my short election 
addre.'is I  said, “Great Britain w ill be 
faced, at the end of her five year re­
armament program, with a very de­
finite choice between Socialism and 
some fundamental change in her old 
economy, and I am satisfied that when 
the time comes she w ill choose wisely, 
and give a lead to other nations as she 
always has done,” and I read in the 
“Province” of a few  days ago that the 
government is already preparing work 
to offset the possible slump that may 
come when present armament work ; 
ends.
“Again, does not this $100,000,000 the 
Dominion government is finding for 
public works seem an innovation, a 
sign of things to come.
“From w h at'I have read from our 
Parliamentary association publications 
the primary objective of every respon­
sible minuster of the Crown in every . 
part pf our Epipire is to find this all- 
important ecbnomic security f(ir all 
the people within their countries. I 
think they know equally, well that 
world peace w ill never be guaranteed 
until the same security applies to all 
the people of all nations of the world.” 
Defends Trade Pact 
Earlier, Capt. Bull had defended 
the Ottawa agreements. Those agree­
ments meant a great deal to farmers, 
and the government had endeavored 
to get them all the advantages under
I must apologize first of nil for tlio 
iion-apiiearuiico of Uie.se notes in llie 
last two issues of 'I’he Courier but tlie 
faet is I simply did not get a elianei' 
to write tlieni.
On Saturday and Suiuluy last tlie 
tenlli annual conference of our Noi tli 
Okanagan patrol lealers was held at 
Salmon Ann and a.s tlieie were forty- 
one leaders present as well as four 
scouters, it was the largest of its kind 
we liave yet lield and was most enjoy­
able and succe.ssful in every way, witli 
tlie unfortunate exception of Uie mis­
hap to the car conveying tlie leaders
bnnk but no 
one was luirt. The occupants liowever 
had to return liome without reacliing 
tlie conference. Next week I sliall give 
some details of tlie program and dis- 
tti ..iLiiv,. VIA. jj,- . , 1 .4 1 (• eussions but this week I .shall just be
a y l W ed at “ ble to tell you of the reiircsentation.
Up until the 'riiursday before it looked 
thougli the seven patrol leaders 
' vi 1- 4i «• . u 1 4 iAom the 1st Kelowna troop were all
.4, . 4 I! I • 41 I • fl that such measures were not only un- rt-tunuung’ lor any slight that they jj.£̂  jjj. i^ome through lack of
a I 11 lo ita it  link in the chain of im- extremely unwise, said Capt. receive, because the country at peace transportation to got there, but Mr.
perial ccimmunic^fituins as a landing wi I exhaust every avenue of negot- Ted Dodd then came to the rescue and
cables and an- “Stick To l l ic  Rules latlng to kcxip peace. very kindly ofTored to take his cur
imc.s, ana lurmsnes iron ore jor tne „  . „  veteran of the course of restraint being over. I wont over witli him and Mrs.
stceL mills of Nova Scotia. In 19Jj q   ̂ ^  j . oosltion which call- Pursued by all tho great democracies Dodd along with patrol loaders Lon Newfoundland became unable to func- Gjeat Wa^ ^  a position which call  ̂ second John
f  ^   ̂ “I am afraid I am going to be unpop- persisted in until such time as these Panton. Scoutmaster Gray of Rutland
: ul aI . . " ' So' i “ d  ^ iTxp to f'io  “ land " C o  O^ocraclcs w ill bo auMclently strong drove over from the 1st RuUands 
luna ana occamc a Hiniisn acpcnaoncy . minnort from either side of sufficiently unitdd to demonstrate P.L.s Basil Bond, Dennis Reid and
governed by a governor and SIX mem- 5^2^008^^116 1 I the disturbing forces that war on GeolTrey Smith and seconds Fred Stc-
bers appointed by the Crown whose joe nousc, wnen i  le ie i ro me agua vvould be suicidal and that vpn« nnd Hide Rcith Unfortimnlelvdutv it is tn administer her affairs tion occurring in respect to the Japan- men pari wouia ne suiciaai ana tnai yens anci hick Keitn. umoiiunaiciy
aaminisier nei aiiairs. qitiisfiinn world economic cooperation is the they did not have any more room m
Canada s pcipulation divides itself , • jyf  ̂ islands °o ly  way to national prosperity and the car or second Clifford Schell
into four mam divisions, the Man- ..,,^00 non. iviemper lor me isianas •' would hsve 4»nnn inn Tho rcnrp>spntn-
times Quebec and Ontario the iirairio (Maegregor Macintosh, Conservative, . Vt " ' '  . . . . . . .  . represenialimes, v îueoec ana yn i^m , me prmne onofhei’ ono-nrmpd war veteran) *he height of folly to go out tion in troops and numbers was as
piovmces and British Columbia. Ow- . . .  . . .  pamnaign I did not fight way to antagonize a nation we follows: 1st Kamloops 2, 2nd Kam-
ng to the wide variety of industrial because I  thought it would die could not defend ourselves against at loops 2, 3rd Kamloops 2, 1st Salmon
down. But now I  wish to speak my ^he present time, without assistance. Arm 7, 2nd Revelstoke 3, 1st Vernon
. I do not think that this agitation 6, ,2nd Vernon 5, 1st Rutland 5, 1st Ke-
“Tlie Japanese in my part of the would have got under way if Japan lowna 3, and 1st Penticton 6. The 
countrv” Cant Bull went on “show been, say five hundred miles from scouters attending were scoutmasters
our shores or if  we did not have the Sladen, Gray and arris of Salmon
It’s No Surprise That 
You’re Constipated!
I f  constlpullou hoa you bogged 
down BO you fed ttrod, sunk, all 
played out-lt’B tlnio you usked 
yourself Bomo qucBtionsI
What have pou had to cat 
lately? JuBt meat, bread, eggn, 
potolooB? It ’s no Burprlso youu-o 
constipated I Tho ennnees am 
you don’t get enough "bulk." And 
'̂bulk” doesn't mean a lot of food. 
It ’s a kind of food that Isn't con­
sumed in tlio body, but leaves a 
Bolt “ bulky” muBS In tho Inloa- 
tlnes and helps a bowel inovo- 
mont.
I f  this is what you lack, your 
ticket Is crisp onuiohy KcllORg’o 
AU-Bran for breakfast every day. 
Xt contains tho “bulk” you need
fduo Niaturo’s groat intestinal 0tonic, vitamin Bi. 
Eat All-Bran over ly, drink
plenty of water, and take n now 
Icaco on Ufol All-Bran Is made b; 
Kellogg In London, Ontario. So] 
by every grocer.
SSI
TIRED FEET
lOB
RINCSWORM FUNGUS
—Hiding in washtub 
drains this fungus may 
infest your wash . . . 
menace your family’s 
health.
rei
ENEM Y
drains
Gillett*s Lye cuts- 
through clogging matter 
... washes filth away i
Rid  drains of clinging, un­clean slime! Each week
pour in Gillett's Pure Flake Lye 
—full strength. This powerful 
cleanser cuts through grease . . .  
keeps tub, sink and toilet drains 
running freely. Removes ugly 
stains from toilet bowls. Will 
not harm enamel or plumbing?
Gillett’s Lye in solution"̂  
makes light work of heavy 
cleaning tasks. Whisks dirt and 
grease from messy pots and 
pans. Buy a tin of Gillett’s Lye 
from your grocer 
today. It will 
save you hoiKs 
of drudgery.
♦Never dissolve lye 
in hot water. The 
action of the lye it­
self hea ts the water.
RBAOE IN CANADA
FREE BOOKLET—The Gillett’s Lye 
Booklet gives dozens of ways to make 
work easier with this powerful cleanser. 
Write to: Standard Brands Ltd., Fraser 
Ave. & Liberty St.. Toronto, Oiit.
BACKACHE
As well as rheumatism and lum­
bago develops from uric acid left in 
the blood by defective kidneys. 
Lasting relief comes when the liver, 
kidneys and bowels are aroused to 
action by ■ _
DR. CHASE'S
l^ idney. Liveg F i l l s
KELOWNA branch . - - F. J. WILLIS, Manager
the pacts that were possible.
“And we have always kept in mind powers threatening the peace of the 
and hoped that the trade agreement world. And I  hope and believe that 
between Great Britain and the United in the final analysis we shall retain 
States would lead to a political alii- our f.o.b. arrangement of selling our 
ance which would hold in check the produce to Great Britain,” he said.
....... ........... ■ • / / '
Ii
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WE HAVE EOVEEY NEW
G W IK' niT c
JL m : A  ^
now on display which you ohould 
make a point of seeing.
O KANAG AN  unci NOTCH H ILL 
I'O ’l ’l'E ItY
too, of course.
THE ROYAL ANNE 
SHOP
Hither and Yon
ANNUAL
CATHOLIC
Bazaar
OPENS at 3 p.m. 
S A T U R D A Y , November 19 
Oddfellows’ Hall
HOT CHICKEN 
DINNER
Served from 5 to 7.15 p.m.
Adults, 50c - Children, 35c
15-2C
Mrs, J. W. N. Slieplierd entertained 
a few friends at lier lioine on Wedne.s- 
day afternoon on Pendo/J street.
» •
Mrs. Martin Perry wa.s a tc'a lio.stess 
to a number of friends on Tue.sday 
afternoon.
4>
Mrs. Jack Witt cjitertained l>er
bridge club on Monday evening at h«r 
lioine in tlie jiew Jubilee Apartinmits. 
• * •
R. C. I ’eterson of Seattle sjjent .sev­
eral da^s in town last week visiting 
with friend.s.
« it<
Mrs. Wilbur Burnham entertained a 
number of friends at the tea hour on 
Tuesday afternoon at the Wiillow Inn. 
Mr.s. O. Jennen.s presided at the tea 
table. Guests included: Dr. Ileba Wil- 
lits, Mrs, A. S. Underhill, Mrs. Charles 
Gaddes, Mrs. Art Rolph, Mrs. George 
Sproule, Mrs. Don Loane, Miss Jean 
Harvey, Miss C. Burt, MLss Doering
and Mi.ss A. Hughes.
* • *
Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Graham of Tac­
oma spent the week-end in Kelowna.
Mr. and Mrs. P. E. French of Ver­
non were visitors in Kelowna last 
Wednesday.
YOUNG WOMEN 
PLAN CHILDREN’S 
CHRISTMAS PARTY
AUTUMN COLORS 
ARE BACKGROUND 
FOR NUPTIALS
JHaiki J L  J K is ' Wr .Wr JhiBbi JWf
Justice 
ver were 
week.
and Mrs. Manson of Vancou- 
visitors in Kelowna last
Mrs. J. S. Henderson Heads Com­
mittee in Charge of Arrange­
ments
Peachland United Church Lovely 
for Wedding of Emmie Marion 
Hunt to Melvin N. Barwick
toMiss Diana DeHart was a visitor 
Vancouver over the week-end.
• •
George Haskins was a visitor to the 
coast over the week-end.
« i* W
Mr. and Mrs. Charles DeMara enter­
tained at the dinm.'r hour on Sunday 
evening at their home, honoring Mr. 
and Mrs. A. H. DeMara who were 
celebrating their fortieth wedding an­
niversary.
Miss Jennie Andison was a visitor 
to the coast over the long week-end.
Mrs. P. 
Vancouver
13. fiom
on
Willits returne'd
Armistice Day.
• • *
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Atkinson are 
living ini he new Jubilee Apartments.
The Kehjwna Young Women’s club 
held its regular supper meeting on 
Monday evening, November 14tb, at 
the Royal Anne hotel.
The treasurer, Mi.ss Eleanor Abbott, 
rejjorled that $0!5.00 had been elejired 
at the show which the club sponsored 
this month, the proceeds to be used 
for the cliildrtm's Christmas party.
The organiization is considering 
starling a .small club for ’teen age girls 
who do not belong to a club in town 
and hold social evenings once a week. 
Tills plan was left over for further 
di.seussion, even though it was the 
feeling of the meeting that it was an 
excellent idea
AUTUMN COLORS
Chrysanthemums in autumn shad­
es against a background of evergreen 
made an atlruclive setting in the Uni­
ted Churcli .on Wednesday morning, 
November !1, for Uk; wedding of Em­
mie Marion, youngest daughter of Mr. 
ad Mrs. E. M. Hunt to Melvin N. Bar­
wick of Merritt. Ttic ceremony was 
performed by the Rev. J. H. Gillam 
under an arch of pink and while 
chrysanthemums centred by a white 
eiirysunthemum wedding bell.
The bride, who was given in mar­
riage by her father, made a lovely pic­
ture gowned in white silk net with 
tiny rufllos on the skirt, with her Veil
The annual children’s Christmas bridal net caught by a coronet of
Mr. and Mrs. 
were visitors in
Mr. Jack Ward was a visitor to 
Woods of Vernon Kamloops last Wednesday to attend
Kelowna last Friday. *be Gyro installation there.
Mr. and Mrs, J. R. Coster .of \Vinni- 
peg .spent several day.s in Kelowna 
last week.
party will be held on Thursday, Dc 
comber 22nd In the I.O.O.F. Hall. The 
following conveners and committees 
were appointed, the first named being 
convener: general convener, Mrs. J. 
S. Henderson; Christmas tree, Miss 
Doris Leathley: general committee,
Miss Audrey Hughes; Miss Eleanor 
McKay returned this week ^rs. "Tiny” Walrod, Mrs. Dick
“Tim" Armstrong visited 
)ii on Armistice Day.
G. A.
lin Pentie-
K.G.E.
GROCERY ’■.T
•rices Effective FRI., SAT., MON
Phone
305
DEMONSTRATION 
OF PEA-SOUP
on THURSDAY and FRIDAY,
Green, split green, and yellow split 
peas grown at Armstrong. Come 
and sample this Okanagan product.
GREEN or YELLOW  
SPLIT PEAS .........
lbs.
CATSUP loc
SPAGHETTI '.r; 10c
PEEL Cut or whole; per lb. ...... 25c
CURRANTS-2 25c
SULTANAS -  2 25c
ALMONDS 55c
PEARL SOAP 25c 
RINSO -  2 Tr- 45c
Mrs. W. C. White of Vancouver was 
■ a visitor in town over the week-end.
0 0  0
Mrs. “Tiny" Walrod entertained a 
few friends at the tea hour last Thurs­
day afternoon at her home on Bertram 
street.
* ♦ ♦ ♦
Guests registered at the Willow Inn 
this week include: Mrs. L. S. Kearney,
Vernon: A. G. Stone, Penticton; Vio Monday. 
Garnham, Vancouver; Gordon Clark,
Calgary: E. S. Palmer, "Peachland;
Vera Rae Fraser, Peachland; Mr. and 
Mrs. J. A. Johnson, Seattle; Mr. -and 
Mrs. E. Cf. Maile, Toronto; R. H. Mac­
Donald, Vernon: G. H. Madden, Van­
couver; Mrs. C. North and Mrs. M.
Jenson of Kamloops.
from Victoria where he attended the 
Hospital convention.
Miss Ruth Earling, of Regina, spent 
several days in town last week visiting 
friends.
* *
Mrs. Russell H. Moulton of Chicago 
who has been the guest of her parents 
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Hughes .for the past 
three weeks, returned to her home on
Stewart, Mrs. R. Fraser; refreshments, 
Mrs. Lloyd A. Day; table decorations, 
Mrs. C. E. Friend: invitations, Mrs. M. 
Meiklc and Miss Dorothy McKenzie.
The club is starting to collect toys 
immediately and would welcome any 
donations which may be left at W il­
lits drug store.
The guest speaker of the evening 
was Miss Sanderson of the recreational
orange blossoms. Sbe carried a bou­
quet of white chrysanthemums, white 
heather and fern.
Miss Ediith Duquemin, bridc.smaid, 
wore a floor-length gown of apricot 
net with bolero jacket, and carried a 
bouquet of bronze and yellow chry­
santhemums and fern. Little Doreen 
Clements, niece of the bride, made a 
charming llower girl in pale blue silk.
Hamish MacNcill was best man 
while Frank Gillam and Fred Mills 
acted as ushers.
Prior to the ceremony the choir 
sang “The Voice that Breathed O’er 
Eden” , and “O Perfect Love ’’ follow­
ing the singing of “ I Love You Truly” 
by J. A. Maddock during the signing 
of the register. Mrs. J. H. Gillam,
Guests registered at the Royal Anne 
hotel this week include: W. E. Murray, 
Hamilton; G. W. Hicks, Kamloops; 
Miss M. C. Craig, Victoria; A. A. 
Smith, Revelstoke; Capt. H. A. Por- 
teous, Oliver; Mr. and Mrs. A. Reeves, 
Enderby; C. S. Squires, Robson; Mr. 
and Mrs. P. E. French, Vernon; Miss 
Elsie Noble, Portland; Mrs. H. Morri­
son, Vancouver, Miss Dorothy Acris, 
Penticton; Justice and Mrs. Manson, 
University Hill; Miss Mary Pott, Pen­
ticton; Ml’- and Mrs. G. H. Parson, To­
ronto; Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Soole, 
Banff; E. P. Vaughan, Portland.
* * *
Mrs. J. W. Hughes is visiting at the
coast at present. ■
0 0 0
Miss Winifred Modren of Penticton 
wag the guest of her mother, Mrs. 
George Hause over the week-end.
* m
Miiss Phyllis Taggart has returned 
from a holiday spent in Kamloops.
experiences in Denmark, and in Scot­
land where she travelled over one 
thousand" miles in three weeks by 
bicycle.
Miss Sanderson is a fluent speaker 
and tells many arnusing jokes on her­
self.
HELEN A. FUSTON
SYRUP
BACON
5 lb. 
pail .
SLICED', 
per lb.
39c
35c
SHORTENING ,L 50c
TRY THE COURIER CLASSIFIED ADS.
I^ADIES, Q IR L S
LEARN THE MOLER METHOD 
OF BEAUTY CULTURE 
A PLEASANT PROFITABLE 
PROFESSION FOR GIRLS 
Learn under recognized Moler mast­
er instructors. To earn more, enroll 
now with the Moler School that gets 
best results.
Train by same Moler system as 
taught to thousands of most success­
ful hairdressing graduates working 
in New York, Chicago, Hollywood 
Paris arid world’s largest cities. 
Visit us before joining any school. 
Practical, exirert training guaran­
teed—“The University of Beau^ 
Culture.”
MOLER HAIRDRESSING SCHOOL 
Enroll now. Reasonable rates.
Vancouver B. C. 2237
Gooch, Manager all Moler B. C. 
Schools.
Mr. and Mrs. Laurie Scott have as 
their guest, the former’s mother, Mrs.
Scott of Vancouver.
* * * '
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Johnston enter­
tained a number of friends at the tea 
hour on Sunday afternoon at 
home on Harvey avenue.
Mr. James Douglas entertained his 
bridge club on Monday evening at his
home on Bertram street.. • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Burnham, who 
have been in town for the past few  
months, left for their home in Victoria
on Wednesday.■ ' 0 0 0
Mrs. Cecil Atkinson (nee Barbara 
Meikle) was guest of honor on Sun-
The wedding of .Mary Kathleen, 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel 
Blackburne, to Ernest Clifford Mug- 
day afternoon at a kitchen shower ford, son of Mr. and Mrs. Enock Mug- 
when Mrs. Rex Lupton and Mrs. Mau- ford, took place on Wednesday, No­
rice Meikle were hostesses to about vember 16th, at Saint Mary’s Church
centre who gave a very interesting who acconjpanied, also played the 
and extremely humorous talk on her Wedding March.-
As the bridal pair left the church 
pupils of the public and high schools 
made a guard of honor. Mr. Barwick 
is principal of the public school.
A  reception was held at the home 
of Mrs. T. Twiname following the 
ceremony, with refreshments served 
from the bride’s table, decorated with 
Scotch heather and centred by a four- 
tiered bride’s cake.
BJi A UM - m  a  A fter receiving the congratulations
A lC IC lllv  JWa ISljrjnLVil. ° f  friends and relatives, the bride and
groom left for a motor trip to Spo- 
kane, the bride travelling in a handv 
The marriage of Helen Angeline knitted suit of soft green wool, with
brown hat and accessories and wear­
ing a brown top coat.
Upon their return Mr. and Mrs. 
Barwick will take up their residence 
on Fourth street.
Out of town guests to the wedding 
included the groom’s parents, Mr. and 
Mrs. N. Barwick of Merritt, his sister 
and brother-iin-law, Mr. and Mrs. 
Riley of Merritt, and Mr. and Mrs. 
Arnott and Miss Helen Am ott of Sum- 
merland.
I
Friers EflfwUve Friday, Saturday and Monday— November 111, 10, 21
T>T I ‘'‘*'“*‘**' a*'eept groeery orders phoned In for
l  I delivery Saturday. I'leasc phono early Friday
N O TE I to ensure prompt delivery.
J A M -  4 37c
I ^ O I p C A ___  Large packages; |||
l U O l A  (limit 1) each ...................  lU C
B A K E A S Y - 5p!̂ i 79c
B A N A N A S -  :  1  3 "  25c
M M M A L A P E -  o 39c
PORK B E A N S - 2 15c
CUT GREEN B E A N S - 1 0 c
A V I  Contents—C tins Aylmer Pcaolics; 6 tins Aylmer
Jnk 1 Fears; C tins Aylmer Cherries; 3 tins Aylmer
iPICTT Salad Fruits; 3 tins Aylmer Red Raspberries.
PA r?A rFr D e l i v e r e d  free of duty, freight and all charges 
(For Overseas) to any point in Great Britain.
FI Alin ™o™M- I LUUK:;r $2.85
EM PR ESS  P U R E  E X T R A C T S —  ̂
Vanilla, Lemon or Almond; 2 oz. btl. 19c
A Y L M E R  A PR IC O T S— 2’s sq.; tin ........................  16c
M A C K IN T O S H  T O F F E E — lb............ —  ....................  23c
J IF F Y  B O IL E D  D IN N E R — 1 lb. tins ........................  14c
CRISCO— 3 lb. tins 67c
Fusion to Michael Black Took place on 
their Tuesday, November 8th, at the Salva­
tion Army hall in Kelowna with A d ­
jutant David Hammond officiating.
ST. MARY’S CHURCH 
WEDDING SCENE
C O L G A T E ’S F L O A T IN G  S O A P -b a r   .......  ......3c
IN S T A N T  T A P IO C A — “Melograin” ; 1 lb, pkg........ . 13c
R O L L E D  O ATS — 6 lb. sack ......... .... ......... . ....... 33c
A IR W A Y  C O F F E E — lb. ...... .................... .....  23c
C U T  M IX E D  P E E L — 1 lb. carton ..... .1..................... 723c
F IG  BAR S— (limit 2 lbs.) lb.................... ................. 16c
MEA T DEPARTMENT
303 W. Hastings. Trin
twenty of the hohoree’s friends at 
Mrs. Lupton’s home on Lake avenue. 
Mrs. G. A. Meikle and Mrs. M. Ro­
berts presided at the beautifully ap­
pointed tea table while Mrs. J. S. Hen­
derson and Mrs. A- E. Cookson assist­
ed their hostesses as serviteteurs. The 
gifts were presented to Mrs. Atkinson 
by Jill and Wendy Cookson.'
Mr. D. K. Gordon returned on̂  F ri­
day from a business trip to Edmonton 
and Calgary.
Mr. F. P. Begg of Begg Motors, Van-, 
couver, was a visitor to Kelowna this 
week.
■ ♦ ♦ ♦
H. S. “Pete” Atkinson leaves this 
Week-end, via Canadian National 
Railways, for a visit to the Old Coun­
try. He w ill sail on the S.S. “Letitia.”
in East Kelowna. Rev. C. E. D avi#of- 
ficiated at the ceremony.
UNITED MANSE IS 
SCENE OF WEDDING
A  quiet wedding was held at the 
United Church Manse, Glenn avenue, 
on November 11th, when Miss Helen 
McIntyre and John Hartman Thomson, 
both of Kelowna, were united in mar­
riage. The ceremony was performed 
by Dr. W. W. McPherson.
JUDGE J. D. SWANSON 
PROVES_FAGETIOUS
Magistrate T. F. McWilliams, newly 
appointed to five different positions 
upon the retirement of J. F. Burne be­
cause of ill health, received the con­
gratulations of Judge J. D. Swanson 
in County Court on Tuesday morning 
when the sittings opened. Other mem­
bers of the legal fraternity in Kelowna 
also extended their congratulations to 
the new magistrate.
In his remarks, Judge Swanson fac­
etiously stated that Callendar has its 
quintuplets, but the Kelowna man 
now has a quintuplet of positions.
LEGS OF LA M B - While they last ; per lb. . 22c
“T E N D E R IZ E D ” SM O K ED  
PO R K  S H O U L D E R — per lb. 19c
RUMP ROAST ”' BEEF- 18c
L E G  R O ASTS of V E A L — lb.      ..... . . . 20c
A R M  R O ASTS of V E A L — lb. 16c
S H O U L D E R  RO ASTS of V E A L — lb.
We Reserve the right to limit.
I f  A R R IS  M e a t  M a r k e t
“Where Quality Reigns Supreme”
WEEK END SPECIALS
CH O ICE B E E F
Good Pot Roasts ......  125^c
Choice T  Bones .... 22c
Rump Roasts ...... 18c - 20c
Round Steak Roasts :.....20c
Prime Ribs ......     20c
Blade Roasts ....    15c
No. 1 V EA L
Legs, shank end ... ........ 20c
Fillets ...:..................... !.. 25c
Shoulders ........... 15c - 18c
Loins ...................   20c
Short Ribs ..........    15c
Boneless Shoulders ..-. 20c
SPECIALS
S N O W  F L A K E  S H O R T E N IN G  
FRESH  M IN C E  
CH O IC E  S T E W  B E E F  
L E A N  SH O R T  R IBS  
GOOD B E E F  S A U ^ G E  
L E A N  B R IS K E T
2 lbs. for
WESTBANK CHURCH
WEDDING A T  CATHOLIC CHURCH
The Catholic church in Kelowna was 
the scene of a pretty wedding on Wed­
nesday morning, November 16, when 
Barbara Sperle was united in mar­
riage to Francis John Schmidt, both 
of Kelowna. The ceremony was per-OPENS SUNDAY formed by Rev. Father McKenzie.
---- —  KELOW NA PERSONS MARRIED
A t the residence of the minister,' 
193 Leon avenue, on Thursday evening, 
November 10, Miss Vivian Janet Luke 
became the bride of Anthony Albert 
Novicki, both principals being resident 
of Kelowna. Rev. H. P. Humphreys 
officiated.
The Westbank United Church - is 
just about finished and looks very 
nice, most of it has been done by vo l­
untary work which speaks well for 
the men who have given so much of 
their time. The opening service w ill 
be held on Sunday next, followed by
a supper 6n Monday night.
0 0 0
The badminton season opened in the 
Hall on Sunday afternoon, Mr. and 
Mrs. George. Brown were over from 
Kelowna, but, there was not a good 
turn out. It is hoped that there w ill 
be-more out later. Basketball has not 
started yet, Rex Morrison is missed 
this year as he was keen on sports and 
a good leader.
,0 0 0 '
Mr. W. Stevenson and daughter, 
Nancy, left for Saskatoon on Wednes­
day after spending six months here. 
Mr. Stevenson said he came to the 
conclusion that farming was better 
than fruit growing, so he went to 
Saskatchewan.
Mrs. R. A. Pritchard is still confined 
to her home with influenza, but is 
making progress towards recovery.
■ ' • * *
Abe Shetler who broke his ankle
some weeks ago, was able to hobble 
with the aid of a stick to the recrea­
tional class to watch, but it w ill be a 
month or more before he can join in 
the exercises.
!'■> I
Something Different!
m
Gifts and W edding Presents
-in a  larg^e range of prices to suit anyone’s purse.
' You are welcome to look around at
StockwelTs Lim ited
T H E  STO R E  O F  F R IE N D L Y  P E R S O N A L  SERVICE .
T h e  N a m e  o f
on any manicure requisite 
is your guarantee of satis 
faction as well as a mark 
of distinction.
Polishes that won’t chip or 
peel. Polish removers that do 
not harm the nails. Hand Creams, 
Polish Bases and Cuticle Creams 
that are a delight to use.
Polishes, etc.,
retail at .......... 60c
Hand Creams, at $l.orf
And here’s a secret. . . .  O f 
all the polishes being offered to- 
aay Peggy Sage is the least ex­
pensive to use because it lasts 
longer.
P.B.WILUTS&CO
DRUG STORE
Phone 19 We Deliver
E V E R Y O N E
to his own 
taste
V
ISSSH 0
wvi
9 9 ^
w
AND THE 
WHOLE 
FAMILY 
UKES - - ■
flPP€aL
BR€|S| D
Healthful and nourishing are the products of Sutherland’s— Every line of cakes, pastries 
and bread are ready for your asking— delicious— wholesome^— tasty— this finest you can biiy.
Call in or phone for Free Belivery.
B A K E R Y  L T D .
P H O N E  121 B E R N A R D  A V E .
US
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D. K. GORDON LIMITED
KKI.OWNA
PR O V ISIO N ERS
PUONEB: 178 and 17B
REMEMBRANCE 
SERVICE HELD 
AT RUTLAND
of Uie incotliiK.
Mr. and Mns. M. E. Clay of Arin- 
i.lroiiff worn visilurs at the home of 
Mr. H. Ilardie over tlie week-end.
GLENMORE will take |>o.sse«-sion on December 1. J IJ V K N ID E  D I 'X IN Q IJ E N C Y  H r it l ';A I>
/
Mushrooms, Mincemeat, Oysters, 
Cooked Meats, Ham, Bacon, Lard, 
Eggs, Butter, Fresh Fish,
Smoked Fish, Salt Fish
W . I. Oppose Beer Parlor Vote 
— Presentation Made to Mrs. 
W . Sharpe
AT SPECIAL PRICES FRI. “ SAT.
L O IN  ROASTS of L A M B  
SM O K ED  H A D D IE  F IL L E T S  • 
B O N E LE S S  O V E N  R O ASTS of V E A L  
S IR L O IN  and T  B O N E  R O ASTS of B E E F  
FR ESH  R ED  S PR IN G  S A L M O N  
O V E N  ROASTS of FR ESH  PO R K
Sprouts, Celery, Lettuce, Cauliflower, Onions, 
Carrots, Potatoes, Turnips, Cabbage
“McKENZlE SELLS FRESH CANDIES"
DIRECT from  the 
M anufacturer to YOU
That's the way to get your candy!
> OANONG’S CHOCOLATES—Direct from St. Stephen, New Bruns­
wick—bulk and packages. 10 different kinds in bulk;
most of them at, per pound ............................... ..........
Boxes at from 50c a lb. box, up to a Big 5 lb. box at $3.25
CARSON'S CHOCOLATES—Direct from Eng- to ||||
land.; creams, liquers and wines; per box
Factory sliipments direct from Lowney’s, Neilson’s, 
Rowntree’s, and Kelly ’s and an import shipment of 
of PALM  TOFFEE from England.
It's a regular slogan now—“MeKENZIE SELLS FRESH CANDIES"
Another direct from England shipment has just arrived of HUNTLEY 
and PALMER’S SHORTBREAD and MIXED FANCY BISCUITS
in attractive gift boxes; 
at per tin, fro m ........................... ................. 65c *” $1.25
This year—for the first time—a direct import order—
TOM SMITH'S CHRISTMAS CRACKERS
The most famous of all English Crackers; 
at prices from, per b o x .......... ............ ....
YOU GET THE BEST A T  McKENZIE’S
McKenzie The Grocer
214 Two Phones 214
MATINEES 
Monday, Wednes. 
Friday, Saturday 
at .̂30 '
25o and lOo
TH URS. - FR I. - SAT.
November 17th, 18th, 19th
can’t afford to 
miss the Pulitzer 
prize play . . .  the 
year’s outstand­
ing motion pic­
ture.
can’t help thrill­
ing to the most 
human story that 
ever fllled screen 
w i t h  unforget- 
able wonder.
70c
40c *” $4.00
The annual Ilcincinbraiice Day ser­
vice was held at the War Memorial 
at Uutiuiid on Friday, Nov. 11th at 11 
a.m., as has been customary tor many 
years past.
The service was held under the aus- 
pic(;s of the Rutland hoys scouts as­
sociation and the president. 1C. Mug- 
ford. acted as master of ceremonies. 
Tile scmits and W olf cubs paraded in 
uniform and placed wreaths at the 
base of the memorial. Rev. S. N. 
Dixon, Church of England curate, gave 
an interesting and thought provoking 
address, stressing particularly the need 
of giving more consideration for the 
needs of tlipse wlio had come back 
from tlie condict, broken in mind, 
body or spirit, and working whole­
heartedly to prevent u recurrence of 
useless destruction such a.s a modern 
war must inevitably bring.
Following is the program of the 
service: O Canada, Lowering of the 
Flag; Two minutes’ silence; Placing 
of the Wreaths. The following part 
of the service was held indoors owing 
to the inclemency of the weather: 
Prayer by Rev. A. C. Pound; Hymn 
No. C02 “O God Our Help in Ages 
Past” ; Address by Rev. S. N. Dixon; 
“God Save The King.”
A  very pleasant surprise party was 
held at the home of Mrs. W. Sharpe 
on Thursday evening last, when 
friends of Miss Barbara Sharpe gath­
ered to present her with a fitted over­
night case on her departure for Van­
couver Island. Games and dancing 
were enjoyed. Refreshpients were 
served at the end o f a very enjoyable 
evening.
* «> * .
Women’s Institute
The women’s institute held their re­
gular monthly meeting on Thursday 
, afternoon of last week, in the church 
annex, the Catholic bazaar being held 
lin the hall necessitating the change of 
meeting place. 'The attendance  ̂was 
good and quite a volume of business 
was attended to.
The forth coming Community supper 
came in for considerable discussion. 
Final arrangements were made, and it 
was hoped this w ill be a real success. 
A  resolution to be sent to Capt. C. R. 
Bull asking him to use his influence 
to prevent a plebiscite, being taken on 
the question of a beer parlor in Rut­
land was unanimously adopted.
A  handsome travelling bag was pre­
sented to Mrs. W. Sharpe, the presi­
dent who is shortly leaving the district 
to make her home on Vancouver Is­
land. Mrs. R. B. McLeod made the 
presentation on b6half of the institute 
and the Anglican Guild. Appreciation 
o f Mrs. Sharpe’s work in the past and 
regret at her departure was expressed.
Mr. Whiteway of Kelowna was to 
have been the speaker but was un­
able to be present. Mr. Foreman of 
the B.C. Products was also unable to 
address the meeting owing to prev­
ious engagements in Kelowna. Re­
freshments were served at the close
EVENINGS 
Two Shows, 7-9 
Adults. 40c 
Balcony, 30c 
Children, 15c
MONDAY - T U ESD A Y
November 21st and 22nd
W H E N  Y O U  SAY  T H E T , 
STR ANG ER , S M ILE !
S M I L E ?  You’ll howl your 
head off at
FRANK CAPRA’S
“ Yon Can’t  
Take It
D IC K
POWELL
P A T
O’BRIEN
Wednesday - Thursday
November 23rd and 24th
Laughing at life and eager for 
love, the heart-thrilling star of 
“S T A G E  D O O R ” joins the 
dashing hero of “The A W F U L  
T R U T H ” in a grand romantic 
comedy!
P R IS C IL L A
LANE
m —r
With Yon ’’
C o w iM iy
FRO M
B f f o o k l y i l ’ *
ADDED A T  8.30 O NLY
Barrymore
Edward <«Oigr FigKiting 
N avy 99
starring
■ I
H. B. W A R N E R  
R IC H A R D  C R O M W E L L  
R O B E R T  D O U G LA S
A stirring story of the British 
Admiralty
METRO NEWS
iHoliday
starring
K A T H A R IN E
HEPBURN
C A R Y
GRANT
Doris Nolan Lew  Ayres
ADDED A T  8.35 O NLY
R IC H A R D  A R L E N
in —
U CALL OF THE 
YUKON’
V « *
The local Catholic society held a 
very succe.saful bazaar and chicken 
.sii|>pi‘r in the hall on Thursday last. 
Tlie affair wa.s well patronized. Mr. 
Paul Bowe.s. u visitor from tin? Peace 
River was tin? winner of the C.C.M. 
bieyele.
* • •
The Sub-Deb lield a handkerchief 
sliower for Barbara Sharjie at the 
home of Mrs. Jack Reid on Friday 
evening.
Mi’, and Mrs. Meinroy returned last 
week from a short stay in Vancouver.
Mr. .̂ II. J. Harden returned from 
hospital, and ulthougii still connnod to 
her bed, she is making progre.si; to­
wards recovery.
* * «
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Snowscll accom­
panied by Miss Betty Snowscll and 
two friends spent a few days in Wen­
atchee.
• • #
Mr. and Mrs. A. Seolt are living in 
the home of the latter's parents, Mr. 
and Mrs. Anderson for the winter 
months.
Determined to check the .spremi of 
juvenile delin«iuenc,y, provincial iiolin: 
in Pentieton indicate they are leaving 
no .stone unturned to clear up the 
situation. Within , the past few days 
still another ai re.st has iK'cn made and 
conviction obtained in connection with 
the* clean-up.
Mrs. Jack Bailey is at present a pat­
ient in the hospital.
Mr. Frank Hawkey lias purchased 
the lot owned by Mr. A. MeInroy and
Mr. and Mrs. R. Lambly spent a few 
days renewing acquaintances in Glcn- 
inore lust week. On returning 
they had Mr. Tom Pearson as 
guest for a few days.
home
their
have moved into the 
in Glenmore.
"Smith” house
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey jr., and family
George and Art Reed left on Tues­
day morning by cur for Wenatchee and 
Spokane..
A stirring story of the land of 
snow and ice.
W E D N E S D A Y  N IG H T , N O V E M B E R  23, IS “L O C A L  M O V IE  Q U IZ  N IG H T ’
IMPERIALS ORCHESTRA 99
January Sale in
November!!!
B^Sale starts 
Friday, Nov. 18
Offering a ll onr N E W  stock 
o f W om en ’s, Men^s and Boys*
Ready-to-wear.
A n opportunity to get your winter wardrobe replenished at the start o f the season at 
Sale  P rices! R E A L  B A R G A IN S ! A ll prices are C A S H !
Entire Stock of
Coats 
on Sale
Young MenV Overcoat
• Our plain tailored CO ATS  
tweeds, cheviots, chinchillas, 
ed tweeds, etc.
$13.95 for $12.50 
$15.95 for $14.25 
$16.95 for $15,25 
$18.00 for $15.95
in all 
brush-
$21.00 for 
$23.95 for 
$24.95 for 
$27.50 for
$18.75
$!21.50
$22.00
$24.50
$30.00 for $26.50
Fur-Trimmed Coats on Sale
5 O N LY  Fox Trimmed Coats; two tweeds and three plain cloths; regular $35.00 
and $40.00. Q n - I  O K
TO CLEAR A T  ... ......... . ..
7 O NLY dark cloth fu r . trimmed Coats, including navy and black, and flecked 
tweeds. K  Q K
VERY SPECIAL .................
A L L  OTHER COATS W ILL  GO ON 
SALE A T  GREATLY REDUCED PRICES
Childrens Coats
4 O N LY  GIRLS’ W INTER COATS, furcollars; sizes 12 and 14
y^ rs ; SPECIAL $2.95
O N LY GIRLS’ FUR FABRIC 
and TWEED COATS; sizes 10, 
and 14 years; $8.%12
SPECIAL at
Children’s CHINCHILLA COATS-
and Bonnet ; sizes 1, 2 and 3
years; copen, red and $3.25
fawn .................
r s r  AFTERNOON FROCKS
Remainder of our stock, all bearing a . SPECIAL PRICE, which 
w ill be priced with a red ticket.
A  very smart semi-drape model in navy 
blue chinchilla. Double breasted, with 
half belt and pleats. W arm ! Smart 
Serviceable!
Sizes 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 4Q> 
W H IL E  T H E Y  L A S T  !
$13 .9 5
M E N  S O V E R C O A T S
In the finest quality Kynochs, Harris Tweeds, 
Chinchillas and imported tweeds. Tailored by 
FASHION-CRAFT in the newest “slip-on” 
raglans; belted and drape models. Sizes 35 
to 46.
Regular
FOR
$18.50 $20.00
$14.80 $16.00
$22.50
$18.00
$25.00
$20s00~
$27.50
$22.00
Regular
FOR
$30.00
$24.00
$35.00
$28.00
M e n ’s f in a l i t y  S u its
A T  GREATLY REDUCED PRICES. Worsteds, Tweeds and Serges, tail­
ored in smart new styles. Single and double breasted models .to choose , 
from. These suits are guaranteed to fit, and give satisfaction.
Extra Special - -  Two-Pant Suits!
Men’s worsted and serge botany wool suits in a pleasing r ^ g e  of pat­
terns; blues, browns and greys. The best value in Canada. Sizes .35 to 44.,
SPECIAL $27 .5 0
The balance of our comprehensivve stock will be on sale at
the following prices;—
Regular
FO R
9 O NLY two-piece all wool O KDRESSES; on sale - ...  .........
“I  M O N LY  one and two-piece A L L  WOOL DRESSES 
all colors and sizes 14, 16, 18 and Q K
20. VERY SPECIAL ’ ..............  ...
O NLY JANTZEN SUITS, all two- Q K
i O  piece. SPECIAL .......... .................
WOMEN’S S ILK  AFTERNOON DRESSES, plain col­
ors and figured. Q K
SPECIAL at ........  ....
WOMEN’S LONG EVENING DRESSES, low necks 
and sleeveless. fj*0  Q lK
SIX O NLY at . ........................ ............ .
WOMEN’S LONG EVENING DRESSES, moire silk, 
velvet and silk; Q K
EIGHT O NLY at .... ..;.......   € 9 0 »U 0
WOMEN’S AFTERNOON and STREET DRESSES in
rough crepes, figured silks, etc. Q K
Q f f  AFTERNOON DRESSES in the very latest styles 
-all sizes, colors and styles. (YpT
SPECIAL at ................. ......
ONE RACK OF 20 DRESSES
Beautiful materials, good styles, to clear at H ALF PRICE. Prices 
regularly, from $10.95 to $18.95 A T  H ALF PRICE.
$5.50 to $9.50 at Reduced Prices.
$20.00 $22.50 $25.00 $27.50 $30.00 $35.00' 
$16.00 $18.00 $20,00 $22.00 $24.00 $28.00
EXTRA SPECIAL —  20 ONLY
M E N ’S and Y O U N G  M E N ’S SU ITS  in tweeds and 
worsteds. Suitable for dress or everyday wear. 35 to 42.
C LE A R  $ 1 4 . 9 5
Boys* and Youths*
S U I T S
With one and two pairs of trousers. A  
pleasing range of tweeds and worsteds in 
browns, fawns, greys and blues. Smart 
pleated back styles to choose from. The 
best values ever.
Sizes 8 to 14 years 14 to 18 years
$9.95 $10,95 $12.50 $12.95, $15.50, $16.50,
$18.50
YOUTHS’
FAWN TRENCH COATS
The famous Croydon Coat with full belt;
sizes 8 to 17 years. ...$4.75
SPECIAL PRICE
Geo* A . M elkle, Ltd .
Phone 215 Q U A LITY  M ERCHANDISE Kelowna
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